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ABSTRACT

The Pacific Region Groundfish Integrated Fisheries Management Plan lists approximately 80
species-area fish stocks for which annual total allowable catches are required, most of which are
applied as individual transferable quotas within the British Columbia (BC) integrated groundfish
fishery. The majority of fish stocks encountered by the integrated groundfish fishery are consid-
ered data-limited, where data-limited stocks are defined as those with insufficient data to reliably
estimate stock status or estimate abundance or productivity with conventional stock assessment
methods such as statistical catch-at-age models. In recent decades, Fisheries and Oceans
Canada (DFO) groundfish stock assessments have focused on data-rich stocks, resulting in a
subset of stocks with full stock assessments, while many stocks with less informative data remain
unassessed.

The DFO Sustainable Fisheries Framework, legislated via the Fish Stocks provisions in the
Fisheries Act, requires that fish stocks be managed at sustainable levels—specifically at biomass
levels above the Limit Reference Point (LRP). For data-limited stocks, data are often insufficient
to adequately account for uncertainty in the assessment of stock status relative to biological refer-
ence points in traditional stock assessments. Instead of focusing on the explicit knowledge of cur-
rent stock status, we propose a management-oriented approach that emphasizes selecting man-
agement procedures (MPs) that have a high likelihood of maintaining fish stocks above implicitly
known reference points across multiple plausible states of nature, regardless of the quality and
quantity of available data.

Worldwide there has been a movement towards MP (or management strategy evaluation) ap-
proaches to providing science advice on fish stocks via closed-loop simulation. Closed-loop sim-
ulation differs from conventional stock assessment because it simulates feedback between the
implementation of MPs and a simulated system representing the fish stock and its environment,
described by one or more operating models (OMs). This document presents a methodology
for developing appropriate OMs, testing suites of MPs, and identifying MPs that best meet the
objectives of fisheries management and stakeholders. We outline six best-practice steps for MP
approaches: (1) defining the decision context, (2) setting objectives and performance metrics, (3)
specifying OMs, (4) selecting candidate MPs, (5) conducting closed-loop simulations, and (6) pre-
senting results to evaluate trade-offs. We then describe our proposed approach (the “MP Frame-
work”) and how it aims to accomplish each of these best-practice steps. Included in our frame-
work are provisional conservation and fishery objectives and performance metrics based on Sus-
tainable Fisheries Framework policies, a provisional library of data-limited MPs that are appropri-
ate for BC groundfish stocks, and provisional visualizations to help decision-makers evaluate per-
formance of MPs and trade-offs amongst MPs.

We undertake a case study of the Rex Sole (Glyptocephalus zachirus) stock in the West Coast
Vancouver Island groundfish management area (Area 3CD) to demonstrate an application of
the MP Framework. The case study develops six reference-set OMs and two robustness-set
OMs. The case study reveals a set of survey-index-based MPs, constant catch, and surplus-
production-based MPs that achieve > 0.9 probability (9 times out of 10 chance) of maintain-
ing biomass above the LRP in the long term (35–50-years in the future) while maintaining a
> 0.8 probability (4 times out of 5 chance) of maintaining catches at or above recent (5-year)
average levels in the near future (1–10 years) in the reference-set OMs. We also present per-
formance metrics related to the long-term probability of biomass remaining above the Upper
Stock Reference, the long-term probability of fishing below F MSY (fishing mortality at maxi-
mum sustainable yield), the long-term probability of maintaining catches above recent aver-
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age levels, and the probability of catch variability remaining below historical levels. Four of the
MPs achieved only slightly lower performance metrics in the robustness OMs, compared to the
reference-set OMs, while other MPs were more sensitive to these OM robustness scenarios.

We highlight issues regarding reference points, MP tuning, assessment frequency and triggers,
the inclusion of environmental effects, assessing the value of information, and use of this frame-
work as part of stock rebuilding plans. Throughout, our framework emphasizes transparency and
reproducibility and to that end we develop an associated package for the statistical software R
that facilitates applications of the framework. Overall, we intend this framework to improve the
capacity for Pacific DFO Science to provide evidence-based catch advice for more groundfish
stocks—regardless of data limitations—in a standardized and transparent manner consistent
with the DFO Sustainable Fisheries Framework, the Fish Stocks provisions in the Fisheries Act,
and international best practices.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

Fishery-independent surveys conducted by Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO) encounter
over 200 groundfish species in the Pacific region. Of these, approximately 100 are regularly
caught in the British Columbia (BC) integrated groundfish fishery. The Pacific Region Groundfish
Integrated Fisheries Management Plan (IFMP)(DFO 2017a) lists approximately 80 species-
area fish stocks for which annual total allowable catches (TACs) are required, most of which are
applied as individual transferable quotas (ITQs) within the BC integrated groundfish fishery.

In recent decades, advice on TACs for Pacific groundfish species has been developed using
statistical stock assessment models that rely on indices of abundance, age-composition, com-
mercial catch, and biological data that enable estimation of key population metrics such as stock
status, relative depletion, recruitment, growth, fishery selectivity, and natural and fishing mortality.
These stock assessment models are data and resource-intensive, with only a few assessments
produced each year with available data and Science sector resources.

The majority of fish stocks encountered by the integrated groundfish fishery are considered data-
limited, where data-limited stocks are defined as those with insufficient data to: (1) reliably esti-
mate stock status; or (2) estimate abundance or productivity with conventional stock assessment
methods such as statistical catch-at-age models (Dowling et al. 2015a, 2015b). Many of these
stocks lack current assessment advice.

1.2 MOTIVATION

The Canadian Sustainable Fisheries Framework (SFF) lays the foundation for the precaution-
ary approach (PA) to fisheries management in Canada (DFO 2006, 2009). The Precaution-
ary Approach Framework (DFO 2009) relies on the definition of biological reference points
(BRPs), which define biomass targets as well as low biomass thresholds to be avoided with
high probability. The approach requires that fishing mortality be adjusted in relation to two levels
of stock status—an Upper Stock Reference (USR) and a Limit Reference Point (LRP) (Figure 1).
The LRP and USR delineate three stock status zones (“healthy,” “cautious,” and “critical”). Of
particular importance is the LRP, which is defined as the spawning biomass below which serious
harm may occur to the stock. Other key elements of the Precautionary Approach Framework
include a harvest control rule (HCR), which determines allowable removal rates in each of the
three stock status zones (e.g., Figure 1), and the requirement to take into account risk and
uncertainty when developing BRPs and determining stock status in relation to BRPs (DFO 2006,
2009).

On June 21, 2019, major amendments to Canada’s Fisheries Act received Royal Assent, thus
passing them into Canadian law. Among many other amendments, provisions in the new Fish-
eries Act require that fish stocks be managed at sustainable levels, specifically at biomass levels
above the LRP. Hereafter referred to as the “Fish Stocks provisions,” the provisions legislate ele-
ments of Canada’s Sustainable Fisheries Framework and Precautionary Approach Framework,
and state:

Measures to maintain fish stocks 6.1(1) In the management of fisheries, the Minister
shall implement measures to maintain major fish stocks at or above the level necessary to
promote the sustainability of the stock, taking into account the biology of the fish and the
environmental conditions affecting the stock.

1
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Figure 1. Illustration of DFO’s Precautionary Approach Framework. Based on DFO (2009).

Limit reference point 6.1 (2) If the Minister is of the opinion that it is not feasible or
appropriate, for cultural reasons or because of adverse socio-economic impacts, to im-
plement the measures referred to in subsection (1), the Minister shall set a limit reference
point and implement measures to maintain the fish stock above that point, taking into
account the biology of the fish and the environmental conditions affecting the stock.

Plan to rebuild 6.2(1) If a major fish stock has declined to or below its limit reference
point, the Minister shall develop a plan to rebuild the stock above that point in the affected
area, taking into account the biology of the fish and the environmental conditions affecting
the stock, and implement it within the period provided for in the plan.

For data-limited stocks, data are generally insufficient to adequately account for uncertainty
in development of BRPs and assessment of stock status relative to BRPs. To comply with the
legal requirements identified in the Fish Stocks provisions for data-limited species, it is therefore
necessary to develop defensible methods and a framework for setting catch limits that promote
sustainability and maintain stocks above their LRP, recognizing that, in many cases, the LRP and
stock status cannot be reliably estimated.

The objective of the framework proposed in this document is to preserve the intent of the Pre-
cautionary Approach Framework, legislated in the Fish Stocks provisions, and provide decision-
makers with a quantified characterization of risk with respect to the likelihood of maintaining
stocks above the LRP, regardless of the quality and quantity of available data.

1.3 TIERED APPROACHES

Many other nations and governing bodies have established frameworks for assessing data-
limited fish stocks—often through “tiered” approaches (e.g., United States (Newman et al. 2015),
ICES (ICES 2012), Australia (Smith et al. 2009)). A tiered approach places stocks into ranked
categories (tiers) based on the types and quality of available data. Specific data-limited methods
for setting catch limits are identified for each tier. Arbitrary buffers may also be added to recom-
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mended catch limits in each tier (e.g., reduce recommended catch limit by 20%), in an attempt to
account for the additional uncertainty inherent in more data-limited tiers.

In 2016, a CSAS workshop was held in the Pacific region to review international tiered approaches,
as a preliminary evaluation of the suitability of a tiered approach for the BC integrated ground-
fish fishery (DFO 2016). Instead of recommending a discrete tiered approach based on data-
availability, the workshop recommended considering data-richness on a continuous scale and
simulation-testing multiple alternative management procedures (MPs) on a stock-by-stock basis,
using a management-oriented, or management strategy evaluation (MSE), approach to identify
data-limited MPs that would best meet policy and fishery objectives, explicitly accounting for
risk.

1.4 MANAGEMENT-ORIENTED APPROACHES

Worldwide, there has been a movement towards management-oriented approaches to stock
assessment and fisheries management (e.g., de La Mare 1998; Butterworth and Punt 1999;
Plagányi et al. 2007; Rademeyer et al. 2007; Berkson and Thorson 2015; Geromont and Butter-
worth 2015a; Carruthers et al. 2016; Punt et al. 2016). Whereas traditional stock assessment
methods focus explicitly on estimation of biological parameters and stock status, a management-
oriented approach focuses on identifying MPs that perform best with respect to policy and fishery
objectives when implemented in a “closed-loop” simulation environment (Figure 2).

Closed-loop simulation is distinguished from conventional stock assessment because it simulates
feedback between implementation of the MPs and the simulated system representing the fish
stock and its environment, described by one or more operating models (OMs). This approach
not only takes into account the effect of the MPs on the system but also the future data collected
from the system and its use in the MPs (Punt et al. 2016). Data-limited MPs may be represented
by a simple empirical rule, such as an adjustment to catch based on a change in an index of
abundance or may be based on more complex methods incorporating multiple data sources and
statistical models.

Figure 2. Illustration of the fisheries closed-loop simulation process following Punt et al. (2016). The
management procedure may be based on a simple data rule (e.g., decrease the allowable catch x% if the
survey index decreases y%) or it might be an estimation model combined with a harvest control rule.

The scientific literature reports a large number of data-limited MPs. When tested in closed-loop
simulation environments, data-limited MPs have shown variable performance across conditions
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such as species life-history and levels of biomass depletion (e.g., Carruthers et al. 2014, 2016).
Closed-loop simulation-testing of data-limited MPs allows for evaluation of relative performance
of MPs across a range of uncertainties in, for example, underlying fish biology, observation
error, estimation error, and implementation error (e.g., Kell et al. 2006; Carruthers et al. 2016).
Importantly, a management-oriented approach employing closed-loop simulation enables ranking
of MPs with respect to meeting objectives and enables evaluation of trade-offs among competing
objectives (e.g., policy-based conservation objectives and economic objectives).

Since 2017, a partnership agreement between the University of British Columbia (UBC) and
DFO (DFO 2017b) has supported development of two open-source software packages for MSE,
implemented in R (R Core Team 2019): the Data Limited Methods toolkit (DLMtool) (Carruthers
and Hordyk 2018a; Carruthers and Hordyk 2018b) and the Management Strategy Evaluation
toolkit (MSEtool) (Huynh et al. 2019). After several years of development, these packages pro-
vide some of the fastest, most flexible and extensible software for conducting MSE for fisheries,
ranging from data-poor to data-rich, enabling rapid assessment of multiple MPs according to
customizable conservation and fisheries objectives, and evaluation of key trade-offs.

1.5 OBJECTIVES OF THIS DOCUMENT

This document aims to develop a management procedure framework (“MP Framework”) for
selecting methods for provision of catch advice for Pacific groundfish stocks that do not have suf-
ficient data to estimate the parameters needed for full statistical stock assessments. Therefore,
the framework will provide advice for stocks where biological reference points and stock status
cannot be reliably estimated. In doing so, it aims to improve the capacity of DFO to meet the
requirements of Canada’s Sustainable Fisheries Framework and the Fish Stocks provisions of
the Fisheries Act for data-limited species. The MP Framework will apply closed-loop simulation
to formalize the process of testing and selecting MPs for data-limited groundfish stocks, which
will support the provision of scientific advice to fisheries managers. We emphasize that biological
reference points and stock status, which are integral to the Sustainable Fisheries Framework
and Fish Stocks provisions, are also integral to the MP Framework, even if they are not explicitly
stated in the catch advice. Instead reference points and stock status are incorporated into the
OMs (see Appendix A) and management procedures are selected based on explicitly defined
probabilities of maintaining OM stock status above reference points. We choose the terminology
MP Framework to clearly specify the focus on selection of best-performing MPs, rather than
focusing on the available data.

This document presents a methodology for developing appropriate OMs, testing suites of MPs,
and identifying MPs that best meet the objectives of fisheries management, First Nations and
stakeholders. This work builds on recent work by Anderson et al. (2019), which is a comprehen-
sive, reproducible data synopsis for nearly all Pacific groundfish species encountered by DFO
surveys and commercial fisheries in BC. Although the proposed framework is software agnostic,
in the current implementation, data and empirical analyses from the groundfish synopsis pack-
ages (Anderson et al. 2020c; Keppel et al. 2020) are used to develop OMs using the DLMtool
(Carruthers and Hordyk 2018a) and MSEtool packages (Huynh et al. 2019), implemented in
the statistical software R (R Core Team 2019) (now collectively named openMSE). The OMs
are then used in simulation-testing a range of data-limited MPs against performance metrics.
While this document focuses on data-limited MPs, the main features of the framework could be
extended to more data-rich species to evaluate performance of data-moderate or data-rich MPs
(e.g., different configurations of statistical catch-age models coupled with harvest control rules).
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An R package written by the authors for this framework, ggmse (Anderson et al. 2020b) (formerly
gfdlm), houses many tools and custom visualizations to aid in the process. Steps of the process
are described more fully in the following sections of the document.

1.6 EXPECTED BENEFITS

There are a number of expected benefits of this project. Compared to the current status quo, this
framework will allow DFO to:

• provide evidence-based catch advice for more stocks, including stocks for which advice was
not previously available;

• develop a standardized and transparent approach across stocks;

• test performance of data-limited MPs for providing catch advice with respect to meeting
sustainability and fishery objectives; and

• help build an understanding of the most important data needs and research priorities for
reducing uncertainty in stock assessment advice.

Critically, the framework will develop methods to improve capacity for DFO Science to provide
sustainable, data-limited catch advice, consistent with Canada’s Precautionary Approach Frame-
work as legislated under the Fish Stocks provisions, therefore enabling data-limited stocks to be
brought into compliance with the Fish Stocks provisions of the Fisheries Act.

Extensions to the framework could be used to inform:

• rebuilding plans and recovery potential assessments (e.g., Haggarty et al. 2021);

• methods for accounting for environmental conditions in management decisions, as required
under the Fish Stocks Provisions;

• assessing the value of collecting more information; and

• evaluating the performance of data-moderate and data-rich MPs.

See Section 5 for discussion of these.

We emphasize that while the framework does not explicitly report biological reference points and
stock status, which often cannot be reliably estimated for data-limited stocks, the framework is
designed to evaluate MPs with respect to the probability of maintaining stocks above reference
points over a defined range of uncertainties. Reference points are therefore an integral compo-
nent of the framework.

2 BEST PRACTICES FOR MANAGEMENT PROCEDURE APPROACHES

Punt et al. (2016) reviewed best practices for MSE and identified five key steps in the process
(Steps 2–6 below). In large part, the DLMtool software has been designed to allow practition-
ers to follow these steps [Figure 3; Carruthers and Hordyk (2018a)]. We also identify a critical
first step (Step 1 below): defining the decision context (Gregory et al. 2012; Cox and Benson
2016). In most practical applications the steps in the MSE process will be iterative. For exam-
ple, objectives or performance metrics may be refined after experience is gained with their
performance in simulations or the real world (de La Mare 1998; Plagányi et al. 2007; Cox and
Kronlund 2008; Punt et al. 2016). OMs and MPs may also be refined or revised in light of new
information or changes to fishing operations or the ecosystem (e.g., Plagányi et al. 2007; Pestal
et al. 2008).
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In this section we provide an overview of the six best practice steps. We describe how each of
the six steps is implemented in the proposed MP Framework in Section 3.

Figure 3. The steps of the MSE process following Punt et al. (2016) as implemented in DLMtool. Adapted
from Carruthers and Hordyk (2018a). This figure expands on Figure 2.

2.1 STEP 1: DEFINE THE DECISION CONTEXT

Key questions to guide defining the decision context for MSE include:

• What is the exact decision to be made?

• What is the time frame for making the decision?

• How often will the decision be evaluated and updated? E.g., will a TAC decision be in place
for one year or several years?

• What are the boundaries on the project and decision?

• What are the legislative and policy requirements?

• What are specific roles and responsibilities of parties involved? Parties include Science,
Management, First Nations, industry, academia, and/or non-governmental organizations
(NGOs).

• How will the final decision be made? For example, it may be necessary to rank or weight
objectives if there are large trade-offs with respect to performance for different objectives.
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• How will the process be governed? For example, how will acceptability of trade-offs be
determined? How will meetings be facilitated? How will consultation be managed? Failures
in governance of the decision-making process can lead to a less successful decisions in
terms of acceptance and compliance (Smith et al. 1999; Armitage et al. 2019).

Definition of the decision context is the role of managers, stakeholders, First Nations, and other
key interested parties. Engagement of resource users at all stages of the MSE cycle from the
outset is critical, as it increases the likelihood that the process will be considered credible, objec-
tives will reflect real objectives, and MPs will be successfully implemented as planned (Smith et
al. 1999; Punt et al. 2016; Armitage et al. 2019).

2.2 STEP 2: SELECTION OF OBJECTIVES AND PERFORMANCE METRICS

Clear management and fishery objectives and the performance metrics that measure them must
be identified. Objectives may initially be high level and “strategic” (e.g., achieve sustainable
fisheries, maintain economic prosperity, maintain cultural access) but these must be converted
into operational “tactical” objectives that can be expressed as quantitative performance metrics
(de La Mare 1998; Hilborn 2007; Punt et al. 2016). Fully quantified objectives include a metric,
the desired probability of success, and a time frame to achieve the objective (e.g., probability of
maintaining the stock above the LRP is greater than 0.95 [19 times out of 20], in each and every
year of a 50-year period).

Since the properties of the underlying system represented by the OM are known exactly, a
wide range of biological and economic metrics can be calculated from the OM (Carruthers and
Hordyk 2018a). However, having too many performance metrics can make the final decision
process complex. Performance metrics should be chosen so they can be understood by decision-
makers and participants, and to facilitate a tractable decision-making environment (Punt et al.
2016).

Objectives should be developed with the participation of managers, stakeholders, First Nations,
and other interested parties (e.g., Smith et al. 1999; Plagányi et al. 2007; Cox and Kronlund
2008; Mapstone et al. 2008). Hilborn (2007) identified four categories of fishery objectives:
biological, economic, social and political, noting that many conflicts in fisheries in fact arise from
conflicting objectives. Within each of these categories, different resource users and interest
groups will place value on different components, leading to inevitable trade-offs. For example,
while most resource users may place higher value on increased biological production, specific
resource user groups, such as aboriginal users, may prefer more stable access to yields and
increased participation (Plagányi et al. 2013) or have spatial objectives (Okamoto et al. 2020).
Recreational users may prefer lower yields and larger trophy fish (Hilborn 2007). Achieving
agreement on the list of objectives and performance metrics, especially with multiple user groups
is critical, can be time-consuming and should be iterative, as participants build familiarity with
each other and the process. Incorporating social and cultural objectives may be particularly im-
portant and is lacking in many decision making processes (Stephenson et al. 2017; Benson and
Stephenson 2018; Okamoto et al. 2020; but see, for example, Plagányi et al. 2013; DFO 2019,
2020). During Step 1 (Section 2.1), attention should be given to governance of the process to
ensure that there is meaningful participation by different groups and that participants can agree
on a final set of objectives to adequately represent their interests and characterize the main
trade-offs (Stephenson et al. 2017; Okamoto et al. 2020). An overview of possible approaches is
provided in Benson and Stephenson (2018).
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2.3 STEP 3: SELECTION OF UNCERTAINTIES/SPECIFICATION OF OPERATING MOD-
ELS

Uncertainties inherent in the underlying system are represented in the OM. Uncertainty in the
OMs may be related to: the biology of the stock (e.g., growth, natural mortality, recruitment,
migration); the dynamics of the fleet (e.g., targeting behaviour, selectivity of the fishing gear);
the observation process (e.g., bias or imprecision in survey data or age/length composition
data); and/or the implementation process (e.g., exceeding catch limits) (Carruthers and Hordyk
2018a).

Some of this uncertainty (e.g., range of values of natural mortality or other parameters) may
be captured within a single OM by expressing distributions for these parameters. However, it
is unlikely that the full range of uncertainties thought to influence the system can be captured
in a single OM. Therefore, best practice recommends dividing MSE trials into a “reference set,”
using a core set of OMs that include the most important uncertainties (e.g., depletion of the stock
or range of natural mortality values), and a “robustness set,” representing other plausible OM
formulations that represent alternative structural hypotheses (Rademeyer et al. 2007). These
authors recommend that the reference set of OMs include the most important uncertainties,
which are both highly plausible and have major impacts on results. While there is no estab-
lished formal means for selecting OMs for the reference set, Punt et al. (2016) suggest that
best practice start from a common set of factors which commonly have a large impact on MSE
performance due to uncertainties. They provide a list of factors which commonly have a large
impact on MSE performance due to uncertainty (their Table 3) and suggests that, at a minimum,
MSE processes should consider: parameter uncertainty (related to productivity and stock size);
process uncertainty; and observation error (see also Cooke 1999). Implementation uncertainty
is another important source of uncertainty, for example uncertainty in actual catches relative to
TACs. Where available, stock assessments can be consulted for the major sources of uncertainty.
For example, the initial reference set may be based on the set of sensitivity analyses presented
in the stock assessment (possibly with additional scenarios), while the robustness set may
include a broader, more exploratory set of uncertainties [e.g., Atlantic Bluefin Tuna (Thunnus
thynnus), T. Carruthers, personal communication, May 12 2020].

Interactions among uncertainties may be considered by evaluating all combinations of uncer-
tainty factors (e.g., Rademeyer and Butterworth 2006a). This may be presented in grid format
(e.g., Carruthers et al. 2020). However, this may not always be computationally possible, and it is
more common to select ‘base’ levels for each factor and then develop alternative OMs which vary
one (or more than one) factor in turn (Punt et al. 2016). An iterative approach may be required,
where sensitivity tests are run to determine which combinations produce the largest differences
in results (e.g., Rademeyer and Butterworth 2006b; Carruthers et al. 2020).

Once an agreed-upon reference set of OMs has been determined, a wider range of OMs (the
robustness set) should be developed to capture a wider range of uncertainties that may be
less plausible but should nonetheless be explored (Rademeyer et al. 2007). These may include
effects related to environmental change (e.g., time-varying mortality, climate-driven recruitment,
predator-prey relationships); structural representation of population dynamics (e.g., form of the
stock-recruit relationship); or fleet dynamics (e.g., selectivity). Punt et al. (2016) also note that,
in some cases, where the data used to parameterize the OM are in conflict (e.g., two indices of
abundance are in conflict), the best practice may be to develop alternative OMs based on the
different data sources. Other uncertainties in past reliability or future availability of data may also
be captured in the robustness set (Rademeyer et al. 2007).
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Reference and robustness sets may be selected through an iterative process examining the
impact of uncertainties on the MSE performance. For example, Rademeyer and Butterworth
(2006b) evaluated 28 preliminary robustness tests for a South African hake case study but
discontinued tests that produced results very similar to the reference set trials. OMs may be
weighted, where weightings may be based on qualitative plausibility criteria (Butterworth et
al. 1996), or may be quantitative based on model-selection criteria based on fits to data (e.g.,
AIC [Akaike information criterion]). However, Punt et al. (2016) urged caution in using model-
selection criteria to weight OMs unless there was very high confidence in the reliability of the
likelihood function, which is unlikely to be the case in data-limited situations. Placing less plau-
sible OMs into the reference set may somewhat alleviate the need to consider weighting of
OMs.

Ideally, OMs should be conditioned on real data to ensure they can reproduce historical ob-
servations (e.g., Cox and Kronlund 2008; Forrest et al. 2018). In data-limited cases without
reliable historical observations, this may not be possible. In these cases, best practice would
be to develop a set of OMs that differ in terms of major uncertainties, especially related to stock
productivity and current depletion level.

Development of OMs is principally the responsibility of Science, although input from stakeholders,
First Nations and other parties is desirable, especially with respect to identifying key uncertain-
ties and ensuring plausibility of the OMs.

2.4 STEP 4: IDENTIFICATION OF CANDIDATE MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES

The scientific literature now reports many MPs for data-limited fisheries, more than 80 of which
have been integrated into the DLMtool software (Carruthers et al. 2016; Carruthers and Hordyk
2018a). Management procedures for fisheries managed by catch limits are generally either
model-based, where data are integrated into a stock assessment model and outputs are used to
calculate catch limits, or empirical, where data are used in an algorithm to directly determine the
catch limit (e.g., adjustment of catch based on change in index of abundance) (Punt et al. 2016).
Empirical MPs can make use of a variety of data types including catch, population indices, fish
lengths, and fish ages.

Empirical MPs take data sampled from the system, such as a survey index, apply an algorithm,
and make a catch recommendation. An example is the “Iratio” MP (ICES 2012; Jardim et al.
2015), where the mean survey index value from the last two years is divided by the mean survey
index value three to five years before present. This provides a ratio indicating whether the survey
has increased or decreased, which is then multiplied by the previous year’s catch to generate
a new catch recommendation. If the survey index has been trending up, then the catch recom-
mendation will increase, and vice versa. Model-based MPs fit a statistical population model (e.g.,
surplus production model) to observed data to estimate biological reference points and stock
biomass. These are then incorporated into a harvest control rule (e.g., Figure 1) to determine the
catch limit for the following year.

Given the large number of MP options available, a screening step is desirable. For example, MPs
that do not return a catch limit (e.g., spatial closures or effort-based MPs) can be immediately
screened out if management requires a catch limit. Also, unless the decision context involves
considering the value of collecting new information, it is important to test MPs for which informa-
tion or data are available (Punt et al. 2016). For example, MPs that rely on age-composition data
or an estimate of current depletion may not be feasible for many data-limited BC groundfish
stocks. It is also important to consider the period of time for which MPs will be left in place.
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Unless MPs will be updated annually, it will be important to design MPs that are left in place
for several years and test their performance (e.g. Haggarty et al. 2021). While it is important to
work with a manageable set of MPs, it is also important not to screen too aggressively, to make
sure good candidate MPs are not screened out early on.

In general, identification of available MPs is the role of Science. Managers, stakeholders and
First Nations should be involved in identifying desirable MPs (e.g., Cox and Kronlund 2008;
Plagányi et al. 2013) and provide input on feasibility of implementing some MPs and their likely
success in terms of acceptance and compliance (Armitage et al. 2019).

2.5 STEP 5: SIMULATION OF THE APPLICATION OF THE MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES

Once the OM and MPs are fully specified, the closed-loop simulation replicates can be run,
following the process illustrated in Figure 3. Critically, the simulations include feedback between
the OM and the MP, where the OM generates data at each time step, which is used to apply the
MP, which generates a catch recommendation, which is removed from the OM, which generates
the next time step of data, and so forth until the projection period is complete.

Typically, a large number of replicate simulations are run for each OM-MP combination. Repli-
cates may differ in terms of OM process error, observation errors and random draws from ranges
of OM parameters, meaning that each replicate provides a different set of simulated data to the
MPs. The number of replicates should be selected to ensure that performance metrics can be
calculated with adequate precision (Punt et al. 2016), which can be indicated by MPs being
consistently ranked in the same order regardless of additional replicates (Carruthers and Hordyk
2018a). The MSE should output enough information to calculate performance metrics for the
MPs, and also to evaluate the behaviour and performance of the MSE itself (e.g., whether all
trials converged, ranges of OM parameter values, and trajectories of key OM variables such as
biomass and catch).

There may be a need to reduce the number of candidate MPs to a manageable set. Analysts
can screen out MPs that do not meet a basic set of requirements for a broad range of stocks
(e.g., MPs that result in a high probability of stocks being below the LRP). Such a procedure of
screening out poorly performing MPs has been termed “satisficing” (Miller and Shelton 2010),
where MPs must meet a minimum-defined standard to be accepted. Satisficing criteria may
be used at the screening stage and can also be used at the final MP selection stage to help
streamline the decision-making process. Satisficing criteria may be less strict at the preliminary
screening stage, to ensure that potentially successful MPs are not screened out of the process
too early.

Running the simulations is the role of Science. Feedback from managers, stakeholders and First
Nations should be sought throughout the process, to enable iterative refinement of the models
and outputs (e.g., Cox and Kronlund 2008).

2.6 STEP 6: PRESENTATION OF RESULTS AND SELECTION OF MANAGEMENT PROCE-
DURE

Selection of an MP involves addressing trade-offs (e.g., between conservation and economic
performance metrics), and therefore is the purview of managers, stakeholders, First Nations,
and interested parties (Punt et al. 2016). Ultimately, selection of an MP may be a subjective
process, depending on the magnitude of trade-offs. It may be necessary to rank performance
metrics in order of priority before the process starts. The role of Science in this step is to ensure
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that results are clearly presented to decision-makers. Ideally this should include presentation of
graphical outputs that enable clear comparison of MPs with respect to performance metrics and
trade-offs (Punt 2017).

Two basic approaches may be used in selecting the final MP: satisficing and trade-off evaluation,
where satisficing involves setting minimum performance standards (described in Section 2.5)
and trade-off evaluation involves decision-makers and stakeholders finding a balance among
competing performance metrics (Punt 2017). We already described an early satisficing step to
screen out poorly performing MPs. A second satisficing step may be used towards the end of
the process, to further screen out MPs that do not meet a minimum standard and to simplify the
decision-making environment (Miller and Shelton 2010). After this, MP selection may move to
a trading-off stage with a final reduced set of MPs. An iterative process may also be required,
where MPs and/or OMs are refined following examination of results (e.g., Cox and Kronlund
2008). In cases where there is a reference and robustness set of OMs, OMs can be weighted on
the basis of plausibility, although this may require a qualitative, expert-driven approach and may
not be straightforward (Punt et al. 2016).

Carruthers and Hordyk (2018a) also discuss a final step (Step 7 in Figure 3), which is formal
review of the selected MP once it has been implemented with real data. Formal review includes
evaluation of whether the MP is performing as expected. For example, this could be done by
comparing whether real relative abundance indices follow similar trajectories to those predicted
by the OMs under the selected MP. In this document, we do not demonstrate this formal review,
but recognize that ongoing review of the performance of MPs following their application is a
critical component of MSE, where OMs and MPs may be continuously refined as new data
become available (Cox and Kronlund 2008; Carruthers and Hordyk 2018b).

Selection of the final MP should ideally result from careful specification of the objectives and
performance metrics. In cases where a trade-off remains, or multiple MPs achieve sufficient
performance, it is the role of managers—with input from stakeholders and First Nations and
advice from Science—to select the final MP.

3 METHODS: THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

We present the steps of a proposed framework for selecting MPs based on trade-offs in perfor-
mance amongst MPs. Sections 3.1 to 3.6 describe the methods of the framework, as it would
be applied in the provision of catch advice, organized according to the six best-practice steps
described in Section 2. We note that the elements of the framework as laid out here, represent
primarily the role of Science. When this framework is applied in provision of management advice,
decision-makers, stakeholders, and other interested parties (e.g., First Nations, Nongovern-
mental Organizations [NGOs], and academics) should be engaged throughout the process,
particularly in defining the decision context, setting objectives and performance metrics, and
selecting MPs (e.g., Cox and Kronlund 2008).

3.1 STEP 1: DEFINE THE DECISION CONTEXT

For quota-managed groundfish species in BC, the decision to be made is which MP to use to
determine catch limits for the period until the next available catch advice. The time frame for
making the decision should be stated in the request for science advice. The boundaries on
the project should be decided by a “technical committee,” convened for each assessment, and
typically comprised of representatives from DFO Science, Fisheries Management, First Nations,
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commercial and recreational fishing representatives, NGOs and other interested parties, as re-
quired. Examples of project elements to be scoped include key uncertainties to be included and
excluded in the OMs, data to be included and excluded, and explicit trade-offs to be considered.
These will be discussed in more detail in the following sections.

The final decision on which MP to use to determine catch limits should be made based on a
consensus by the Regional Peer Review committee, after review of the scientific content of
the advice (including the structure and content of the OMs), and consideration of the relative
performance of the MPs with respect to meeting stated objectives and trade-offs among perfor-
mance metrics. The Regional Peer Review committee will typically be comprised of the technical
committee plus a much broader range of interested parties representing DFO Science, Fisheries
Management, First Nations, commercial and recreational fishing representatives, NGOs and
other interested parties.

The simulation framework tests the performance of specific MPs and ultimately a single catch
limit from the final selected MP. The framework does not test posthoc adjustments to the catch
limit recommended by an MP. This is in contrast to the decision tables presented in most Pacific
Region groundfish stock assessments, where a range of possible catch limits with forecast of
future stock status under each catch limit is provided for decision-making. Regardless of the
framework used for advice, we note that it remains the purview of the Fisheries Minister to make
posthoc adjustments to catch limits, based on cultural, social, or economic considerations, in
accordance with the Fisheries Act (Sections 2 and 6).

3.2 STEP 2: SELECTION OF OBJECTIVES AND PERFORMANCE METRICS

Here we describe a set of provisional objectives and associated performance metrics, refined
after discussions with our technical advisory group. In applications of the framework, objectives
and performance metrics should be refined on a stock-by-stock basis, with advice from Fisheries
Management, First Nations, commercial and recreational fishing representatives, NGOs and
other affected parties. Other objectives and performance metrics could be added (e.g., cultural
objectives), decided on a stock-by-stock basis. The time-frame of interest for setting objectives
and calculating performance metrics may also be determined on a stock-by-stock basis, as trade-
offs change over time (Cox and Kronlund 2008).

Key provisional conservation objectives are guided by the Precautionary Approach Framework
(DFO 2006, 2009), elements of which are incorporated into the Fish Stocks provisions of the
Fisheries Act (see Section 1.2). Additional objectives related to fisheries catch and variability in
annual fisheries catch are based on precedents in other DFO Pacific Region analyses (e.g., Cox
and Kronlund 2008; Forrest et al. 2018; Cox et al. 2019).

We propose the following provisional tactical conservation and fisheries objectives:

1. Maintain stock status above the LRP in the long term with an agreed upon probability.

2. Maintain stock status above the upper stock reference (USR) in the long term with an agreed
upon probability.

3. Maintain a fishing exploitation rate below the rate at maximum sustainable yield with an
agreed upon probability.

4. Given the above conservation objectives are achieved, maximize short- and long-term
fisheries catch.
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5. Given the above conservation objectives are achieved, minimize variability in fisheries catch
from year to year.

Objective 1 is implicit in Section 6.1 (1) of the Fisheries Act and explicit in Section 6.1(2) (see
Section 1.2 of this document). Objectives 2 and 3 are interpretations of Section 6.1 (1) of the
Fisheries Act, where it is stated that “the Minister shall implement measures to maintain major
fish stocks at or above the level necessary to promote the sustainability of the stock.” The term
sustainability has many definitions as they pertain to fisheries (Hilborn et al. 2015; Marentette
and Kronlund 2020). DFO Science is currently evaluating the language of the Fish Stocks provi-
sions to clarify definitions of sustainability with respect to managing Canadian fisheries. Here, we
assume that the objective of maintaining the stock in the Healthy Zone (Figure 1) with non-zero
probability is consistent with the language of maintaining stocks at or above levels to promote
sustainability. We use provisional values of LRP = 0.4 BMSY and USR = 0.8 BMSY, suggested
under the Precautionary Approach Framework (DFO 2009) (we herein use B to refer to spawning
biomass). See Marentette et al. (2021) for a discussion of the evolving thinking on the role of
these reference points in Canadian policy and legislation.

The specific probabilities assigned to successfully achieving each objective likely need con-
sideration on a stock-by-stock basis. For Objective 1, international best practice suggests the
probability of maintaining stocks above the LRP should be 90–95% (Sainsbury 2008; McIlgorm
2013; ICES 2018; Marentette and Kronlund 2020), while the probability of reaching a target
biomass (e.g., the threshold to the Healthy Zone or some pre-defined target above the USR) can
be lower at around 50% (McIlgorm 2013).

We propose the following provisional performance metrics, where MSY refers to maximum
sustainable yield, BMSY refers to equilibrium spawning biomass at MSY, and F MSY refers to the
fishing mortality that produces MSY over the long term:

1. LT LRP: Probability B > 0.4 BMSY (over long-term year range)

2. LT USR: Probability B > 0.8 BMSY (over long-term year range)

3. FMSY: Probability F < F MSY (over entire projection)

4. STC: Probability catch > reference catch (over years 1–10)

5. LTC: Probability catch > reference catch (over long-term year range)

6. AADC: Probability AADC (average absolute interannual difference in catch) < historical
AADC (over entire projection)

All of the above performance metrics are expressed as probabilities of being above or below
some criteria, where the probability is calculated as the average number of times the criteria is
met across replicates and years, e.g.,

LT LRP =
Σ

nrep
n=1Σ

t2
t=t1

Bt > 0.4BMSY

t2 − t1 + 1
,

where t1 and t2 are the first and last years over which the metric is calculated, and nrep is the
number of replicate simulations. The other performance metrics are calculated in the same
way.

In the above list of performance metrics, LT LRP and LT USR are conservation metrics measur-
ing Objectives 1 and 2 over the long term. FMSY is a conservation performance metric mea-
suring Objective 3 over the whole projection period. LTC and STC are economic metrics, repre-
senting Objective 4, measured in the short and long-term, respectively. AADC is an economic
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metric, representing Objective 5, measured over the whole projection period (see description
below).

We suggest averaging the long-term performance metrics over a short window (e.g., 5–15 years)
before the final year. The projection period and associated long-term year range should be
defined on a stock-by-stock basis recognizing that shorter-lived stocks could use a shorter
projection period, while longer-lived stocks such as rockfishes (Sebastes spp.) may require a
longer projection period (DFO 2009, 2013). However, barring some other specified requirement
for a definition of long-term (e.g., an associated Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife
in Canada [COSEWIC] process), we suggest considering “long-term” as the minimum of 1.5–2
generation times of the species (DFO 2009, 2013) or 50 years, whichever is longer. We selected
50 years as a time-frame that should lead to relatively stable behaviour of MPs for shorter-lived
stocks such as flatfishes (e.g., Rex Sole case study in Appendix E; Forrest et al. (2018)). Cox
and Kronlund (2008) used a projection period of 40 years for Sablefish (Anopoploma fimbria) and
calculated average long-term performance metrics over years 21–40. Cox et al. (2019) used a
projection period of 20 years for Pacific Herring (Clupea pallasii) and calculated average long-
term performance metrics over the whole projection period. For a longer-lived stock, the first
application of this framework for decision-making was an evaluation of rebuilding strategies for
Inside Yelloweye Rockfish (S. ruberrimus) (Haggarty et al. 2021). These authors evaluated long-
term performance metrics over 1.5 generation times (in the 56th year). They also calculated
probability of extinction metrics, required for COSEWIC evaluation, after 100 years. Preliminary
simulation-testing may be needed to evaluate stability in projections to ensure that a long enough
time period has been chosen.

In most studies, conservation metrics are only presented over the long-term, reflecting legislated
or policy-driven sustainability objectives. However, in some cases, shorter-term conservation
metrics may also be valuable, for example to ensure that long-term rebuilding plans for depleted
stocks don’t come at a cost of further depleting the stock in the short term (e.g., Haggarty et al.
2021).

We suggest the “short-term” year range, which in the examples above only applies to the eco-
nomic performance metric STC, should reflect some time period that is of near-term interest to
current participants in the fishery. Our suggestion of 1–10 years represents a starting point and
could be modified for specific fisheries.

The catch objectives STC and LTC are provisionally defined in terms of some reference catch
that is deemed necessary or desirable for economic reasons to maintain the fishery in question
or to maintain the multispecies BC groundfish fishery as a whole. This reference level could be
obtained through consultation with stakeholders or by identifying the average or minimum catch
in recent years (e.g., minimum catch in the last five years).

The performance metric AADC represents average absolute interannual difference in catch. We
chose this representation of variability to be easy to understand and simple to compare historical
values. It is calculated by subtracting each year’s catch from the previous year’s catch and taking
the mean of the absolute value of these numbers, i.e.,

AADC =
Σt2

t=t1
|Ct − Ct−1|

t2 − t1 + 1
,

where t1 and t2 are the first and last years over which the metric is calculated. In other words,
AADC represents the expected deviation in catch from year to year. Alternatives such as stan-
dard deviations in log space or coefficients of variation have a more abstract meaning and have
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been found to be challenging for some stakeholders to interpret (Punt 2017). We suggest report-
ing AADC relative to the AADC in some historical period that stakeholders identify as having ac-
ceptable annual variation in catch. We note that variability in catch is likely to be more important
for target species than for incidentally caught species. However, large fluctuations in incidentally
caught species may represent a problem in multispecies fisheries, where sudden increases
in abundance of low-quota species co-occurring with target species may limit the ability of the
fishery to realise TACs of target species.

Performance metrics in the MP Framework are easily customizable. Performance metrics for
applications of the framework may, for example, reflect a broader range of objectives such as
those associated with rebuilding plans or COSEWIC criteria (e.g., Haggarty et al. 2021).

In cases where performance metrics are calculated over a range of years, care needs to be
taken to clearly report how summary statistics are calculated. Provisionally, we suggest cal-
culating performance statistics across replicates and the entire time window as defined for
the performance metric. For example, we calculated the F MSY performance metric across all
replicates and years simultaneously. Alternative calculations would include calculating the per-
formance statistics for a specific year of interest, calculating the proportion of years in which
the performance metric was met (Australian Government 2018), ensuring that the performance
metric threshold is met in each and every year (ICES 2016), or each and every replicate. Best
practices for these calculations vary across jurisdictions (Marentette and Kronlund 2020) and
different methods may imply different risk tolerances. For example, requiring that a threshold is
met in each and every year (ICES 2016) is a stricter requirement than requiring a threshold to be
met on average over replicates and years. Therefore, the method for calculating the performance
metrics may need to be determined iteratively, in consultation with managers, stakeholders and
First Nations.

3.3 STEP 3: SELECTION OF UNCERTAINTIES/SPECIFICATION OF OPERATING MOD-
ELS

DLMtool OMs are organized into four main components representing a real fished system:

1. population dynamics of the fish stock (e.g., growth, recruitment, mortality);

2. fishery dynamics (e.g., selectivity, spatial targeting);

3. observation processes (e.g., bias and precision in survey indices); and

4. management implementation (e.g., percentage overages of catch limits).

Parameters under the four components are entered into “slots” [terminology referring to a feature
of the “S4” object-oriented programming system in R; R Core Team (2019)], described in detail in
our Appendix A and in Appendix B of Carruthers and Hordyk (2018a).

DLMtool allows the incorporation of uncertainty in most OM parameters through optional spec-
ification of a distribution. See Appendix B of Carruthers and Hordyk (2018a) for a full list of
parameters for which a distribution can be specified. To isolate the effects of specific sources of
uncertainty on performance of MPs, we recommend development of alternative OMs that change
the value (or distribution) of one or more parameters and/or data sources of interest (Punt et al.
2016). In general, we recommend developing more than one OM, dividing OMs into a reference
set of core OMs representing the most important plausible model uncertainties, and a robust-
ness set for testing sensitivity to a broader range of structural uncertainties (Rademeyer et al.
2007). We do not attempt to weight OMs in this framework. For BC groundfish stocks, reference-
set uncertainties will likely be based on key uncertainties identified in typical groundfish stock
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assessments, namely natural mortality (M), steepness of the stock-recruit relationship (h), and
initial depletion (i.e., depletion from an unfished state at the beginning of the projection period).
For stocks with available stock assessments, these should be consulted to identify major sources
of uncertainty.

Candidate uncertainties to include in OMs in the robustness set may include:

• Changes in predation rate (e.g., seal predation).

• Changes in availability of prey.

• The effectiveness of or changes to closed areas such as Rockfish Conservation Areas
(RCAs).

• Alternative representations of survey and commercial fleet size selectivity.

• Alternative catch histories (e.g., for species such as rockfishes, which were historically
reported under generic species names).

• Implementation error (actual catches are above or below the TAC).

In BC commercial groundfish fisheries, 100% of trawl vessels have carried observers since
1996 (Turris 2000) and 100% of line vessels have carried electronic monitoring (EM) systems
since 2006 (Stanley et al. 2015). Therefore, recent catch data are considered to be reliable
and can be expected to remain so in the future, barring any major changes or interruptions to
the observer programs. For some species that are important recreationally or to First Nations,
there may be other uncertainties associated with catch data. We suggest that implementation
error scenarios concerning catch reporting should be developed in collaboration with fishery
managers, including First Nations managers, and the commercial or recreational industry, as
appropriate to the stock.

In some cases, the above uncertainties may be included in the reference set. In general an
iterative approach may be required to reduce the robustness down to a set of OMs that provide
contrast to results obtained with reference-set OMs (Rademeyer et al. 2007). We discuss recom-
mendations for treatment and presentation of results from the reference and robustness sets in
Section 3.6. To ensure transparency and reproducibility, we recommend that the full specification
of OM parameters be clearly documented in appendices attached to the working paper and the
code to accomplish the simulations be version controlled and archived on publication.

We note that DLMtool OMs include a large number of parameters that can vary through time,
or which can be set to be deliberately biased. To simplify the OM and focus on what are likely
the most important axes of uncertainty, we suggest fixing most parameters to be time invariant
and unbiased (Appendix C). Exceptions would occur when one or more of these parameters
represent axes of uncertainty for specific stocks, or when certain time-varying parameters are
already accepted components of the stock assessment.

Best practice recommends conditioning OMs with observed data so they can reproduce his-
torical observations (e.g., indices of abundance, age-composition data). DLMtool’s companion
software package, MSEtool (Huynh et al. 2019), includes an efficient implementation of a stock
reduction analysis (SRA) (Kimura and Tagart 1982; Walters et al. 2006) to help with this process
(Appendix B). An SRA is effectively a catch-at-age model that estimates the combinations of
unfished recruitment, depletion, fishing effort, recruitment deviations, and selectivity that would
be consistent with the observed data given assumptions about other parameters (e.g., growth,
natural mortality). The SRA is run n times, with the number of replicates n matching that for the
closed-loop simulations. The SRA draws from parameter ranges specified in the OM (e.g., Ap-
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pendix F), estimates key parameters and updates those parameters in the OM (see Appendix A
for details). SRA replicates that do not converge (with convergence defined as a positive-definite
covariance matrix) are discarded. The SRA implementation in MSEtool can be conditioned on
catch or effort time series (Appendix B). For most applications for BC groundfish stocks, we
suggest conditioning on catch, as historical trajectories of catch tend to be more reliable than
time series of effort, especially given uncertainties in how to best represent and interpret effort
in multispecies fisheries. Further details on the SRA OM-conditioning model are provided in
Appendix B.

For some data-limited stocks, indices of abundance may be considered less reliable due to
sampling difficulties or rarity. In these cases, as long as there is a time series of catch data,
we still recommend using the SRA model for conditioning, recognizing that a much broader
range of uncertainties will need to be considered in the set of OMs, including large uncertainty
in stock size, productivity and current depletion level. Where there is no index of abundance, we
recommend developing a wide range of OMs conditioned on available catch data, which differ
in terms of major uncertainties, especially related to stock productivity and current depletion
level.

We recognize that, for some data-limited stocks, there may be some efficiency gains in develop-
ing more generic OMs that capture the major biological, fleet, and observation characteristics of
a set of similar stocks. However, we recommend focusing first on species for which customized
OMs can be developed, which are conditioned on observed data.

3.4 STEP 4: IDENTIFICATION OF CANDIDATE MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES

We screened all MPs available in DLMtool as of November 2019 along with recent MPs used in
BC groundfish reports to consider their appropriateness for the framework. This represents a
fairly comprehensive set of data-limited MPs available in the primary literature or agency reports
to date. Here, we describe the types of MPs available and the process by which we identified a
provisional set of MPs, then we explain how some MPs were tailored to the BC groundfish needs.
We describe provisional candidate MPs in detail in Appendix D.

DLMtool includes MPs that make many different kinds of management recommendations. These
recommendations include adjustments to total allowable catch (TAC), effort, or spatial alloca-
tion of catch or effort. For the framework, we focus on MPs that make TAC recommendations
because BC groundfish are managed in general by quotas. Therefore, all MPs considered here
take some subset of the data generated by an OM and provide a recommended catch for the
subsequent year.

We focus on two main types of MPs: empirical and model-based MPs. In choosing from the
available empirical and model-based MPs, we excluded MPs based on a number of require-
ments that would rarely be met for our stocks. We excluded MPs that required knowledge of
absolute abundance since there are unlikely to be cases where we have such knowledge in a
data-limited case. We excluded MPs that required recent age composition data because we
intend this framework to be applied to stocks for which recent age-composition data are not
available. We excluded MPs that required knowledge of depletion and steepness of the stock-
recruit relationship since these are likely to be major axes of uncertainty for the stocks to which
this framework will be applied. While it is necessary to explore these axes of uncertainty within
the OM, implementing an MP on real data when that MP requires knowledge of depletion and
steepness would require additional assumptions. In a few cases, we excluded MPs that we found
difficult to communicate (e.g., MPs based on the value of the index relative to the time series
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mean and standard error, Jardim et al. 2015). Such MPs did not perform appreciably differently
from included MPs and we felt their exclusion would not lead to a loss in overall performance of
the framework.

A library of provisional MPs included in this framework is described in Appendix D.

3.4.1 Empirical MPs

Commercial catch data are available for all BC groundfish stocks with relative certainty since
1996 for BC trawl fisheries and 2008 for BC hook-and-line fisheries. Fisheries-independent
trawl and longline surveys have been conducted systematically since the early 2000s for BC
groundfish and the population indices derived from these data likely represent some of the
most informative data for many data-limited groundfish stocks in BC. Fish lengths are collected
on both surveys and commercial fishing trips for many species. However, length-based MPs
often require strong assumptions and require that the simulated length-composition data are
sufficiently “messy” to reflect the real-world length-composition data, which often have large and
inconsistent variances among years and length bins. Simulating realistic length-composition
data is challenging and we have not sufficiently investigated best practices for simulating length-
compositions within the DLMtool software. Furthermore, length-based empirical MPs may be
less responsive to changes in indices of abundance and perform more poorly than other data-
limited MPs (Sagarese et al. 2018). Reliable and abundant age-composition data are generally
not available for the data-limited species for which this framework is designed. For the above
reasons, we propose MPs that make use of only catch and population index data as provisional
candidate MPs.

We can divide MPs that make use of catch and/or population index data into four categories:
constant catch, index ratio, index slope, and index target MPs:

1. Constant-catch MPs set the recommended catch to some fixed level, typically based on
recent or historical catches. Importantly, constant-catch MPs do not incorporate feedback
between the management system and the population—they make the same catch recom-
mendation regardless of trends in the population index. Nonetheless, they represent simple
MPs that in many cases represent the status quo or slight modifications of the status quo.

2. Index-ratio MPs base their catch recommendation on a ratio of a population index in one
time period compared to another time period—generally a recent period (e.g., last year)
compared to a short period before that (e.g. 2–3 years ago).

3. Index-slope MPs fit a regression of population index data compared to time and make a
catch recommendation based on the slope of the regression. They are closely related to
index-ratio MPs.

4. Index-target MPs compare recent population index values to the value of the index at a
fixed, agreed-upon historical time period to make a catch recommendation that aims to
maintain the population index at the fixed historical value. In this regard, index-target MPs
differ subtly but importantly from the index-ratio and index-slope MPs, which compare recent
index values to a moving window of index values as time progresses.

We tailored many of the available empirical MPs to suit BC groundfish stocks (Appendix D). For
example, most of the available survey data for BC groundfish are collected biennially in any one
spatial region. Therefore, we modified many of the index-based MPs to reflect this reality. Typi-
cally, this involved adding variants of MPs that considered longer time windows when calculating
averages or slopes to account for the fact that there was only half the available data compared
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to an annual survey. In other cases, we added alternative versions of MPs that encompassed a
wider range of control variables. For example, the Islope MPs (Geromont and Butterworth 2015a)
as originally described and implemented in DLMtool implicitly set the catch recommendation in
the first year to 60–80% of the mean catch from the recent five years (assuming a neutral survey
index). Since we do not a priori expect BC groundfish stocks to be overfished, we adjusted
the relevant control parameters in our provisional MPs to explore a wider range of initial catch
recommendations.

3.4.2 Model-based MPs

In addition to the empirical MPs, we suggest a surplus production (SP) model be considered
amongst candidate MPs. We provisionally include the SP model coded in MSEtool (Huynh et
al. 2019) and based on Fletcher (1978) (Appendix D Section D.4.1) paired with a number of
possible harvest control rules (HCRs). We suggest consideration of both Schaefer (1954) and
Fox (1970) production models since it is not clear, until simulation-tested, which will generate
better performance statistics for a given stock. We suggest a weakly informative prior probability
distribution be set on the intrinsic rate of population increase r, possibly following recommen-
dations such as those in McAllister et al. (2001). Alternative prior probability distributions could
be considered tuning parameters in alternative MPs. The SP model estimates must be paired
with an HCR to form a complete MP. We provisionally suggest a number of HCRs in Appendix D
Section D.4.

3.4.3 Dealing with multiple survey indices within MPs

The vast majority of published data-limited MPs are based on single indices of abundance.
This presents a challenge for BC groundfish stocks, since the trawl and hook-and-line fisheries-
independent surveys that cover our coast do so on a biennial basis, alternating amongst areas.
We suggest the following three possible solutions:

1. Build and test OMs for areas associated with a single index. If these areas are considered
simultaneously in a single application of the MP Framework then we suggest comparing
performance of the MPs across all areas and, if possible, choosing an MP that performs
reasonably well across all areas. This could be accomplished, for example, via a minimax-
style solution, where an MP is selected that performs the least poorly across all areas. If
MP performance across areas differs substantially, then different MPs may be needed for
different areas. A potential problem with this approach is when stocks are larger than the
surveyed area and the information captured in a single index does not represent the entire
stock.

2. Develop a single index by “stitching” multiple survey indices together, likely with the appli-
cation of geostatistical spatiotemporal modeling. This is an active area of research (e.g.,
Shelton et al. 2014; Thorson et al. 2015; Anderson et al. 2019; Anderson and Ward 2019)
and will likely become more common within the fisheries literature and in stock assessments.
While MPs could be developed that average or in some other way combine multiple survey
indices, geostatistical modelling is likely to offer a more coherent way of combining survey
data from multiple survey protocols or spatial areas.

3. Develop MPs that incorporate multiple survey indices (e.g., Cox et al. 2019). Many existing
data-limited MPs, such as those described in this document (Appendix D), could be modi-
fied to incorporate information from multiple indices. For example, separate indices could be
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fed through the MP algorithms independently and the most biologically precautionary TAC
recommendation could be made.

3.4.4 Reference MPs

In addition to the candidate MPs, it is important to include reference MPs. Provisionally, we
suggest the following reference MPs:

• No fishing

• Fishing at F MSY

• Fishing at 0.75 F MSY

• Maintaining the current TAC

The purpose of reference MPs is not to explore viable management strategies but to bound
the range of expected or possible performance and contextualize whether differences between
performance statistics among MPs are meaningful (Punt et al. 2016). For example, the “no
fishing” reference MP provides information on maximum possible stock levels and the maximum
possible rate of rebuilding under a rebuilding scenario. The “fishing at 0.75 F MSY” MP illustrates
performance under an omniscient manager with perfect information. The MP that maintains
the current TAC is included because it illustrates what is likely the near-term default had the
framework not been implemented and illustrates the long-term performance expectations given
current exploitation levels.

3.4.5 Including new MPs

The candidate MPs proposed here are a provisional library from which to build. Data-limited MP
development is a rich area of research, likely still in its infancy, and beyond minor adjustments to
existing MPs, MP development is not the focus of this document. More MPs may be developed
as part of the application of this framework and will certainly be developed elsewhere in the liter-
ature. MPs used when applying this framework may also be “tuned” to perform well for specific
stocks by adjusting algorithm parameters or priors. The framework presented here has been
designed to accommodate new MPs and we expect the library of candidate MPs to grow over
time, with the framework providing a means to rigorously test new MPs through the closed-loop
simulation process.

3.5 STEP 5: SIMULATION OF THE APPLICATION OF THE MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES

Once the objectives, performance metrics, conditioned OMs and MPs are fully specified, a
closed-loop simulation framework (Figures 2 and 3) can be applied to test relative performance
of the MPs with respect to meeting the stated objectives.

We recommend beginning with a satisficing step, where trial simulations are run to screen out
MPs that do not meet a basic set of performance criteria (Miller and Shelton 2010). For example,
in our illustrative Rex Sole case study (Appendix E), we screened out MPs that did not achieve a
long-term 90% probability of keeping the stock above the LRP (LT LRP > 0.9) and a short-term
80% probability of catch being above recent average catch (STC > 0.8). We recommend an
iterative approach to selecting the satisficing criteria on a stock-by-stock basis. The purpose
is to simplify the decision-making process by focusing on a manageable number of MPs. If
possible, criteria should not be so strict as to filter out MPs with broadly acceptable performance
or to filter out almost all MPs. Similarly, criteria should be strict enough to filter out consistently
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under-performing MPs. We recommend selection of satisficing criteria be done iteratively with
the technical committee.

DLMtool is designed to follow standard MSE operating procedure (Figure 3). For each MP, the
OM is used to simulate the various data streams required by the MP at each time step, then
the population biomass is projected forward under the prescribed MP at each subsequent time
step until the projection period is complete. Performance is then evaluated through calculation
of performance statistics in the OM. DLMtool makes use of the C++ programming language and
parallel processing, making the simulations computationally efficient (Carruthers and Hordyk
2018a).

For each OM-MP combination, multiple replicate projections are run to account for observation
and process errors in the data streams. This is achieved by adding stochastic noise to the data
(e.g., indices of abundance) before passing them to the MP. Coefficients of variation in the data
should be consistent with those in historical observations (Rademeyer et al. 2007). We suggest
selecting a sufficient number of replicates so that the rank order of MPs across the performance
metrics remains consistent regardless of additional replicates (Carruthers and Hordyk 2019).
This can be checked by plotting the cumulative performance statistics against the number of repli-
cates, to check that the rank order of MPs with respect to performance statistics will not change
with the addition of more replicates (e.g., Figure 4). In our experience with BC groundfish, the
number of required replicates is likely to be at least 100.

Figure 4. This visualization illustrates the degree to which the closed-loop simulation replicates have
reached convergence in the rank order of MP performance. The y-axis represents the proportion of
cumulative replicates that have achieved the performance metric. The cumulative replicates are shown
along the x-axis. Each panel represents a different performance metric and the colours illustrate the
various MPs. A wiggly line indicates that a given MP is still varying in its performance metric value as
more replicates are added. Lines that are crossing indicate changes to the rank order of MP performance
as more replicates are added. A plot is consistent with convergence when the lines are remaining roughly
horizontal and parallel and are not crossing each other towards the right of the panel.
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3.6 STEP 6: PRESENTATION OF RESULTS AND SELECTION OF MANAGEMENT PROCE-
DURE

3.6.1 Reference and robustness sets

In Step 3 (Section 3.3), we recommended dividing OM scenarios into a reference set, which
includes a range of plausible alternative OM scenarios that impact results, and a robustness
set, which includes a wider range of alternative OM scenarios, which may be less supported
by available data, but still potentially impact results (Rademeyer et al. 2007). These authors
recommended reducing the set of OM robustness scenarios down to those which yield the
most contrasting results from the reference set. Therefore, before the final MP is selected, the
role of the robustness set is to provide a check that the final MP performs well across a more
diverse set of OM scenarios. Poor performance of an MP under one of these OM scenarios may
influence a decision-maker to select another MP that performs well under both OM reference and
robustness scenarios.

We recommend presenting performance metrics from the reference and robustness sets sep-
arately. For most visualizations, we recommend that the reference set performance metrics
are averaged across all OM reference-set scenarios. An exception is the table of performance
metrics (e.g., Figure 5), which is presented in two ways: (i) minimum value of the performance
metric across all OM reference-set scenarios; and (ii) average value of the performance metric
across all OM reference-set scenarios. The first is a “worst-case scenario” approach, whereas
the second case integrates across the whole reference set. We recommend presenting per-
formance metrics from the individual OM robustness-set scenarios separately. This facilitates
visualization of performance of MPs that perform well in the reference set under specific more
diverse assumptions (Rademeyer et al. 2007).

3.6.2 Visual presentation of performance metrics

Here we focus on developing a set of provisional visualizations that facilitate comparison of
performance metrics across MPs and evaluation of trade-offs amongst them. We have developed
an R package ggmse (Anderson et al. 2020b) (Appendix G) for generating these visualizations.
We expect that some or all of the visualizations will be refined over time as users gain familiarity
and specific needs arise.

First, we suggest a graphical representation of a probability table (Figure 5) to visualize per-
formance metric results. This visualization lends itself to a large number of MPs and so works
well for displaying results for all MPs—not necessarily just satisficed MPs. By shading the cells
according to their underlying performance metric value, the visualization draws the eye to sim-
ilarities and differences across MPs. We suggest sorting the rows by performance metrics of
particular interest, shading the MP name differently for reference MPs, and highlighting any
satisficing criteria by outlining cells that pass satisficing thresholds. The default colour shading
is colour-blind proof, prints accurately in grey scale, and is visually linear in its gradient (Garnier
2018).

Second, we suggest a visualization that lends itself to summarizing performance for a small set
of satisficed MPs across OM reference-set scenarios (Figure 6). This figure highlights average
performance across OM scenarios (dots) along with the range of performance values seen
across OM scenarios (thin lines). This figure also illustrates the range of performance after
dropping the OM scenarios with the highest and lowest of each performance metric values
(thicker lines).
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We suggest two possible visualizations for highlighting performance-metric trade-offs (Figures 7
and 8). The first is a bivariate dot plot, which lends itself to comparing any two performance
metrics. The second is a “radar” plot (also known as a “kite” or “spider” plot). Radar plots lend
themselves to comparing across many performance metrics, but become difficult to interpret as
the number of performance metrics grows (e.g., above six) and one needs to be careful when
interpreting these plots because the arrangement of the “spokes” can affect perception of the
resulting shapes and humans have been shown to be slower and less accurate at interpreting
radial displays of data compared to Cartesian displays (Diehl et al. 2010; Feldman 2013; Albo et
al. 2016).

To understand the processes leading to the performance metrics, we recommend that the results
from the application of this framework should include visualizations of historical and projected
B/BMSY, F /F MSY, and catch. We suggest two versions: one that lends itself to careful inspection
of individual OM scenarios and an understanding of individual replicate behaviour (Figure 9)
and another that lends itself to comparing the time series across OM scenarios (Figure 10).
Inspection of these time series can provide a diagnostic check that the parameter space is being
adequately sampled among replicates. For example, a bifurcated time series could indicate that
a boundary condition is being reached in some replicates and would indicate that one or more
parameters may need to be sampled from a broader distribution. Inspection of these time series
can also improve understanding of the performance of MPs, and may lead to addition of new
performance metrics if the existing set fails to capture some important behaviour that becomes
apparent in the time series. For example, if some MPs are creating variable TAC recommenda-
tions in the initial implementation years this may suggest the need to specify a short-term TAC
variability objective and performance metric. Alternatively, if some MPs are resulting in short-
term declines in B/BMSY that eventually recover by the long-term window, this may suggest
the need for a short-term conservation objective and performance metric or the calculation
of performance metric probabilities via the minimum probability in any year (e.g., ICES 2016).
These plots may also indicate MPs that are likely to cause extinction of the stock, even if this
behaviour is masked by long term average performance metrics. For example, like many OMs,
the DLMtool OM prevents negative biomass in the event that TACs are greater than the stock
biomass. Therefore MPs which do not consider feedback from the index of abundance, such as
constant catch MPs, may sometimes generate TACs greater than the available biomass, which
would be buffered against by the OM. Inspection of Figure 9 would indicate this behaviour.

Visualizing the simulated population-index time series is particularly important when using MPs
that rely on the population index (e.g., Figure 11). First, for simple MPs that closely resemble
recent management, future simulations of the population index can be used as a type of poste-
rior predictive check (Gelman et al. 2014) to ask whether the future simulations look like they
are plausible given historical observations of the same population index. Second, the range of
future projected index values can be used as a trigger for re-evaluating an OM. For example, if a
future observed survey index deviates from some quantile of simulated survey index values, the
observed state of nature can be considered unlikely given the assumed OMs (sometimes called
“exceptional circumstances” (Butterworth 2008)). We note that the cumulative probability of the
observed index exceeding some quantile of simulated values increases with time, so such a rule
will generate more than the tail probability of false re-evaluation triggers. For example, even if
the OM perfectly captured reality, there is approximately a 0.4 probability (2 in 5 chance) that the
observed index will at some point exceed the 95% quantile of simulated index values after 10
years. Closed-loop simulation itself can be used to establish appropriate triggers with acceptable
statistical power (Carruthers and Hordyk 2018b).
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Finally, we suggest two visualizations that illustrate the trade-off between F /F MSY and B/BMSY
across replicates for the various MPs (Figure 12 and 13). One is a standard Kobe plot showing
F /F MSY vs. B/BMSY for the final year of the projection (Figure 12). This visualization highlights the
parameter space with the highest probability density via quantile kernel-density-estimate contour
lines. The other visualization shows the trajectory of F /F MSY vs. B/BMSY through time (Figure 13).
The final year of Figure 13 is an alternative representation of Figure 12. Figure 13 also presents
another diagnostic check of the behaviour of MPs over time, for example by indicating how
often the stock falls within the critical zone. While some MPs may meet long-term conservation
metrics, they may cause conservation problems in the shorter term, possibly indicating the need
to consider aditional short-term conservation metrics.

Figure 5. This probability table illustrates performance metric values across a number of MPs. See
Section 3.2 for definitions of the various performance metrics (columns). The MPs are ordered by
decreasing performance metric values from top to bottom starting with the left-most performance metric
and using columns from left to right to break any ties. The colour shading reflects the underlying numbers
and is included to make the differences in the values more readily apparent. Outlined cells represent MPs
that met a given satisficing criterion. MP names shaded grey represent reference MPs.
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Figure 6. This visualization summarizes performance of a small number of MPs (e.g., satisficed MPs)
across OM scenarios. Dots represent mean performance across OM scenarios. Thin lines represent the
range of performance across OM scenarios. Thicker lines represent the range of performance across OM
scenarios after dropping the highest and lowest OM scenario within each performance metric. This
visualization can also be used without the line segments to represent performance for individual OM
scenarios (e.g., OM robustness scenarios). Reference MPs are indicated by open circles (True).
Non-reference MPs are indicated by closed circles (False).
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Figure 7. This visualization demonstrates bivariate trade-offs between two performance metrics for a given
OM scenario or average across OM scenarios. The bottom and left axis correspond to two performance
metrics and individual dots represent MPs.
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Figure 8. This radar plot illustrates performance metric trade-offs amongst a set of MPs. Each spoke
represents a performance metric (Section 3.2). Each line represents an MP. The position of each line on
each spoke represents the probability of that MP achieving that performance metric. Therefore, lines
closer to the outside correspond to MPs that are determined to have a higher probability of achieving that
performance metric. Care should be taken when interpreting these plots because the arrangement of the
“spokes” can affect perception of the resulting shapes (Diehl et al. 2010; Feldman 2013; Albo et al. 2016).
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Figure 9. This visualization illustrates historical and projected B/BMSY (where B indicates spawning
biomass), F/FMSY, and catch for various MPs for a single OM. Only one MP is shown here. In applications
of the framework, all satisficed MPs would be shown as separate panels. Dark lines indicate the median
value and the darker and lighter shaded ribbons indicate the 50% and 90% quantiles. Thin gray lines
represent illustrative simulation replicates. The vertical dashed line indicates the last year of the historical
period. The horizontal dashed lines indicate B/BMSY = 0.8 and 0.4 and F/FMSY = 1. Note that the
simulations are mean-unbiased and so the median B/BMSY and F/FMSY are not expected to lie perfectly on
the 1 line even if fishing perfectly at FMSY.

Figure 10. This visualization highlights sensitivity of the historical conditioned and projected time series
across OM scenarios for two hypothetical OM scenarios. In applications of the framework with more than
two OM scenarios, more lines would be shown. Only one MP is shown here. In applications of the
framework, all satisficed MPs would be shown as separate panels. The solid lines correspond to median
values and the shaded ribbons correspond to 50% quantiles to indicate variability across replicates. The
vertical dashed line indicates the last year of the historical period. Whereas Figure 9 helps compare
across MPs within a given OM scenario, and highlights example replicate performance, this visualization
helps compare time series within a given MP across OM scenarios. This visualization lends itself to
multiple rows where each row represents a different MP. Note that sensitivity of the time series to OM
scenarios does not necessarily correspond to sensitivity in terms of rank order of MPs, which is ultimately
the important result in a management-oriented approach.
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Figure 11. This visualization illustrates the historical and projected relative population index values. The
black lines represent example replicates. The shaded grey region represents the 95% quantile of the
simulated index values. The vertical dashed line represents the last historical year of the observed data
(final year of the catch-time series, see Appendix A). In the historical period, the index represents the
observed index (usually a survey index). In cases such as the one illustrated here, the survey is performed
every second year. For index-based MPs, understanding the expected envelope of possible future survey
trends is important for evaluating whether the system continues to be consistent with the OM assumptions
in the future. For simple MPs, this visualization is also helpful for assessing whether the simulation is
generating future index projections that are consistent with the observed historical trends.

Figure 12. Kobe (B/BMSY vs. F/FMSY) plots for the final year of the projections across all replicates. Dots
represent individual replicates. The contour lines indicate two-dimensional kernel-density-smoothed
quantiles, calculated in log space. For example, the 0.50 contour lines encompass approximately 50% of
the replicates. The vertical dashed lines show B/BMSY = 0.4 (left) and 0.8 (right). The horizontal dashed
line shows F/FMSY = 1. Replicates with values beyond the outer axis limits are shown on the axis limit with
an open circle (e.g., bottom right corner).
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Figure 13. This visualization illustrates the time trajectory of F/FMSY vs. B/BMSY values summarized across
replicates for a single MP. The solid line corresponds to the median value. The vertical dashed lines show
B/BMSY = 0.4 (left) and 0.8 (right). The horizontal dashed line shows F/FMSY = 1. Each diamond
represents the 50% quantile of B/BMSY (horizontal) and F/FMSY (vertical). There is one diamond per year
of the historical and projection period. The lines and diamonds change colour over time and specific
points in time are illustrated with symbols (first year, last historical year, and last projected year). For
reference, the data underlying the last time slice in this figure are the same as Figure 12.
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4 REX SOLE CASE STUDY SUMMARY

We undertook a case study of the Rex Sole (Glyptocephalus zachirus) stock in the West Coast
Vancouver Island (WCVI) groundfish management area (Area 3CD) to demonstrate an applica-
tion of the MP Framework. This stock was selected because it lacks recent ageing data, lacks
current assessment advice, and has a contrasting life-history with that of Strait of Georgia Yel-
loweye Rockfish (Sebastes ruberrimus), a fish stock for which this framework has been applied
concurrently (Haggarty et al. 2021). We briefly summarize the Rex Sole case study here. Full
details are available in Appendix E and Appendix F. The case-study is presented to illustrate the
framework and its outputs but is not intended for the provision of catch advice at this time.

Rex Sole are a flatfish caught primarily in the bottom-trawl fishery in BC. They can live as long
as 29 years, grow as large as 58 cm, and weigh up to 1.44 kg. Otoliths have been collected
regularly on BC surveys, but these otoliths have not been aged. Rex Sole are caught regularly
in the DFO synoptic bottom trawl surveys and relative biomass indexes calculated from these
surveys have a relatively low level of observation error (CV [coefficient of variation] = 0.07–0.12)
compared to many other groundfish stocks caught in the same survey. Rex Sole in WCVI do not
have an existing stock assessment or TAC.

Decision context: The decision to be made was which MP to use to determine catch limits for
the period until the next available catch advice.

Objectives and performance metrics: We defined objectives and performance metrics follow-
ing the provisional suggestions in Section 3.2 that are guided by the Precautionary Approach
Framework. Since 1.5–2 Rex Sole generations would be less than 50 years, we chose to run our
projections for 50 years (Section 3.2).

We defined the performance metrics as:

1. LT LRP: Probability B > 0.4 BMSY (years 35–50)

2. LT USR: Probability B > 0.8 BMSY (years 35–50)

3. FMSY: P(F < F MSY) (years 1–50)

4. STC: Probability catch > reference catch (years 1–10)

5. LTC: Probability catch > reference catch (years 35–50)

6. AADC: Probability AADC (average absolute interannual difference in catch) < historical
AADC (years 1–50)

where reference catch was defined as the average catch from the last five years.

Operating model specification: We established six reference-set OMs encompassing uncer-
tainty in depletion of the stock prior to 1996, natural mortality (M), stock-recruit steepness (h),
fishery and survey length selectivity, and the inclusion or exclusion of commercial CPUE effort
data (Appendix E Section E.4.1). We further established two robustness-set OMs encompassing
less plausible but possible additional sources of structural uncertainty: (1) an OM scenario that
assumes the stock was lightly fished before 1996 and excludes the CPUE data; and (2) an
OM scenario that assesses robustness to future increases in natural mortality (possibly due
to climate change or shifts in predator abundance) (Appendix E Section E.4.2).

We documented the initial parameterization of the OMs (Appendix F) and the conditioning of the
OMs using stochastic stock reduction analysis (SRA; Appendix B). The conditioning estimated
biomass depletion in the last historical year, the magnitude of unfished recruitment, fishing
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mortality at age by year, and historical recruitment deviations. We retained only parameter combi-
nations that had plausible fits to the observed data in the SRA (Appendix E Section E.4.3).

Candidate management procedure specification: We worked with the full set of provisional
candidate MPs described in Appendix D. We modified the MPs to only observe even years of the
survey index to reflect the biennial nature of the WCVI synoptic bottom trawl survey.

Closed-loop simulation application: We applied satisficing criteria based on the LT LRP
and STC performance metrics (minimum LT LRP > 0.9, minimum STC > 0.8). We discarded
some MPs with near-identical performance to render a manageable set of seven MPs for further
consideration. These MPs included index-target MPs, surplus production models paired with a
harvest control rule, and two constant-catch MPs.

Presentation of results: We presented a number of visualizations featuring the OM reference-
set scenarios to aid evaluating trade-offs amongst the seven satisficed MPs for final decision-
making. We averaged results across OM reference-set scenarios, to integrate across the various
uncertainties represented by these OMs. We presented probability results in terms of the av-
erage (Figures E.13) and minimum performance (Figures E.14), where the latter accounts for
the worst-case scenario among OM reference-set scenarios. We suggest that Figures E.13
and E.14 would be the primary source of information used by decision-makers to reach a final
MP-selection decision. To aid this decision, we included a number of other visualizations to help
decision-makers understand the underlying dynamics and trade-offs of the various OMs across
all satisficed MPs.

Finally, we assessed performance of the satisficed MPs under the OM robustness scenarios.
We present results from the two OM robustness scenarios separately to allow decision-makers
to see performance of MPs under these less plausible OM scenarios. Poor performance of an
MP under one of these OM scenarios may influence a decision-maker to select another MP that
performs well under both OM reference and robustness scenarios. Four Itarget MPs (Appendix D
Section D.3.2) were relatively robust to the OM scenario where the stock was lightly fished prior
to 1996 and to increasing natural mortality in the future. Conversely, the constant catch and
surplus production MPs had substantially lower probabilities of achieving the LT LRP objective
under the lightly fished OM robustness scenario.

We provide a full set of results and interpretation of results in Appendix E.

5 DISCUSSION

In this document we have presented a framework for implementing an MP approach to providing
Science advice for groundfish in British Columbia. We outlined an approach to developing appro-
priate OMs, testing suites of MPs, and identifying MPs that best meet the objectives of fisheries
management and stakeholders. Ultimately, it is our aim that the MP Framework improves the
capacity of DFO to meet the requirements of Canada’s Sustainable Fisheries Framework and the
Fish Stocks provisions of the Fisheries Act for data-limited species. Although the MP Framework
does not emphasize explicit knowledge of fish-stock reference points, it emphasizes selecting
management approaches that have a high likelihood of maintaining fish stocks above implicitly
known reference points across multiple plausible states of nature. In the following discussion we
highlight issues regarding reference points, MP tuning, assessment frequency and triggers, the
inclusion of environmental effects, assessing the value of information, and use of this framework
as part of stock rebuilding plans.
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5.1 IMPLICIT VS. EXPLICIT KNOWLEDGE OF LIMIT REFERENCE POINTS

This MP Framework, and all MSE processes, differ from conventional stock assessments in the
way science advice is delivered. In most BC groundfish stock assessments (e.g., Yamanaka
et al. 2011; Starr and Haigh 2017; Forrest et al. 2020), catch advice is presented in the form
of decision tables, where probabilities of breaching reference points (e.g., probability of the
stock falling below the LRP) are presented over a range of possible future TAC levels. Uncer-
tainty can be incorporated into the process in two main ways: (1) within a single model, through
treating model parameters (e.g., M , R0, h, process, and observation error terms) as random
variables; and/or (2) developing alternative models to test sensitivity to model assumptions.
In the latter case, results from some of these sensitivity models may be averaged to produce
a model-averaged decision table (e.g., Forrest et al. 2020), integrating uncertainties across
multiple models. This approach depends on explicit reporting of reference points and estimation
of stock status. Following the production of a decision table, it is then the job of the decision-
makers to select a future TAC based on the probabilities presented in the decision table and their
consideration of other factors such as economic needs of the fishery combined with their risk
tolerance. In this process, consideration of risk (i.e., probability of breaching reference points and
resulting impacts) occurs at the final step of the decision-making process and may not always be
transparent or be related to agreed-upon objectives.

MP frameworks differ from conventional assessments in two key ways: (1) reference points and
stock status are not explicitly reported (or at least not emphasized); and (2) objectives related
to the probability of breaching reference points must be agreed upon at the beginning of the
process, i.e., at Step 2 of the best practices (Section 2.2). Reference points and stock status
are therefore still an integral component of the framework—they are calculated in the OMs and
are built into the performance metrics. Critically, agreement on acceptable risk (e.g., acceptable
probabilities of breaching reference points) must be reached at the beginning of the process
so that performance metrics and satisficing criteria can be established. The final decision point
in this process is the MP that delivers a TAC that meets objectives, while ideally also achieving
acceptable trade-offs among other objectives such as catch or variability in catch. An advantage
of MP frameworks is that all objectives must be transparently stated and are “baked in” to the
final catch advice.

We note that, for many stocks, especially data-limited stocks, it is not possible to reliably estimate
biological reference points or estimate stock status. MP frameworks such as this one may be
especially important for these stocks The Sustainable Fisheries Framework and the Fish Stocks
provisions of the Fisheries Act require that fish stocks be maintained at sustainable levels, and
particularly above the LRP (Section 1.2). This framework implicitly preserves the intent of these
policies, despite the fact that reference points and stock status are not explicitly provided. The
MP Framework therefore increases capacity for provision of Sustainable Fisheries Framework-
and Fish Stocks provisions-compliant catch advice for data-limited stocks. We recommend that
products such as DFO’s sustainability survey be flexible to accommodate status reports from MP-
approach processes, which may use alternative wording such as: “Under the current manage-
ment procedure, the stock has a less than [X] probability ([Y] times out of [N] chance) of being
below the LRP averaged over a [Z]-year time frame.” Alternatively, if a minimum-performance-
by-year calculation (ICES 2016) is performed: “. . . less than [X] probability ([Y] times out of [N]
chance) of being below the LRP in each and every year over a [Z]-year time frame.”
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5.2 TUNING MPS

Many of the MPs in this framework are characterized by one or more parameters that control
how the TAC should change in response to changes in the survey index (Appendix D). For
example, the Itarget MPs have four “tuning” parameters, w, x, λ, and δ, which control the rate
and scale of TAC adjustments in response to changes in the index (Appendix D Section D.3.2).
In our Rex Sole case study, we tested six versions of the Itarget MPs over a fairly coarse scale
of the tuning parameters. In this particular case, several of the MPs performed well with respect
to satisficing criteria so we did not explore more combinations. However, in some applications
of the framework it may be desirable to iteratively tune MPs on a fine scale to achieve desired
performance outcomes (see Sagarese et al. 2018 for discussion on tuning MPs).

There is a trade-off between testing a larger set of generic MPs across a coarse array of tuning
parameters and homing in on better-performing MPs via the satisficing step vs. focusing effort
on a few MPs that are highly “tuned” to achieve desired outcomes. In cases where generic
MPs perform poorly, the latter approach may be preferred. This latter approach may also be
preferred in more mature processes with strong stakeholder engagement, where MPs can
be tuned iteratively to meet a more refined set of objectives (e.g., Cox and Kronlund 2008).
Ultimately, the decision about whether to evaluate generic or finely tuned MPs will be made on a
stock-by-stock basis. The process may start with more generic MPs and graduate to more finely
tuned MPs as experience is gained with the performance of specific MPs.

5.3 REASSESSMENT FREQUENCY AND TRIGGERS

In general, the purpose of an MP framework is to identify and select a robust MP that can be
left in place for an agreed amount of time. We do not recommend a specific interval between
assessments in this framework and suggest this should be done on a stock-by-stock basis. We
suggest that the MP Framework itself can be used to test appropriate re-assessment intervals
for individual fish stocks (e.g., Huynh et al. 2020). Interim checks between assessments are also
recommended to ensure the selected MP is performing as expected.

In addition to the best practice steps described in Section 2, Carruthers and Hordyk (2018a)
describe a final evaluation step, where performance of the selected MP is formally reviewed
once it has been implemented. Departures from an MP’s predicted performance have been
termed “exceptional circumstances,” where the observed system dynamics fall outside the range
of OM scenarios specified in the OM(s), over which the MPs were demonstrated to be robust
(Butterworth 2008). Exceptional circumstances can be caused either by misspecification of the
original OM(s) or can be due to unforeseen changes in the future system dynamics that were
not captured in the original OM(s) (e.g., changes in natural mortality, growth, recruitment, or
fishing dynamics). Evidence for exceptional circumstances, occurring within the recommended
assessment interval, would trigger a review of the OM(s) and MP, possibly resulting in a new OM,
or an adjustment to the selected MP (Carruthers and Hordyk 2018b).

In established MSE processes (e.g., Cox and Kronlund 2008), informal evaluation of the perfor-
mance of MPs may be done at regular intervals as the MP is applied and new data are gathered
(e.g., survey and commercial CPUE information). Carruthers and Hordyk (2018b) list several
examples of MSEs where formal protocols for detecting exceptional circumstances have been
established. In general, formal protocols have included monitoring the biomass index, catch,
and sometimes other data-types such as age-composition data, and comparing observations to
the OM predictions. Examples of triggers for re-evaluation include observed data falling outside
some confidence interval of the OM-predicted data (e.g., 90% or 95%). Carruthers and Hordyk
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(2018b) recommend testing the statistical power of formal protocols to detect exceptional cir-
cumstances. This may be especially important for data-limited species, where statistical power
may be low due to large uncertainty in OM dynamics. For example, if the confidence interval of
a predicted index is extremely large due to OM uncertainties, the likelihood of future observed
indices falling outside its range may be low. It may therefore be necessary to use more rigorous
test statistics, possibly based on multiple sources of data (e.g., examples provided in Carruthers
and Hordyk 2018b).

We recommend regular evaluation of the performance of MPs recommended by this framework
but recognize that a formal protocol has not yet been established. We therefore also recommend
further analyses to evaluate protocols for detecting exceptional circumstances as a matter of
priority.

5.4 INCLUDING ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

The Fish Stocks provisions of the Fisheries Act state that fisheries management decisions
shall take “into account the biology of the fish and the environmental conditions affecting the
stock” (Section 1.2). Changing environmental conditions can affect fish stocks in many ways,
including impacting natural mortality rates, growth rates and condition, recruitment success,
and spatial distribution, which may impact fishery catchability or selectivity. Robust methods for
including environmental considerations into single-species catch advice are not well-established
in fisheries decision-making environments (but see Haltuch and Punt 2011; Crone et al. 2019;
Haltuch et al. 2019). This is because of large uncertainties associated with observing complex
marine environments and understanding mechanisms linking fish population dynamics with envi-
ronmental change (Myers et al. 1995). Unless mechanisms are well-understood (e.g., Swain and
Benoît 2015), incorporating environmental variables into stock assessments does not necessarily
improve advice (Punt et al. 2014).

Closed loop simulation-testing is an important means of evaluating how MPs perform in the
presence of uncertainty and a changing environment (e.g., Haltuch et al. 2009; Haltuch and Punt
2011; Punt 2011). In this approach, hypotheses about how environmental variables impact pop-
ulation dynamics are incorporated into the OMs, with the performance of alternative MPs (which
may or may not include environmental variables) evaluated in the same way as presented in this
framework. Multiple OMs can be developed that represent multiple hypotheses for environmental
effects. OMs could explicitly include environmental variables (e.g., linking ocean temperature
with recruitment deviations, or linking predator abundance with M), or could be mechanism-free
(e.g., allowing growth parameters or M to vary through time with no specific driver). The latter,
mechanism-free approaches are already straightforward to incorporate into DLMtool operating
models, via growth or mortality parameters (see Section A.6). The Rex Sole case study included
one OM scenario in the robustness set where M increased linearly through time. In this case, no
specific mechanism for changing M was provided.

Environmental changes may also increase the frequency of unexpected events such as very
large or very small recruitment events. These are sometimes referred to as “black-swan” events
(e.g., Taleb 2007; Anderson et al. 2017; Anderson and Ward 2019) or “spasmodic recruitment”
(Caddy and Gulland 1983) and can be incorporated into operating models through the addition
of alternative distributions for recruitment anomalies to allow for occasional very large or very
small events. An upcoming application of the MP Framework for the Inside stock of Yelloweye
Rockfish will include an OM scenario that incorporates occasional sudden large recruitment
events (Haggarty et al. 2021). We recommend using the tools developed for this MP Framework
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to further explore simulation-testing approaches to identify MPs that are robust to changing
environmental conditions.

5.5 ASSESSING THE VALUE OF INFORMATION

The MP Framework provides the tools to evaluate the “value of information” (VoI) on the perfor-
mance of MPs. Value-of-information analyses assess whether performance can be improved
with the addition of resources invested in data-collection. Conversely, such analyses can eval-
uate whether similar performance could be achieved if fewer data were available. These are
essentially sensitivity analyses to the addition or removal of data sources or changes to data
quantity or quality.

Typical data types that could be included in value-of-information analyses in applications of the
MP Framework for BC groundfish include survey-index and age-composition data. In terms of
survey-index data, this framework could be used to test the sensitivity of MP performance to
changes in the precision of population indexes. For example, applications of the framework could
quantify the expected change in the probability of maintaining a stock above its LRP in the long
term given reductions or expansions in random-stratified survey programs.

The MP Framework could also be used to evaluate whether MP performance could be improved
by ageing otoliths for a given stock. This would be achieved by using the OM to simulate age-
composition data, possibly with different effective sample sizes, and testing whether MPs that
rely on age-composition data (e.g., a full age-structured model) outperform simpler, data-limited
MPs such as the ones tested in this document. DLMtool’s companion package MSEtool contains
a large number of data-rich MPs (age-structured models) that could be used for this purpose
(Huynh et al. 2019). This type of analysis could be used to answer questions about whether data-
rich MPs would better meet management objectives for a given fish stock and, if so, how much
ageing data would be required for a full assessment (e.g., Sagarese et al. 2018). The effects of
ageing imprecision and bias on assessment performance could also be evaluated. We note that
simulating age- and length-composition data with sufficiently realistic “noise” can be challenging.
Evaluating the performance of MPs with composition data that represent the underlying true
composition more closely than real data may overestimate the performance of MPs that rely on
composition data.

We suggest that expanding the framework to include VoI considerations may also require de-
velopment of new objectives and performance metrics associated with the costs of expanding
research programs, collecting more data, or benefits such as marginal improvements in accuracy
of advice and improvements in catch accessibility.

5.6 REBUILDING PLANS

The Precautionary Approach policy and the Fish Stocks provisions of the Fisheries Act (Sec-
tion 1.2) require that management measures be put in place if fish stocks are assessed to be
in the critical zone (i.e., below the LRP). Rebuilding plans require that management measures
should rebuild stocks out of the critical zone within a specified time frame (e.g., one or two gen-
eration times), with a specified probability. The MP Framework can be easily modified to test
performance of alternative MPs with respect to meeting rebuilding objectives for stocks requiring
rebuilding plans. The only real modifications needed are to the objectives and performance
metrics, which are already customizable within this framework.
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A challenge for data-limited species is how to determine whether a stock is in the critical zone in
the first place, required in order to trigger a rebuilding plan. In light of new legislative require-
ments for rebuilding under the Fish Stocks provisions, DFO Science is currently developing
more detailed guidance on considerations for the design of rebuilding strategies (Kronlund et
al. 2021). Drawing on precedents by Health Canada (Weight of Evidence Working Group 2018),
Kronlund et al. (2021) suggest a “weight of evidence” approach to determine whether rebuilding
is required. A weight of evidence approach may include consideration of combined contributions
of individual studies (totality of evidence), and expert judgement-assigned weights for each line
of evidence, where a line of evidence may consist of one or more studies. We suggest that if
conditioned OMs place a high probability of a fish stock being in the critical zone across a range
of plausible OM assumptions, this could contribute to the lines of evidence used to trigger a
rebuilding plan.

This framework is currently being applied to evaluate alternative data-limited MPs for the rebuild-
ing plan for the Inside stock of Yelloweye Rockfish in British Columbia (Haggarty et al. 2021).

5.7 DATA-MODERATE AND DATA-RICH STOCKS

This framework has outlined the steps needed to evaluate the performance of data-limited MPs,
with a focus on BC groundfish species. Data-richness occurs along a gradient and it may be
desirable to apply the framework to evaluate the performance of data-moderate or data-rich MPs.
The principles of this framework are the same along the data-richness continuum. The MSEtool
R package (Huynh et al. 2019) contains data-moderate (e.g., delay-difference models) and data-
rich (e.g., statistical catch-age models) MPs that could easily be incorporated into this framework
with some modification. However, we note again that the framework is software agnostic. Other
software tools have been used in a similar fashion for data-rich species in BC (e.g., Sablefish:
Cox and Kronlund 2008; Pacific Herring: Cox et al. 2019).

5.8 LIMITATIONS OF THE FRAMEWORK

As in all MSE processes, results of this framework will depend on the degree to which uncer-
tainties within the real system are captured within the OMs. For this reason we recommended
developing multiple OMs to capture the key, most plausible hypotheses about the system in the
reference set, and a wider range of uncertainties in the robustness set. However, it is inevitable
that some uncertainties will not be considered, either because they are unknown or because
including them would create unworkable complexity in the modelling and decision-making envi-
ronment. For example, species for which spatial considerations are important (e.g., highly migra-
tory species, or species with strong environmental drivers of productivity). Some considerations
will inevitably be considered outside the scope of the process due to limitations in available data,
time, or expertise. Therefore it is important to evaluate the performance of selected MPs once
they are implemented, either through informal or formal means (Section 5.3).

Our OMs were conditioned on observed data, using the SRA model in MSEtool. Outputs of this
model rely on the quality of the available data, and also on the assumed distributions of its input
parameters. In particular, assumptions about selectivity will be a key source of uncertainty for
species with little or no age composition data. Therefore, selectivity should be treated as an axis
of uncertainty in most applications. Furthermore, as the SRA assumes almost no observation
error in historical catch data, uncertainty may be underestimated in its outputs. For trawl-caught
BC groundfish, catch estimates are considered reliable since the 1996 introduction of 100%
at-sea observer coverage. For line-caught species, catch data are considered reliable since
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2006, when 100% electronic monitoring was introduced. For some species, especially those
with low monetary value, catch data prior to these years may be more uncertain and it may be
necessary to include alternative scenarios to account for uncertainty in catch (e.g. Haggarty et al.
2021).

Finally, the success of this framework and any MSE process will depend on adequate engage-
ment by fishery managers, First Nations, and stakeholders. For some species, different user
groups may have diverse objectives, creating large tradeoffs and a complex decision-making
environment. In these cases, careful governance of the process and attention to Steps 1 and 2
(Section 2) will be especially critical.
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APPENDIX A. DLMTOOL OPERATING MODEL

The population dynamics operating model (OM), as implemented in DLMtool, is an age-structured
model described below. The OM is flexible, with options to allow a number of parameters (e.g.,
natural mortality, growth, selectivity) to vary through time (see Section A.6). Multiple sub-areas
can also be described, and outcome uncertainty can be represented through the addition of
implementation uncertainty and bias parameters. Full documentation of the DLMtool OM, includ-
ing the range of possible parameterizations, is described in the appendices of Carruthers and
Hordyk (2018a), adapted here for the MP Framework. Here, we adapt the documentation in Car-
ruthers and Hordyk (2018a), following their notation conventions where possible for consistency.
We present the simplest version of the OM, without time-varying parameters or multiple sub-
areas. This simple OM structure should be suitable as a base OM for most stocks intended to
be assessed within the framework. More complex structural assumptions, including time-varying
parameters, could be developed as OM scenarios when justified for individual stocks.

Following the lead of Carruthers and Hordyk (2018a), we denote parameters that are user-
defined and sampled stochastically across replicates with a tilde (e.g. M̃ ). For example, M̃i ∼
f (θ) represents the ith simulation draw of parameter M being sampled from the distribution
function f and parameters θ. In most cases, the stochastic parameters could be sampled from a
uniform distribution or specified directly after sampling from any distribution or model.

There are two distinct time-periods in the simulation framework: (1) the historical period, which
includes the years from the first year of the catch time-series t1 to the final year of the catch
time series tc (where “c” represents the “current” year); and (2) the projection period, which
covers the period from the first year after tc to the final projection year tN . The historical period
is conditioned to historical observations using an age-structured stock-reduction analysis [SRA;
Kimura and Tagart (1982); Walters et al. (2006)], described in Appendix B. The closed-loop
simulation, with application of the MPs and calculation of performance metrics, begins in the first
year of the projection period (year tc + 1).

OM development in the MP Framework follows three steps:

1. Set parameter values and ranges in the OM—OM equations are provided in this appendix;
main parameters are defined in Table A.1; default parameter settings are provided in Ap-
pendix C. Parameter values may be drawn from biological and fishery data, local stock as-
sessments, the scientific literature, meta-analyses from similar species, stock assessments
from other regions, expert judgement, or other sources where relevant. Examples of user-
defined parameter settings drawn from a range of sources are provided in Appendix F, and
in Haggarty et al. (2021).

2. Pass the OM parameters to the SRA model, which conditions the OM by fitting an age-
structured SRA to historical observed catches and indices of abundance (with options to
fit to age- and/or length-composition data if available). This results in conditioned estimates
of model parameters and estimates of historical biomass and historical fishing mortality
(in years t1 to tc), which are consistent with historical observations. Equations for the SRA
model are provided in Appendix B.

3. Pass the conditioned parameter values back to the OM (now the “conditioned” OM) for use
in the closed-loop simulation projections, starting in year tc + 1.

The SRA updates one or more of the following OM parameters, depending on data availability
(see Appendix B for details):

• Btc/B0 (or “D”; depletion in the last historical year tc)
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• R0 (unfished recruitment)

• θAC (or “AC”; first-order autocorrelation of recruitment deviations)

• εR,y for years t1 to tc (annual recruitment deviations for the historical period)

• Fa,y (fishing mortality at age by year for the historical period)

• Selectivity parameters (age-based or length-based).

These parameters are defined in context in the following sections. Non-updated parameters are
used as specified in the OM.

Note that covariance among SRA parameter estimates is preserved when they are passed back
to the OM. In general, covariance among other specified parameters is not accounted for since
parameters are specified by single values or distributions. However, it is possible to include
covariance among parameters if this information is available. For example, distributions of growth
and maturity parameters for the Rex Sole case study are drawn from their posterior probability
distributions (Appendix F, Section F).

A.1 POPULATION DYNAMICS MODEL

A.1.1 GROWTH AND MATURITY

The OM assumes that growth follows a von Bertalanffy model:

La = L̃∞
(
1− exp(−κ̃(a− t̃0

)
), (A.1)

where La represents length at age a, κ̃ represents the growth rate, L̃∞ represents the maximum
length and t̃0 represents the theoretical age where length is zero.

Weight-at-age (wa) is assumed to be related to length-at-age (La) by:

wa = α̃W La
β̃W , (A.2)

where αW and βW are species-specific length-weight coefficients. Maturity is specified according
to length, using a logistic model with parameters describing length-at-50% maturity (θ̃l50) and the
length increment from 50% to 95% maturity (θ̃l50−95). Maturity (ml) at length (l) is then calculated
as:

ml =
1

1 + e
− ln19

(
l−θ̃l50
θ̃l50−95

) , (A.3)

where maturity (ma) at age is calculated from the length-at-age:

ma =
1

1 + e
− ln19

(
a−θa50

θa95−θa50

) , (A.4)

and θa50 and θa95 represent the age at 50% and 95% maturity given by the inverse von-Bertalanffy
growth curve:

θa50 =
− ln

(
1− θ̃l50/L̃∞

)
κ̃

+ t̃0, (A.5)

θa95 =
− ln

(
1−

(
θ̃l50/L̃∞ + θ̃l50_95/L̃∞

))
κ̃

+ t̃0. (A.6)
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A.1.2 POPULATION DYNAMICS

Leading parameters of the population dynamics model, defined as fixed values or ranges by the
user, are: unfished recruitment R0, the steepness parameter of the stock-recruit relationship
(h) (Mace and Doonan 1988), and natural mortality (M ). Recruitment and numbers-at-age are
initialized in the first historical year using the SRA model (Appendix B, Equations B.3 to B.6).
During the projection period (years y = tc + 1 to y = tN ), the number of fish recruited to the first
age group at the beginning of each year Ny,a=1 is calculated as a function of the previous year’s
spawning biomass By−1. The framework assumes a Beverton-Holt stock-recruit relationship
(Beverton and Holt 1957) with annual lognormal recruitment deviations εR,y, but analysts can
alternatively choose a Ricker function (Ricker 1954):

Ny,a=1 = Ry =


αBBy−1

1 + βBBy−1
εR,y Beverton-Holt

αRBy−1 exp(−βRBy−1)εR,y Ricker,

(A.7)

where αB and βB are the parameters of the Beverton-Holt stock-recruit relationship, and αR

and βR are the parameters of the Ricker stock-recruit relationship, derived from user-defined
parameters steepness (h̃) and R̃0, where αB = 4h̃

(1−h̃)ϕ0
, βB = 5h̃−1

(1−h̃)B0
and αR = (5h̃)1.25

ϕ0
, βR =

log(5h̃)
B0

. The parameter ϕ0 is unfished spawners-per-recruit (see Equation A.41, with F e = 0) and
B0 is unfished spawning biomass, calculated as

B0 =
A

Σ
a=1

ma wa R̃0e
−M̃(a−1), (A.8)

where A is the user-defined maximum age and R̃0e
M̃(a−1) gives unfished numbers-at-age. Spawn-

ing biomass By in a given year is calculated as

By =

A

Σ
a=1

wamaNy,a, (A.9)

where Ny,a is annual numbers-at-age, given in Equation A.13.

Annual log recruitment deviations (log εR,y) are generated by first sampling from a normal distri-
bution with standard deviation σ̃R:

log δR,y ∼ Normal

−0.5σ̃2
R(1− θ̃AC)√
1− θ̃2AC

, σ̃R

 , (A.10)

where the mean term includes a mean-bias correction for autocorrelated lognormal variables and
the term θ̃AC represents first-order autocorrelation. We use the notation Normal(mean, standard
deviation) rather than Normal(mean, variance) here and throughout. Temporal autocorrelation
θ̃AC is added to these initial draws as:

log εR,y = θ̃AC log εR,y−1 + δR,y

√(
1− θ̃2AC

)
, (A.11)

εR,y = exp (log εR,y) . (A.12)
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The number of fish N in each year y > tc is then calculated from the numbers in the previous
year and age class, subject to the instantaneous total mortality rate (Z) at age (a):

Ny,a =


Ry a = 1

Ny−1,a−1 e
−Zy−1,a−1 1 < a < A

Ny−1,a−1 e
−Zy−1,a−1 +Ny−1,a e−Zy−1,a a = A,

(A.13)

where A is the maximum age class and the annual total mortality rate Zy,a is given by

Zy,a = M̃ + vaFy,a, (A.14)

where Fy,a is fishing mortality-at-age during year y, defined in Equation A.24), and va is selectivity-
at-age, defined in Equation A.16.

Note that Equation A.13 treats the maximum age class A as a plus group (i.e., the age class A
includes all fish of age A and older). This is not the default in DLMtool, which usually makes the
assumption that A is large enough to include all age classes (i.e., Ny,a = Ny−1,a−1e

−Zy−1,a−1

is used for all age classes including a = A). However, when the model is conditioned using
the SRA (Appendix B), the SRA defaults to treating A as a plus group (Equation B.9) and, to
ensure consistency between the historical and projection periods, the SRA forces DLMtool to
also treat A as a plus group for the closed-loop simulations in the projection period. Since we
recommend always conditioning OMs for BC groundfish using the SRA, we include the plus
group in Equation A.13.

A.2 FLEET DYNAMICS

During the projection period, the rate of fishing mortality-at-age (Fy,a) is calculated from the TAC
prescribed by the MP (TACMP,y). To distribute catches over ages it is first necessary to calculate
the distribution of vulnerable biomass (BV

y,a) across ages:

BV
y,a = Ny,awavaṘa (A.15)

where Ṙa represents retention rate at age and the selectivity-at-age va (or vulnerability-at-age)
is calculated according to whether users define selectivity to be asymptotic (logistic) or dome-
shaped, using the following length-based function:

va =


2
− (L̃a−L̃FS)2

σ̃2
asc if La < L̃FS,

1 if logistic and La ≥ L̃FS,

2
− (L̃a−L̃FS)2

σ̃2
des if dome-shaped and La ≥ L̃FS

(A.16)

where L̃FS represents the user-defined length-at-full-selectivity. The standard deviation of the
ascending limb (σ̃2

asc) is given by

σasc =
L̃5 − L̃FS√
− log2 0.05

(A.17)

where L̃5 is the user-defined length-at-5%-selectivity.
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The standard deviation of the descending limb is given by

σdes =
L̃∞ − L̃FS√
− log2 ṼL∞

, (A.18)

where ṼL∞ is the user-defined selectivity-at-maximum-length. Setting this parameter to 1 neces-
sarily fixes selectivity to be logistic (Equation A.18 is undefined when ṼL∞ = 1).

DLMtool currently models all catch as coming from a single fleet. However, if the OM is con-
ditioned using the SRA model (Appendix B), the SRA can accommodate multiple fleets, and
selectivity is fleet-specific. Fleet-specific selectivity in the SRA is calculated using Equation B.1
with fleet-specific user-defined settings for L̃5, L̃FS and ṼL∞ , or is estimated if age- or length-
composition data are provided. In this case, selectivity in the DLMtool OM in the projection
period is replaced in Equation A.14 with the SRA-conditioned estimate of fishing mortality-at-
age in the final year (tc) of the historical period (Σfva,fFtc,f ), normalized by dividing by apical F
(maximum F across ages) in that year. This provides fractions of F -at-age derived from the
relative selectivity-at-age across fleets (i.e., catch-weighted selectivity-at-age). The closed-
loop simulation projections therefore assume that the relative selectivities across fleets remains
constant in the projection period.

Similarly, if the OM is conditioned using the SRA model, analysts can also specify (or estimate)
selectivity parameters for the individual indices of abundance. In this case, the SRA passes all
of the indices back to DLMtool, preserving the estimated or user-defined selectivities-at-age
for each index. It is the coding of specific MPs that determines which index is used in the MPs
during the projection period.

The realized projected catches Cy,a are the TAC recommendations across ages (with possible
implementation error). Projected catches may account for retention rate (Ṙy,a) and post-release
discard mortality rate θ̃Mdisc in the presence of discarding. Implementation uncertainty (ITAC,
Equation A.37) may also be accounted for (e.g., in the presence of consistent under-utilization of
TACs):

Cy,a =
BV

y,a

ΣA
a BV

y,a

TACMP,y ITAC,y

Ṙy,a +
(
1− Ṙy,a

)
θ̃Mdisc

Ṙy,a

(A.19)

where (ITAC) is user-defined (according to other parameters; Equation A.37), and the overall
retention rate-at-age Ṙy,a, is a combination of an age-specific retention ry,a with a maximum
value of 1 (Equation A.21), and a constant rate of discarding γ̃:

Ṙy,a = ry,a (1− γ̃). (A.20)

where age-specific retention ry,a, is modelled using the same form of double-normal curve as
selectivity:

ry,a =

2
− (Ly,a−L̃rmax)

2

σ2
rasc Ly,a ≤ L̃rmax,

2
− (Ly,a−L̃rmax)

2

σ2
rdesc Ly,a > L̃rmax,

(A.21)

where L̃rmax is the length at maximum retention. The standard deviation parameter of the as-
cending limb is given by the length at 5% retention L̃r5:

σrasc =
L̃r5 − L̃rmax√
− log2 0.05

(A.22)
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while the standard deviation of the descending limb is given by retention r̃L∞ of fish of length L̃∞:

σrdesc =
L̃∞ − L̃rmax√
− log2 r̃L∞

. (A.23)

The retention curve approaches an asymptotic curve as r̃L∞ → 1.

Fishing mortality rates are then calculated from the realized catches Cy,a subject to the constraint
that they do not exceed Fmax:

Fy,a = min

(
− ln

(
1− Cy,a

Ny,awa

)
, F̃max

)
. (A.24)

Fmax can be adjusted but is set to 3 by default.

A.3 OBSERVATION DYNAMICS

The observation dynamics emulate the collection of data for use in the MPs. Two fundamental
types of data are simulated by the OM: (1) time series data (e.g., annual catches from 1970–
2017); and (2) catch composition data (e.g., length or age samples).

A.3.1 TIME SERIES DATA

Time series data are simulated with various types of error that would be expected from real-life
sampling of fisheries data (e.g., lognormal observation error on indices of abundance). The
standard index of abundance in DLMtool is calculated by adding observation error and bias to
annual total biomass (BT

y ) through a term ωI,y that includes bias and imprecision in the index
observations:

Iobsy = ωI,y

BT
y
β̃

1
tc Σ

tc
i=1B

T
i
β̃

(A.25)

where BT
y is total biomass given by the sum over ages of the weight-at-age wa, and numbers at

age Ny,a:

BT
y =

A

Σ
a=1

waNy,a (A.26)

and where β̃ is a hyperstability/hyperdepletion parameter. When β̃ is 1 the index is linearly
related to spawning biomass By. When β̃ is greater than 1 the index is hyperdeplete and moves
faster than true spawning biomass changes. When β̃ is lower than 1 the index is hyperstable and
moves slower than true spawning biomass changes. When the observed index is calculated, it is
normalized to have a mean value of 1 over all years.

The term ωI,y represents imprecision in observations via σ̃I :

ωI,y = exp

(
εI,y −

σ̃2
I

2

)
, (A.27)

where the lognormal error term, ε, is drawn from a normal distribution whose standard deviation
σI can be sampled at random in each simulation:

εI,y ∼ Normal (0, σ̃I) . (A.28)
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The DLMtool OM can also be set up to reflect one or more real observed indices of biomass
or abundance in the historical period and apply the specified survey selectivity-at-age to the
projected period. We recommend this approach for the MP Framework assuming that the OM
has been conditioned via an SRA model (Appendix B). In this case, the index values in years t1
to tc are specified as data and the index values I (without observation error) in year y (for y > tc)
and for survey s are calculated as:

Iy,s = qs

A

Σ
a=1

va,sNy,awy,a (A.29)

for a biomass-based index and:

Iy,s = qs

A

Σ
a=1

va,sNy,a (A.30)

for an abundance-based index. The symbol qs represents catchability as estimated via the SRA
(Equation B.19 or B.20). The selectivity-at-age (va,s) is modelled using the same logistic form as
for the commercial fleet (Equations A.16–A.18) but with its own shape as specified by the user or
estimated via the SRA (Equations B.1).

The OM then scales and adds observation error to each index as:

Iobsy,s = ωI,y,s
Iy,s

β̃

1
tc Σ

tc
i=1 Ii,s

, (A.31)

with ωI,y,s calculated as:

ωI,y,s = exp

(
εI,y,s −

σ̃2
I

2

)
, (A.32)

where the lognormal error term ε, is drawn from a normal distribution whose standard deviation
σ̃I is sampled at random in each simulation:

εI,y,s ∼ Normal (0, σ̃I) . (A.33)

A.3.2 CATCH COMPOSITION DATA

Two types of catch composition observations are simulated, catches-by-age-class-by-year (CAA)
and catches-by-length-class-by-year (CAL). Although we do not propose any provisional MPs
that use CAA or CAL, future applications may explore the value of information of these types of
data, e.g., related to aging fish otoliths. Therefore, we describe the observation model compo-
nent of CAA. We do not describe the observation model of CAL at this time.

The observation model for CAA uses a simple multinomial distribution to generate observed
catches at age for the projection period Cobs

y,a , accounting for the user-defined effective sample
size (ẼSSCAA, the number of independent observations) and the average annual number of
samples (nCAA, number of individuals aged). For example, ẼSSCAA independent catch samples-
at-age (e.g., 20 per year) are sampled in proportion pa to the catches-at-age predicted by the
model (Cy,a, Equation A.19):

Ċobs
y,a ∼ Multinomial

(
ẼSSCAA, pa = Cy,a

)
. (A.34)
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For each year, the proportion of samples at age is then inflated to match the total sample size
ñCAA and rounded to the nearest integer (nint):

Cobs
y,a = nint

(
Ċobs
y,a ñCAA

ẼSSCAA

)
. (A.35)

Due to rounding, this model generates frequency-at-age data that are approximately equal to the
average annual sample size:

A

Σ
a

Cobs
y,a ≈ ñCAA. (A.36)

A.4 IMPLEMENTATION DYNAMICS

This framework only considers MPs that provide TAC advice for quota-managed groundfish
fisheries. Given that BC groundfish fisheries are subject to 100% at-sea and dockside observer
coverage, we make the assumption that under-reporting of catch will be negligible in projection
years. However, for non-target species, there is a possibility that TACs will not be fully used. The
implementation uncertainty in TACs is applied in Equation A.19.

The TAC implementation uncertainty term (ITAC) is the product of a user-defined fraction of the
TAC taken b̃TAC and a degree of inter-annual variability controlled by σ̃TAC.

ITAC,y = b̃TAC · exp
(
εTAC,y −

σ̃2
TAC

2

)
. (A.37)

For example, bTAC = 0.7 is equivalent to 30% catch underages. The error term εTAC,y is drawn
from a normal distribution whose standard deviation σ̃TAC is user-defined and can be sampled at
random in each simulation:

εTAC,y ∼ Normal (0, σ̃TAC) . (A.38)

A.5 CALCULATION OF MSY-BASED REFERENCE POINTS

Biological reference points (BRPs) in the MP Framework are currently based on the provisional
reference points suggested in Canada’s Precautionary Approach Framework (DFO 2006, 2009),
where the limit reference point (LRP) is defined as the OM value of 0.4BMSY and the upper stock
reference (USR) is defined as the OM value of 0.8BMSY. BMSY is defined as the equilibrium
spawning biomass Be that would occur if the stock were fished at the constant rate of fishing
mortality F e that produces maximum sustainable yield MSY.

Calculation of BRPs is done using estimated parameters from the conditioning stage, described
in Appendix B. In the absence of annual variability in life history and/or selectivity parameters,
FMSY is calculated by numerically solving for the value of equilibrium F e that maximizes the
equilibrium yield Y e

Y e = F eReϕb, (A.39)

where Re is equilibrium recruitment (Equation A.40) and ϕb is equilibrium vulnerable biomass-
per-recruit, defined in Equation A.44 below.
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In this framework, we assume a Beverton-Holt stock-recruit relationship (Beverton and Holt
1957), although DLMtool also allows users to select the Ricker form (Ricker 1954):

Re =


αBϕ− 1

βBϕ
Beverton-Holt

log(αRϕ)

βRϕ
Ricker,

(A.40)

where αB and βB are the parameters of the Beverton-Holt stock recruit relationship, and αR

and βR are the parameters of the Ricker stock recruit relationship, defined above (see Equa-
tion B.10.

Following the approach of Botsford (1981), equilibrium spawning biomass-per-recruit is calcu-
lated

ϕ =

A

Σ
a=1

ιawama, (A.41)

where ιa is equilibrium survivorship-at-age:

ιa =


1, a = 1

ιa−1e
−Ze

a−1 , 1 < a < A

ιa−1e
−Ze

a−1

1− e−Ze
a

, a = A,

(A.42)

and Ze
a is equilibrium total mortality-at-age:

Ze
a = M̃ + F e

ava. (A.43)

Finally, using the same approach, ϕb is calculated:

ϕb =
A

Σ
a=1

ιawava. (A.44)

After numerically solving Equation A.39 for FMSY, BMSY is calculated:

BMSY = ϕMSYRe, (A.45)

with F e = FMSY in Equation A.42.

Note that, as for Equation A.13, the maximum age class A is treated as a plus group in Equa-
tion A.42. While this is not the default setting in DLMtool, it becomes the default when the SRA is
used to condition the OM (see explanation in Section A.1).

A.6 TIME-VARYING PARAMETERS

The OM as described above assumes that model parameters representing growth, selectivity,
and fishery catchability are time invariant. DLMtool allows users to set a number of key pa-
rameters to vary through time, according to user-specified slope and variation parameters. For
example, if the growth parameters L̃∞ and κ̃ are set to be time-varying (Carruthers and Hordyk
2018a, their Appendix C, Equations 7 and 8), then the von Bertalanffy growth curve will vary
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through time. This will affect other model variables that depend on length, including weight-at-
age (Equation A.2), maturity-at-length and age (Equations A.3 and A.4), and selectivity-at-age
(Equation A.16).

Similarly, M can be set to be time-varying, either as a function of: (1) a user-defined percentage
annual increase or (2) weight-at-age relative to maximum weight, or both (Carruthers and Hordyk
2018a, their Appendix C, Equation 4). Fishery catchability q can also be set to vary through time
during the projection period (Carruthers and Hordyk 2018a, their Appendix D, Equation 42). Note
that setting growth and mortality parameters to be time-varying in the DLMtool OM will result in
them being carried through to the SRA model.

In the presence of time-varying parameters, B0 is calculated as

B0 =
Σθa50

y=1 B
y
un�shed

θa50
, (A.46)

which is the average unfished spawning biomass over the first θa50 (age-at-maturity) years of the
historical period (rounded up to the nearest integer) and By

un�shed is calculated B0 (Equation A.8).
Other alternative interpretations of B0 could also be programmed (e.g., average B0 across
the whole historical period, or at the end of the historical period), depending on the desired
benchmark or target.

Time-varying growth, natural mortality and/or selectivity will result in time-varying MSY-based
reference points, because DLMtool calculates MSY and related metrics (e.g., BMSY) at each
time-step in the model, in which case annual performance metrics will be based on annual
estimates of reference points. Analysts should exercise caution with time-varying BMSY and
B0. Declining reference points can imply improved stock status relative to lower reference points,
possibly leading to a “ratcheting” effect as both stock and reference points decline. Alternatively,
it is possible to base performance metrics on an average BMSY from the historical period or on
some other desired benchmark (e.g., the estimated average biomass from a productive historical
period DFO 2009; Forrest et al. 2018).

It is recommended that appropriate benchmarks or targets in the presence of time-varying
productivity be resolved in collaboration with fisheries management, stakeholders, and First
Nations, as performance metrics based on reference points such as BMSY and B0 will be im-
pacted by the methods used to calculate them. Such decisions should be documented to ensure
transparency.

How to treat reference points when parameters, particularly productivity parameters such as M̃
or κ̃, are time-varying is an active area of research (e.g., Haltuch et al. 2009; Punt et al. 2014;
Haltuch et al. 2019). We suggest that the MP Framework is a suitable environment for further
simulation-testing alternative approaches for time-varying reference points and suggest this is an
important research area for future applications of the framework.
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A.7 DLMTOOL SLOTS

Table A.1. DLMtool operating model (OM) ‘slots’, parameter symbols, and brief descriptions. In the ‘OM
elements’ column, ‘Obs.’ and ‘Imp.’ refer to the observation and implementation components, respectively.
‘Slots’ is the technical name for the parameter elements within the DLMtool R package. All parameters in
this table (except na, αW , and βW ) can be defined as stochastic with draws from a distribution for each
simulation replicate.

OM
element

Slot Parameter Description

Stock maxage na The maximum age of individuals that is simulated.
Stock R0 R0 The magnitude of unfished recruitment.
Stock M M Natural mortality rate.
Stock h h Steepness of the stock-recruit relationship.
Stock Perr σR SD of recruitment deviations in log space.
Stock AC θAC Autocorrelation in recruitment deviations.
Stock Linf L∞ von Bertalanffy maximum expected length.
Stock K κ von Bertalanffy growth parameter.
Stock t0 t0 von Bertalanffy theoretical age at length zero.
Stock L50 θl50 Length at 50% maturity.
Stock L50_95 θl50−95 Length increment from 50% to 95% maturity.
Stock a αW Length-weight parameter.
Stock b βW Length-weight parameter.
Fleet L5 L5 Shortest length corresponding to 5% vulnerability.
Fleet LFS LFS Shortest length that is fully vulnerable to fishing.
Fleet Vmaxlen VL∞ The vulnerability of fish at maximum expected length.
Fleet LR5 Lr5 Shortest length fish corresponding to 5% retention.
Fleet LFR Lrmax Shortest length fish that are fully retained.
Fleet Rmaxlen rL∞ The retention of fish at L∞.
Obs. Iobs σI Observation error SD of the relative abundance index in

log space.
Obs. Cobs σC Observation error SD of the catch in log space.
Obs. Cbiascv bC CV controlling the sampling of bias in catch

observations.
Obs. beta β Hyperstability/hyperdepletion parameter.
Obs. CAA_ESS ESSCAA Effective sample size of multinomial catch-at-age

observation error model.
Obs. CAA_nsamp nCAA Number of catch-at-age observations per time step.
Imp. TACFrac bTAC Mean fraction of TAC taken.
Imp. TACSD σbTAC SD in lognormal fraction of TAC taken.
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APPENDIX B. STOCK REDUCTION ANALYSIS FOR CONDITIONING OPERATING
MODELS

B.1 A BACKGROUND ON STOCK REDUCTION ANALYSIS

The operating model (OM) defined in Appendix A is conditioned by fitting an age-structured
stock-reduction analysis (SRA) (Kimura and Tagart 1982; Walters et al. 2006) to historical ob-
served catches and indices of abundance (and to age- and length-composition data if available).
This step produces estimates of parameters that are conditioned to produce time-series trajec-
tories consistent with historical observations. This is especially important in data-limited or data-
moderate situations, where the lack of an accepted assessment makes it difficult to parameterize
historical depletion and fishing mortality F .

In the literature, the term “stock reduction analysis” has been used to describe a model in which
the predicted total catch matches the observed catch. Kimura and Tagart (1982) presented SRA
as an alternative to a virtual production analysis (VPA) or surplus production models. The SRA
approach is more applicable to data-limited species than, for example, a VPA, which requires
annual catch-at-age data. The SRA uses an age-structured modeling approach that incorporates
natural mortality and recruitment information for reconstructing the stock history, rather than tak-
ing a pooled biomass-dynamics approach (e.g., surplus production model). Another advantage
of the SRA approach for BC groundfish fisheries is that it accommodates conditioning on multiple
indices of abundance (e.g., accommodating indices from multiple fishery-independent surveys
and/or commercial CPUE series).

For data-limited species, where it may only be possible to provide ranges of values for key pa-
rameters, the SRA approach tries to reduce the range of plausible parameter values to be consis-
tent with historical observations, via its likelihood functions. In other words, it helps address the
broader question: What combinations of historical fishing mortality and recruitment could have
generated the observed data (Walters et al. 2006)?

We note that an SRA does not necessarily require age-composition data, as long as credible esti-
mates of maturity-at-length or age and vulnerability-at-length or age can be provided. However, if
age- or length-composition data are available, even for one or a few years, these can be used to
inform vulnerability-at-age in the model.

B.2 STOCK REDUCTION ANALYSIS IN THE CONTEXT OF DLMTOOL

The SRA described here can be fit using TMB (Kristensen et al. 2016) with the R package MSE-
tool via the function SRA_scope(). The function takes a DLMtool OM object (Appendix A) and
historical observed data (observed catches, indices of abundance and, if available, composition
data), fits the SRA to the observed data, and returns a list with an updated OM and outputs from
the SRA.

The approach can be stochastic (with Monte Carlo sampling) if the operating model is specified
with ranges on key parameters. For example, the steepness parameter of the stock-recruit
relationship (h) is usually highly uncertain. The initial OM can specify a range of values for h,
for example: h ∼ Uniform(0.6, 0.9). In this case, with i = 1 to n (e.g., n = 250) replicates in the
closed-loop simulation, the SRA function will sample n steepness values from this distribution
and fit the SRA model n times. The SRA model reconstruction from the ith fit will be conditioned
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on the ith sampled value of h. The sampled values of h (as well as all other input parameters to
the SRA) are then saved alongside the estimated parameters to form the conditioned OM.

B.3 THE STOCK REDUCTION ANALYSIS MODEL

The SRA model can be conditioned on catch or fishing effort. For BC groundfish species, we
recommend conditioning the model on catch. Catch data since the introduction of 100% at-sea
and dockside observer coverage in 1996 are known with very little error. Effort data in multi-
species fisheries are more difficult to interpret. If the model is conditioned on catch, then the
SRA will generate predicted catches that match the observed catches. A full time series of the
conditioning variable (i.e., catch) is required.

If the catch time series is long enough, the historical period can be assumed to begin at unfished
conditions (Bt=1 = B0, where Bt=1 is spawning biomass in the first historical year and B0

represents equilibrium stock size under unfished conditions). However, for some BC groundfish
species, catch records may be less reliable prior to the introduction of comprehensive catch
monitoring (e.g., in 1996 for the BC groundfish trawl fleet). In these cases, the SRA model is
set up such that a value for equilibrium catch in each fleet f prior to the first year of the catch
time series is assumed (Ceq

f ). We note that Ceq
f need not be the true catch prior to the first year—

factors such as recruitment, predator mortality, or any number of catch trends could have caused
the estimated initial depletion—but Ceq

f represents the corresponding catch in equilibrium. The
SRA will then use this value to estimate the initial depletion (Bt=1

B0
) in the first year of the histor-

ical period. Therefore, Ceq
f is a convenient means of initializing the model at different levels of

depletion.

Initial depletion is difficult to estimate with precision without other sources of information (e.g.,
a long index of abundance, or age-composition data). We therefore recommend treating Ceq

f

as a major axis of uncertainty if this approach is taken. An alternative approach is to use catch-
reconstruction methods (e.g., Porch et al. 2004; Starr and Haigh 2017) to reconstruct the catch
time series back to the time when the stock was considered unfished. While this approach
avoids the uncertainty associated with estimating depletion based on Ceq

f , it may introduce other
sources of uncertainty associated with the reconstruction approach.

In addition to the conditioning time series, additional data types can be used, which do not need
to be available in every year of the historical time series:

• Time series of indices of abundance (either as surveyed biomass or fishery-dependent
CPUE)

• Age-composition data

• Length-composition data

• Mean length (in commercial or survey data)

Multiple surveys and fleets can be accommodated by the SRA. Including one of these data types
in addition to the conditioning catch time series is generally needed to inform depletion estimates.
Even in cases where availability of these data is sparse over time, they can still be informative for
estimates of depletion. For example, an age-composition sample from a single recent year that
shows a very truncated age structure can imply a heavily depleted stock. Age-composition data
from one or a few years can also be informative about selectivity, which in turn informs estimates
of stock size.
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B.3.1 PARAMETERS OF THE SRA MODEL

The required pre-specified OM parameters needed for SRA scoping are as follows (DLMtool slot
names are provided in Table A.1):

• Growth parameters L∞, κ and a0.

• Length-weight conversion factors αW and βW .

• Maturity parameters θl50 and θl50−95.

• Natural mortality M .

• Steepness h.

If growth, maturity, or natural mortality are set to be time-varying in the historical period, then the
SRA will implement time-varying life history in the estimation model as well.

• The stock-recruit relationship type (Beverton-Holt or Ricker)

• Unfished recruitment (R0), which is used as the starting value for estimation if the model is
conditioned on catch.

• Selectivity parameters L5, LLFS and VL∞ .

If there are no age- or length-composition data, then selectivity in the model is fixed to these
values. Otherwise, the ascending limb of selectivity is estimated with age or length composition
data. If the selectivity is assumed to be dome-shaped, then the descending limb can either be
fixed or estimated in the SRA. See Equation B.1.

• The recruitment deviation first-order autocorrelation (θAC) is estimated post-hoc from the
recruitment deviation estimates.

• The standard deviation of recruitment deviations σR is taken as input. Historical recruitment
deviations are updated by the SRA model (Equation B.10), while recruitment deviations in
the projection period are sampled with autocorrelation (Equation A.10).

If initial depletion (Equation B.7) is estimated, then the annual recruitment deviations in the first
year are adjusted in order to produce the estimated abundance-at-age in the first year of the
SRA model (Equation B.10).

If multiple fleets are used for conditioning, then selectivity-at-age (va,f , Equation B.1) will be
updated based on the relative fishing mortality among fleets. The default assumption in the
projection period of the closed-loop simulation is that the selectivity and relative fishing mortality
among fleets are identical to those in the last historical year tc. See Section A.2.

B.4 DESCRIPTION OF THE SRA MODEL

B.4.1 VULNERABILITY-AT-AGE AND MORTALITY

Fleet-specific selectivity-at-age (or vulnerability-at-age) (va,f ) is length-based and modelled in
the same way as in the DLMtool OM (Appendix A), with the only difference being that multiple
fleets (f ) can be accommodated. For fleet f with asymptotic selectivity, a two-parameter logistic
function is used, with parameters defining the length-of-5%-selectivity (L5

f ) and the length-of-full-
selectivity LFS

f . For dome-shaped selectivity, a third parameter, the selectivity at L∞, vL∞
f is also
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used. Length-based selectivity is converted to age-based selectivity as:

va,f =


2−[(La−LFSf )/(σascf )]2

if La < LFS
f

1 if logistic and La ≥ LFS
f

2−[(La−LFSf )/(σdesf )]2
if dome-shaped and La ≥ LFS

f ,

(B.1)

where Ly,a is the mean length-at-age, and σascf = (L5
f − LFS

f )/
√

− log2(0.05) and σdesf = (L∞ −
LFS
f )/

√
− log2(v

L∞) control the shape of the ascending and descending limbs, respectively, of
the selectivity function. In this parameterization, length-based selectivity is constant over time.
The corresponding age-based selectivity is constant over time if growth is not time-varying.

See Appendix A, Section A.2 for descriptions of handling of multiple fleets in the DLMtool OM
during the projection period.

Total mortality Z in year y and for age a is given by

Zy,a = M +Σfva,fFy,f , (B.2)

where Fy,f is fishing mortality in year y and fleet f , and M is natural mortality, assumed here to
be constant.

B.4.2 INITIAL POPULATION DISTRIBUTION

Numbers-at-age in the first year of the model y = 1 are assumed to be in an equilibrium state:

N1,a =


Req a = 1

N1,a−1 exp(−Zeq
a ) a = 2, . . . , A− 1

N1,a−1 exp(−Zeq
a )

1− exp(−Zeq
A )

a = A,

(B.3)

where the Req is the equilibrium recruitment (Equation B.6) and Zeq
a is the equilibrium total mor-

tality rate:
Zeq
a = M +Σfva,fF

eq
f . (B.4)

If the stock is assumed to be unfished in the first year of the historical period (y = t1), unfished
conditions are modelled by setting F eq

f = 0. In practical terms, this is done by the user setting the
equilibrium catch for each fleet to zero (Ceq

f = 0).

If the stock was not unfished in year t1, the population is assumed to be in an equilibrium state
with catch equal to a user-defined equilibrium catch (Ceq

f ), defined as a fraction of the observed
catch in year t1. In this case the SRA estimates predicted equilibrium catch (Ceq,pred

f ), which
is fit to Ceq

f , with very low standard deviation (0.01) in the likelihood function (Equation B.27).
Equilibrium catch is predicted by the Baranov equation, summed across fleets (f = 1 : nf ) and
ages (a = 1 : A):

Ceq,pred
f =

A

Σ
a=1

va,fF
eq
f

Zeq
a

(1− exp−Zeq

)N1,awa, (B.5)

where F eq
f are estimated parameters.
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Once Zeq
a is obtained, then the equilibrium recruitment is calculated, using either a Beverton-Holt

(Beverton and Holt 1957) or Ricker (Ricker 1954) stock-recruit relationship:

Req =


αBϕ− 1

βBϕ
Beverton-Holt

log(αRϕ)

βRϕ
Ricker,

(B.6)

where ϕ is equilibrium spawners-per-recruit (see Equation A.41), αB and βB are the parameters
of the Beverton-Holt stock recruit relationship, and αR and βR are the parameters of the Ricker
stock recruit relationship, derived from user-defined parameters steepness (h) and R0, where
αB = 4h

(1−h)ϕ0
, βB = 5h−1

(1−h)B0
and αR = (5h)1.25

ϕ0
, βR = log(5h)

B0
, and where ϕ0 and B0 are unfished

spawners-per-recruit and unfished spawning biomass, respectively, and B0 is derived from
R0ϕ0.

Initial spawning depletion is then given by:

B1

B0
, (B.7)

where

B1 =

A

Σ
a

wamaN1,a. (B.8)

It should be apparent from Equations B.5, B.6 and A.41 that in data-limited cases, the parame-
ters R0 and F eq

f are highly confounded since both inform population size through Req. In such
cases, it is strongly recommended to treat Ceq as a major axis of uncertainty as it will be a strong
determinant of initial depletion and stock size. We also note that the parameters (qs) scaling
survey observations to vulnerable biomass (Equation B.19) will also be confounded with R0 and
F eq
f .

B.4.3 DYNAMICS EQUATIONS

After setting the equilibrium population age distribution in the first year of the model, the popula-
tion abundance Ny,a in subsequent years is

Ny,a =


Ry a = 1

Ny−1,a−1 e
−Zy−1,a−1 a = 2, . . . , A− 1,

Ny−1,a−1 e
−Zy−1,a−1 +Ny−1,a e−Zy−1,a a = A,

(B.9)

where Ry is the annual recruitment (Equation B.10) and A is the maximum age, treated as a
plus-group.

Annual recruitment Ry is modelled as:

Ry =


αBBy−1

1 + βBBy−1
exp(εy − 0.5τ2) Beverton-Holt

αRBy−1 exp(−βRBy−1) exp(εy − 0.5τ2) Ricker,

(B.10)

where εy are recruitment deviates (here in log space vs. in natural space in Appendix A) and τ is
the standard deviation of the deviates, and By is annual spawning biomass, given by:

By =

A

Σ
a

wamaNy,a, (B.11)
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where my,a and wy,a are the maturity-at-age and weight-at-age, respectively (Equations A.1
and A.2).

B.4.4 CATCH-AT-AGE

If the model is fit to age-composition data, the catch (in numbers) CN at age for fleet f is

CN
y,a,f =

va,fFy,f

Zy,a
Ny,a(1− exp(−Zy,a). (B.12)

Fy,f can be estimated as parameters (or solved iteratively to match the observed catch).

B.4.5 CATCH-AT-LENGTH

If the model is fit to length-composition data, the catch-at-length is calculated assuming a nor-
mally distributed length-at-age P (ℓ, a), where

CN
y,ℓ,f =Σ

a

CN
y,a,fP (ℓ|a), (B.13)

and

P (ℓ|a) =


ϕL(L′

ℓ+1) ℓ = 1

ϕL(L′
ℓ+1)− ϕ(L′

ℓ) ℓ = 2, . . . , L− 1,

1− ϕL(L′
ℓ) ℓ = L,

(B.14)

where L′
ℓ is the length at the lower boundary of length bin ℓ and ϕL(L′

ℓ) is the cumulative distri-
bution function of a normal variable with mean L̃y,a (the expected mean length at age a) and
standard deviation L̃y,a × CV L, where CV L is the coefficient of variation in mean length at
age.

The fitted catch in weight Cy,f is
Cy,f =Σ

a

CN
y,a,fwy,a. (B.15)

The mean length of the catch L̄y,f is

L̄y,f =
Σℓ LℓC

N
y,ℓ,f

ΣℓC
N
y,ℓ,f

, (B.16)

where Lℓ is the midpoint of the length bin ℓ.

The proportion of the catch-at-age is

py,a,f =
CN
y,a,f

ΣaC
N
y,a,f

. (B.17)

The proportion of the catch-at-length is

py,ℓ,f =
CN
y,ℓ,f

ΣℓC
N
y,ℓ,f

. (B.18)
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B.5 SURVEY

If the sth survey is biomass-based, then the survey value Iy,s is calculated as

Iy,s = qsΣ
a

va,sNy,awy,a, (B.19)

where q is the scaling coefficient and s indexes each survey.

If the survey is abundance-based, then

Iy,s = qsΣ
a

va,sNy,a. (B.20)

B.6 LIKELIHOODS

If the model is conditioned on catch, and fishing mortality rates are estimated parameters, then
the log-likelihood component Λ1 of the catch is

Λ1 =Σ
f

[
λC
f Σ

y

(
− log(0.01)−

[log(Cobs
y,f )− log(Cpred

y,f )]2

2× 0.012

)]
, (B.21)

where obs and pred indicate observed and predicted quantities, respectively, and λ are likeli-
hood weights. With a very small standard deviation for the catch likelihood (0.01) relative to the
variance in other likelihood components, the predicted catch should match the observed catch
almost perfectly.

The log-likelihood component Λ2 of survey data is

Λ2 =Σ
s

[
λI
sΣ

y

(
− log(σy,s)−

[log(Iobsy,s )− log(Ipredy,s )]2

2σ2
y,s

)]
. (B.22)

The log-likelihood component Λ3 of catch-at-age data is

Λ3 =Σ
f

λA
f

[
Σ
y

OA
y,fΣ

a

pobsy,a,f log(p
pred
y,a,f )

]
, (B.23)

where OA is the annual sample sizes for the age compositions.

The log-likelihood component Λ4 of catch-at-length data is

Λ4 =Σ
f

λL
f

[
Σ
y

OL
y,fΣ

ℓ

pobsy,ℓ,f log(p
pred
y,ℓ,f )

]
, (B.24)

where OL is the annual sample sizes for the length compositions.

The log-likelihood component Λ5 of observed mean lengths in the catch is

Λ5 =Σ
f

λL̄
f

[
Σ
y

(
− log(ωf )−

[L̄obs
y,f − L̄pred

y,f ]2

2ω2
f

)]
, (B.25)
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where ωf is the standard deviation of mean lengths.

The log-likelihood component Λ6 of annual estimated recruitment deviates εy in log space is

Λ6 = Σy

(
− log(τ)−

ε2y
2τ2

)
, (B.26)

where τ is the standard deviation of recruitment deviates.

The log-likelihood component Λ7 of the equilibrium catch is

Λ7 =Σ
f

λC
f

(
− log(0.01)−

[log(Ceq,obs
f )− log(Ceq,pred

f )]2

2× 0.012

)
. (B.27)

The total log-likelihood LL to be maximized is

LL =

7

Σ
i=1

Λi. (B.28)
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APPENDIX C. DEFAULT SLOTS

The following are OM values or “slots” that we suggest by default be “turned off” or set to default
values for the sake of simplicity. On a case-by-case basis, an analyst might choose to set some
of these slots to other values or include other values as part of a robustness set. However,
unless specified otherwise, the following slots can be assumed to be specified as follows.

C.1 DEFAULT STOCK SLOTS

C.1.1 M2

(Optional) Natural mortality rate at age. Vector of length maxage. Positive real number.

By default, we will not specify natural mortality rate by age.

stock_default@M2

#> numeric(0)

C.1.2 MEXP

Exponent of the Lorenzen function assuming an inverse relationship between M and weight.
Uniform distribution lower and upper bounds. Real numbers <= 0.

By default, we will not use this functionality.

stock_default@Mexp <- c(NA_real_, NA_real_)

C.1.3 MSD

Inter-annual variability in natural mortality rate expressed as a coefficient of variation. Uniform
distribution lower and upper bounds. Non-negative real numbers.

By default, we will assume that natural mortality is not time-varying, although this might be an
important slot to explore as part of a robustness set for some stocks.

stock_default@Msd

#> numeric(0)

C.1.4 PERIOD

(Optional) Period for cyclical recruitment pattern in years. Uniform distribution lower and upper
bounds. Non-negative real numbers

By default, we will not assume a cyclical recruitment pattern.

stock_default@Period

#> numeric(0)

C.1.5 AMPLITUDE

(Optional) Amplitude in deviation from long-term average recruitment during recruitment cycle
(e.g., a range from 0 to 1 means recruitment decreases or increases by up to 100% each cycle).
Uniform distribution lower and upper bounds. 0 < Amplitude < 1.

By default, we will not assume a cyclical recruitment pattern.
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stock_default@Amplitude

#> numeric(0)

C.1.6 KSD

Inter-annual variability in growth parameter k expressed as coefficient of variation. Uniform
distribution lower and upper bounds. Non-negative real numbers.

By default, we will assume that growth is not time-varying.

stock_default@Ksd

#> numeric(0)

C.1.7 LINFSD

Inter-annual variability in maximum length expressed as a coefficient of variation. Uniform distri-
bution lower and upper bounds. Non-negative real numbers.

By default, we will assume that growth is not time-varying.

stock_default@Linfsd

#> numeric(0)

C.1.8 SIZE_AREA_1

The size of area 1 relative to the total area (area 1 + area 2). Set to 0.5 to approximate single
area model. Uniform distribution lower and upper bounds. Positive real numbers.

We will set this to 0.5 to mimic a single area model.

stock_default@Size_area_1 <- c(0.5, 0.5)

C.1.9 FRAC_AREA_1

The fraction of the unfished biomass in area 1 relative to the total area (area 1 + area 2). Uniform
distribution lower and upper bounds. Positive real numbers.

We will set this to 0.5 to mimic a single area model.

stock_default@Frac_area_1 <- c(0.5, 0.5)

C.1.10 PROB_STAYING

The probability of individuals in area 1 remaining in area 1 over the course of one year. Uniform
distribution lower and upper bounds. Positive fraction.

We will set this to 0.5 to mimic a single area model.

stock_default@Prob_staying <- c(0.5, 0.5)

C.1.11 SRREL

Type of stock-recruit relationship. Single integer value, switch (1) Beverton-Holt (2) Ricker.

We will use a Beverton-Holt stock-recruit relationship as has been used in most BC groundfish
assessments and is assumed in the estimates of steepness defined in this operating model.
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stock_default@SRrel <- 1L

C.1.12 FDISC

Fraction of discarded fish that die. Uniform distribution lower and upper bounds.

As described below, provisionally, we suggest setting up the OM such that all discards are con-
sidered part of the catch. Since the discard rate will be set to zero, this parameter will have no
effect. For specific OM scenarios it could be explored.

stock_default@Fdisc <- c(1, 1)

C.2 DEFAULT FLEET SLOTS

C.2.1 EFFYEARS

Years representing join-points (vertices) of time-varying effort. Vector. Non-negative real num-
bers.

By default, we will populate this from the SRA model.

fleet_default@EffYears

#> numeric(0)

C.2.2 EFFLOWER

Lower bound on relative effort corresponding to EffYears. Vector. Non-negative real numbers.

By default, we will populate this from the SRA model.

fleet_default@EffLower

#> numeric(0)

C.2.3 EFFUPPER

Upper bound on relative effort corresponding to EffYears. Vector. Non-negative real numbers.

By default, we will populate this from the SRA model.

fleet_default@EffUpper

#> numeric(0)

C.2.4 ESD

Additional inter-annual variability in fishing mortality rate. Uniform distribution lower and upper
bounds. Non-negative real numbers.

We will assume that fishing mortality is not time-varying by default.

fleet_default@Esd <- c(0, 0)

C.2.5 QINC

Average percentage change in fishing efficiency (applicable only to forward projection and input
controls). Uniform distribution lower and upper bounds. Non-negative real numbers.
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We will assume that fishing efficiency is not time-varying by default.

fleet_default@qinc <- c(0, 0)

C.2.6 QCV

Inter-annual variability in fishing efficiency (applicable only to forward projection and input con-
trols). Uniform distribution lower and upper bounds. Non-negative real numbers.

We will assume that fishing efficiency is not time-varying by default.

fleet_default@qcv <- c(0, 0)

C.2.7 SELYEARS

(Optional) Years representing join-points (vertices) at which historical selectivity pattern changes.
Vector. Positive real numbers.

We will not use this functionality by default.

fleet_default@SelYears

#> numeric(0)

C.2.8 ABSSELYEARS

(Optional) Calendar years corresponding with SelYears (e.g., 1951, rather than 1), used for
plotting only. Vector (of same length as SelYears). Positive real numbers.

We will not use this functionality by default.

fleet_default@AbsSelYears

#> numeric(0)

C.2.9 L5LOWER

(Optional) Lower bound of L5. Vector. Non-negative real numbers.

We will not use this functionality by default.

fleet_default@L5Lower

#> numeric(0)

C.2.10 L5UPPER

(Optional) Upper bound of L5. Vector. Non-negative real numbers.

We will not use this functionality by default.

fleet_default@L5Upper

#> numeric(0)

C.2.11 LFSLOWER

(Optional) Lower bound of LFS. Vector. Non-negative real numbers.

We will not use this functionality by default.
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fleet_default@LFSLower

#> numeric(0)

C.2.12 LFSUPPER

(Optional) Upper bound of LFS. Vector. Non-negative real numbers.

We will not use this functionality by default.

fleet_default@LFSUpper

#> numeric(0)

C.2.13 VMAXLOWER

(Optional) Lower bound of Vmaxlen. Vector. Fraction.

We will not use this functionality by default.

fleet_default@VmaxLower

#> numeric(0)

C.2.14 VMAXUPPER

(Optional) Upper bound of Vmaxlen. Vector. Fraction.

We will not use this functionality by default.

fleet_default@VmaxUpper

#> numeric(0)

C.2.15 MPA

(Optional) Matrix specifying spatial closures for historical years.

We will not use this functionality by default.

fleet_default@MPA

#> <0 x 0 matrix>

C.2.16 DR

Discard rate: the fraction of caught fish that are discarded. Uniform distribution lower and upper
bounds. Fraction.

Since all the discards are included in the catch, we will set this to 0.

C.2.17 LR5

Shortest length corresponding to 5% retention. Uniform distribution lower and upper bounds.

This should have no impact on the results because we are assuming 100% discard mortality and
reporting of all catch by default.

fleet_default@LR5

#> numeric(0)
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C.2.18 LFR

Shortest length that is fully retained. Uniform distribution lower and upper bounds.

This should have no impact on the results because we are assuming 100% discard mortality and
reporting of all catch by default.

fleet_default@LFR

#> numeric(0)

C.2.19 RMAXLEN

The retention of fish at Linf. Uniform distribution lower and upper bounds.

This should have no impact on the results because we are assuming 100% discard mortality and
reporting of all catch by default.

fleet_default@Rmaxlen <- c(1, 1)

C.2.20 VMAXLEN

The vulnerability of fish at Linf. Uniform distribution lower and upper bounds. Fraction.

We will set this to 1 by default. Setting this to a value lower than 1 would be assuming dome-
shaped selectivity.

fleet_default@Vmaxlen <- c(1, 1)

C.3 DEFAULT OBSERVATION SLOTS

C.3.1 CREFBIASCV

Log-normal CV for sampling persistent bias in MSY. Uniform distribution lower and upper bounds.

The provisional MPs do not make use of this slot.

obs_default@Crefbiascv

#> numeric(0)

C.4 DEFAULT IMPLEMENTATION SLOTS

C.4.1 TACFRAC

Mean fraction of Total Allowable Catch (TAC) taken. Uniform distribution lower and upper bounds.
Positive real number.

We will not use this functionality by default.

imp_default@TACFrac

#> [1] 1 1

C.4.2 TACSD

Log-normal coefficient of variation in the fraction of TAC taken. Uniform distribution lower and
upper bounds. Non-negative real numbers.
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We will not use this functionality by default.

imp_default@TACSD

#> [1] 0 0

C.4.3 SIZELIMFRAC

The real minimum size that is retained expressed as a fraction of the size. Uniform distribution
lower and upper bounds. Positive real number.

We will not use this functionality by default.

imp_default@SizeLimFrac

#> [1] 1 1

C.4.4 SIZELIMSD

Log-normal coefficient of variation controlling mismatch between a minimum size limit and the
real minimum size retained. Uniform distribution lower and upper bounds. Non-negative real
numbers.

We will not use this functionality by default.

imp_default@SizeLimSD

#> [1] 0 0

C.4.5 CAA_NSAMP

Number of catch-at-age observations per time step. Uniform distribution lower and upper bounds.

This slot will not be relevant in the main operating model since none of the proposed MPs make
use of age data. It could be re-enabled if evaluating the value of information inherent in ageing
fish and using MPs that make use of them.

obs_default@CAA_nsamp

#> numeric(0)

C.4.6 CAA_ESS

Effective sample size (independent age draws) of the multinomial catch-at-age observation error
model. Uniform distribution lower and upper bounds.

This slot will not be relevant in operating models unless MPs make use of age-composition
data.

obs_default@CAA_ESS

#> numeric(0)

C.4.7 CAL_NSAMP

Number of catch-at-length observations per time step. Uniform distribution lower and upper
bounds.

This slot will not be relevant in operating models unless MPs make use of length-composition
data.
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obs_default@CAL_nsamp

#> numeric(0)

C.4.8 CAL_ESS

Effective sample size (independent length draws) of the multinomial catch-at-length observation
error model. Uniform distribution lower and upper bounds.

This slot will not be relevant in operating models unless MPs make use of length-composition
data.

obs_default@CAL_ESS

#> numeric(0)
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APPENDIX D. DATA-LIMITED MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES

Here we include an overview of MPs that may be used as part of this framework. The MPs are
a combination of those from the literature and ones that have been used in recent assessments
for other BC groundfish. We focus on “output-controlled” MPs—MPs that recommend a TAC—for
consistency with the management approach for BC groundfish. The list is not exhaustive and will
likely grow or be adapted over time.

We note that the notation between MPs is not always consistent (e.g., different symbols may be
used for the slope of a relative abundance index), but we have aimed to maintain consistency
with the DLMtool documentation or the primary source publications wherever possible.

D.1 CONSTANT-CATCH MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES

MPs in this category set a constant catch, often based on some average historical catch. This
type of MP is static and therefore does not incorporate feedback between subsequent stock
status and MP recommendations. Nonetheless, these MPs are simple, may represent only
a minor modification to the status quo, and in some circumstances, may satisfy performance
metrics.

D.1.1 CC_HIST20: AVERAGE HISTORICAL CATCH

This is a simple management procedure in which the mean historical catch is calculated and
used to set a constant TAC (with “CC” indicating constant catch). The TAC in year y is calculated
as:

TACy = Σn
i=1Ci

n
, (D.1)

where n is the number of historical years, and Ci is the catch in historical year i. For our pur-
poses in BC, we suggest using average catch from the last 20 years, which encompasses a time
period after the implementation of trawl ITQs in 1996. We denote this MP “CC_hist20”:

TACy =
Σn

i=n−20+1Ci

20
. (D.2)

For specific stocks, analysts might consider other starting years that are relevant to that stock.

D.1.2 CC: CONSTANT CATCH

For these MPs, TAC is calculated as some fraction of the average historical catch over the last 5
years (Geromont and Butterworth 2015a):

TACy = α
Σn

i=n−5+1Ci

5
, (D.3)

where α is some value greater than zero. The TAC is constant for all future projections. We
suggest the following provisional “CC” MPs, which differ in their value of α:

• CC1.2: α = 1.2

• CC1.1: α = 1.1

• CC1.0: α = 1.0

• CC0.9: α = 0.9
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• CC0.8: α = 0.8

• CC0.7: α = 0.7

• CC0.6: α = 0.6

D.2 INDEX-SLOPE AND INDEX-RATIO MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES

Management procedures in this category make a TAC recommendation based on the change
in a relative abundance index over time. The term “slope” is used since many MPs in this cat-
egory fit a linear regression to the relative abundance index (usually in log space) and make a
recommendation that generally decreases the TAC if the slope is negative and increases the TAC
if the slope is positive. Some of the MPs are based on ratios of relative abundance in certain
years.

D.2.1 IRATIO: MEAN INDEX RATIO

This MP adjusts the TAC by a ratio, α, with the numerator being the mean index in the most
recent two years of the time series and the denominator being the mean index in the three years
prior to those in the numerator. This MP is based on Method 3.2 used by ICES for data-limited
stocks (ICES 2012; Jardim et al. 2015). The TAC is calculated as:

TACy = αCy−1, (D.4)

α =
Iy−1 + Iy−2

2

/
Iy−3 + Iy−4 + Iy−5

3
, (D.5)

where Cy−1 is the catch from the previous year and α is the ratio of the mean index in the most
recent 2 years of the time series and the mean index in 3–5 years before current time. Due to the
biennial nature of most BC surveys for any one area, we propose an alternative version of this
MP, “Iratio2,” which calculates the ratio with the last 2 years of available survey observations in
the numerator and the last 3 years of available survey observations in the denominator.

D.2.2 GB_SLOPE: GEROMONT AND BUTTERWORTH INDEX SLOPE

This MP adjusts TAC based on previous catch and the trend in a relative abundance index to
aim for relatively stable catch rates (Geromont and Butterworth 2015a) (Figure D.1). The TAC is
calculated as:

TACy = Cy−1(1 + λβI), (D.6)

where Cy−1 is catch from the previous year, βI is the slope of a linear regression of the ln abun-
dance index over the last n years (default of n = 5), and λ is a control parameter between 0 and
1 that adjusts how quickly TAC is adjusted based on the slope of the index. The TAC is subject to
the following conditions that limit the rate at which the TAC can be adjusted up or down:

• if next TAC > 1.2 last catch, then TAC = 1.2 × last catch

• if next TAC < 0.8 last catch, then TAC = 0.8 × last catch.

The default λ value is 1 in DLMtool.

Here we propose adding a version with a lower value of λ (λ = 0.66), which is therefore less
responsive to changes in the relative abundance index. Furthermore, we propose extending
the linear regression to encompass 6 or 8 years, due to the biennial nature of the synoptic trawl
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surveys, thereby encompassing a constant number of years with data. We denote these MPs
as “GB_slope_6_1,” “GB_slope_6_0.66,” “GB_slope_8_1,” and “GB_slope_8_0.66,” where the
numbers indicate the number of years and λ value, respectively. The number of years and the λ
parameter could be explored as tuning parameters for specific stocks.

Figure D.1. Illustration of GB_slope across different values of λ, the gain/smoothing parameter that
controls how sensitive the TAC recommendations are to changes in the relative abundance index.

D.2.3 ISLOPE: INDEX SLOPE TRACKING

These MPs incrementally adjust the TAC in an attempt to maintain a constant relative abundance
index (Figure D.2). The MPs are similar to “GB_slope” with the addition of a parameter that
determines the TAC in the first projection year and different choices of the λ parameter. The
TAC is calculated as:

TACy = TAC∗(1 + λβI), (D.7)

where, in the first projection year, TAC∗ is (1 − x) multiplied by the mean catch from the last 5
historical years. In subsequent years, TAC∗ is the TAC from the previous year. Again, λ is a gain
or smoothing parameter, and βI is the slope of the ln abundance index over the past n years (we
have set n = 6).

There are four variants of this procedure as described in Geromont and Butterworth (2015b):

• Islope1: The least biologically precautionary, with λ = 0.4 and x = 0.2

• Islope2: Increasingly biologically precautionary, with λ = 0.4 and x = 0.3

• Islope3: Increasingly biologically precautionary, with λ = 0.4 and x = 0.4

• Islope4: The most biologically precautionary, with λ = 0.2 and x = 0.4

Because of the x values, all 4 versions start TAC at 60–80% of recent average catch. For our
BC groundfish fisheries, we do not have an a priori expectation that stocks are currently being
overfished. We therefore propose the following set that start TAC at 80% or 100% of average
catch over the last 5 historical years:

• Islope0.4_100: λ = 0.4 and x = 0

• Islope0.4_80: λ = 0.4 and x = 0.2

• Islope0.2_100: λ = 0.2 and x = 0
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• Islope0.2_80: λ = 0.2 and x = 0.2

We have additionally modified this MP to add a maximum proportional increase in TAC from one
year to the next of 1.2.

Figure D.2. Illustration of the Islope MPs across 2 values of λ. The x parameter only affects the TAC in the
initial projection year and is therefore not shown.

D.2.4 IDX: INDEX-BASED MP FROM COX ET AL. (2020)

This MP was used in the rebuilding plan for outside Yelloweye Rockfish in BC (Cox et al. 2020)
(Figure D.3). The MP assigns TAC based on:

TACy =


TACFloor, if ∆Iy ≤ δmin

(1 + ∆Iy)TACy−1, if δmin < ∆Iy ≤ δmax

(1 + δmax)TACy−1, if ∆Iy > δmax,

(D.8)

where δmin is the most negative drop allowed in the relative biomass index before the fishery
is closed that year (by default assuming TACFloor is 20% of the average catch from the last 5
historical years) and ∆Iy is the current index value divided by the last observed index value
minus 1. We set δmin = −0.5 as in (Cox et al. 2020), but this could be tuned for individual stocks.
The maximum increase in TAC is capped at δmax = 0.25 by default.

This MP can be additionally smoothed:

TACy = λ · TACy + (1− λ)TACy−1, (D.9)

where λ controls the degree of smoothing and can range between 0 and 1. Cox et al. (2020)
used λ = 0.5. We define these MPs for DLMtool as “IDX” (δmin = −0.5, δmax = 0.25) and
“IDX_smooth” (same as IDX but with λ = 0.5 to split the difference between the potentially
proposed TAC and the one previously recommended).

TACFloor would ideally be set on a stock-specific basis to a reasonable value required to main-
tain other groundfish fisheries. Provisionally, in the absence of a stock-specific floor value, “IDX”
will set the floor to 20% of the average catch from the last 5 historical years.
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Figure D.3. Illustration of the IDX MPs across two values of δmin and δmax, also illustrating two values of
TACFloor .

D.3 INDEX-TARGET MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES

MPs in this category aim to maintain a relative abundance index at some reference level. Typi-
cally, this reference level is set based on an assumption of what the index would be if the stock
was at BMSY. Since it would be challenging to apply this to real data in a manner consistent
with this assumption, we instead propose modifying this MP to set the target index level to a
historical index level, which would be chosen on a stock-by-stock basis. Provisionally, we set the
reference level to the mean index value from the 10 years prior to the projection period. Analysts,
in consultation with managers and stakeholders, may choose to adjust this reference period or
choose some alternative reference index value. The performance of choices of reference index
can be evaluated in the closed-loop simulation.

D.3.1 IT: ITERATIVE INDEX TARGET

These are index target MPs where the TAC is modified according to current index levels (the
mean index over the last 5 years) relative to a target level. Traditionally the target level is set to
the index value at BMSY, subject to observation error. As noted above, we modified this MP to
set the target level as the average index value from the 10 year period prior to the projection
period.

The TAC is calculated as:
TACy = Cy−1Iδ, (D.10)

where Cy−1 is the catch from the previous year and Iδ is the ratio of the mean index over the past
five years to the reference index level.

There are two variants of this procedure:

• IT5 where the maximum annual changes to the TAC are 5%

• IT10 where the maximum annual changes to the TAC are 10%
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We denote our historical variants “IT5_hist” and “IT10_hist.”

D.3.2 ITARGET: INCREMENTAL INDEX TARGET

The “Itarget” MPs (Geromont and Butterworth 2015a, 2015b) incrementally adjust the TAC based
on reference catch and abundance index values (Figure D.4).

If Irecent ≥ I0 the TAC is calculated as:

TACy+1 = TAC∗
[
w + (1− w)

(
Irecent − I0
Itarget − I0

)]
, (D.11)

otherwise:

TACy+1 = w · TAC∗
(
Irecent
I0

)2

, (D.12)

These calculations depend on:

• Irecent, the average index over the most recent five years;

• Iave, the average index over the 10 years prior to the projection period;

• Cave, the average historical catch over the last five years of the historical period;

• λ, the fraction of Iave below which future TACs are reduced quadratically (Figure D.4);

• δ, the fraction of Iave defining the target index value;

• x, the proportional difference between the future catch and Cave; and

• w, a smoothing parameter that defines the “steepness” of the adjustment slope.

then:

• I0 = λIave;

• Itarget = δIave; and

• TAC∗ = xCave, the catch target.

Geromont and Butterworth (2015a) and Geromont and Butterworth (2015b) propose a number
of configurations of these MPs. We propose starting with the following provisional versions and
investigating tuning across a more complete range of parameter values if any of the provisional
versions perform well.

We recommend the following provisional base values: λ = 0.2, δ = 1, w = 0.5, x = 1. This
represents:

• the TAC adjustment decreasing quadratically at 20% of the average index over the last 10
historical years (λ = 0.2);

• a target index of the average index value over the last 10 years (δ = 1);

• a moderate steepness of the adjustment slope (w = 0.5); and

• a target catch equal to the average historical catch over the last five years of the historical
period (x = 1).

We then recommend varying each of the parameters while holding the others at their default
values (Figure D.5):

• Itarget_base: λ = 0.2, δ = 1, w = 0.5, x = 1

• Itarget_w0.8: λ = 0.2, δ = 1, w = 0.8, x = 1
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• Itarget_x0.2: λ = 0.2, δ = 1, w = 0.5, x = 1.2

• Itarget_x0.8: λ = 0.2, δ = 1, w = 0.5, x = .8

• Itarget_d1.2: λ = 0.2, δ = 1.2, w = 0.5, x = 1

• Itarget_d0.8: λ = 0.2, δ = 0.8, w = 0.5, x = 1

Figure D.4. Illustration of possible Itarget MPs across a range of tuning parameters based on Iave = 1,
showing the effect of varying w. In all cases, I0 = λIave = 0.2, below which the TAC is reduced
quadratically. Note that delta refers to δ.
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Figure D.5. Illustration of provisional Itarget MPs based on Iave = 1, with recommended provisional
combinations of parameters. In all cases, I0 = λIave = 0.2, below which the TAC is reduced quadratically.
Note that delta refers to δ.
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D.3.3 ITM: INDEX TARGET BASED ON NATURAL MORTALITY RATE

“ITM” is an index-target MP where the TAC is modified according to current index levels with the
window defining “current” based on the assumed natural mortality M (Figs D.6).

The MP is defined as:
TACy = TACy−1δI, (D.13)

where δI is the ratio of the mean index over 4 (1/M)1/4 years to the reference index. The maxi-
mum fractional change in TAC is determined by x, defined as x = max ((5 + 25M) /100, 0.2). As
in the other reference index MPs, we use an historical period of the index to set the reference
index level—provisionally the last 10 years before the projection period.

Figure D.6. Illustration of the ITM MP. (a) Illustration of how TAC recommendation is based on natural
mortality (M) and δI, the proportional change in the recent relative abundance index compared to a
reference level. Note that the effect of M only appears for large values of M—0.2 and 0.5 are overlapping
in this figure. (b) Illustration of how M relates to the number of years over which to calculate the mean
recent relative abundance index.

D.4 MODEL-BASED MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES

D.4.1 SURPLUS MODEL PRODUCTION

In addition to the empirical MPs described above, we propose including a surplus production
model paired with a harvest control rule as a model-based MP. Here, we use the surplus produc-
tion model implemented in MSEtool (Huynh et al. 2019) and TMB (Kristensen et al. 2016) and
based on Fletcher (1978).

Biomass B in year y is calculated as

By = By−1 + Py−1 − Cy−1, (D.14)

where Cy is the observed catch and Py is the surplus production given by

Py = γ ×MSY×
(
By

K
−
[
By

K

]n)
, (D.15)

where K is the carrying capacity, MSY is the estimated maximum sustainable yield, and n is the
parameter that controls the shape of the production curve, and γ is defined as

γ =
1

n− 1
nn/(n−1). (D.16)
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The production parameter n is typically fixed, producing the Schaefer model (Schaefer 1954) with
a symmetric productive curve (BMSY/K = 0.5) when n = 2. The Fox model is the limiting case of
the Fletcher parameterization as n → 1, where

K = e×BMSY , (D.17)

r = FMSY, (D.18)

and

Py = −e×MSY× By

K
× log

(
By

K

)
. (D.19)

By conditioning the model on observed catch, the predicted index Îy is

Îy = q̂B̂y (D.20)

and the harvest rate is
F̂y =

Cy

B̂y

. (D.21)

The likelihood of the observed index Iy, assuming a lognormal distribution, is

log(Iy) ∼ Normal(log[Îy], σ), (D.22)

where σ represents the standard deviation.

We pair these surplus production models with the following harvest control rules (Figure D.7):

1. HCR-4010: Above 40% of estimated B/B0 (biomass divided by unfished equilibrium spawn-
ing biomass), Fy = F̂MSY; at 10% of estimated B/B0, Fy = 0; between 10% and 40%,
interpolate the adjustment factor linearly. This is a commonly applied HCR in the fisheries
literature and on the US West Coast (e.g., Berger et al. 2019).

2. HCR-8040: Above 80% of estimated B/BMSY, Fy = F̂MSY; at 40% of estimated B/BMSY,
Fy = 0; between 40% and 80%, interpolate the adjustment factor linearly. Note that this
reference point is based on BMSY whereas HCR-4010 is based on B0. This HCR creates
operational control points that mimic the provisional biological upper stock reference and
limit reference points from DFO’s Sustainable Fisheries Framework (Figure 1), where op-
erational control points define the thresholds of management action (i.e., reducing fishing
mortality). We note, however, that operational control points do not necessarily need to
match the biological reference points (BRPs) to be consistent with the Sustainable Fisheries
Framework. For example, a model may generate biased estimates of B/BMSY and be better
paired with operational control points that differ from the BRPs to obtain performance that
meet sustainability objectives defined by the BRPs (e.g., Cox et al. 2013).

3. HCR-6040: A slightly less biologically conservative HCR than HCR-8040 (Cox et al. 2013).
This HCR does not begin ramping down the TAC from MSY until B/BMSY < 0.6.

We denote these management procedures: “SP8040” (Schaefer surplus production model,
8040 HCR), “SP8040_Fox” (Fox surplus production model, 8040 HCR), etc. We only include
the Schaefer surplus production model with the 4010 rule, since the choice of production function
should not affect a depletion-based harvest control rule.

We also include the following “meta” HCR rules (e.g., Cox et al. 2020), that could be modified as
needed for specific stocks:
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• The maximum TAC increase in any one year is 20%.

• The maximum decrease in TAC in any one year is 50%.

• The minimum TAC is 10% of the catch in the last historical year.

• The TAC is not increased unless the MP recommends increasing it by at least 5%.

We include these (modifiable) rules in an MP defined as SP_gf() in the gfdlm R package (Ander-
son et al. 2020b).

Figure D.7. Proposed provisional harvest control rules to associate with model-based MPs.
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APPENDIX E. WEST COAST VANCOUVER ISLAND REX SOLE CASE STUDY

E.1 BACKGROUND

Rex Sole (Glyptocephalus zachirus) occur from central Baja California to the western Bering
Sea, and are generally distributed throughout coastal BC. They are sometimes referred to as
“Witch Sole.” Rex Sole are primarily caught in the groundfish bottom-trawl fishery in BC, which
implemented 100% at-sea observer coverage and 100% dockside monitoring in 1996.

Rex Sole are caught in BC at depths between 20 m and greater than 1000 m, with most captured
between 75 m and 450 m. Rex Sole as large as 58 cm and weighing up to 1.44 kg have been
caught in BC waters. The oldest aged individual was a 34 cm female aged 15 years; however,
there is very little available ageing data for this species, with the only data coming from the
Hecate Strait Multispecies Assemblage Bottom Trawl survey in 1998. Otoliths have been col-
lected on BC surveys from 2000–present although they have not been aged. Rex Sole have
been aged up to 29 years (female) in the Gulf of Alaska (Abookire 2006).

Rex Sole are commonly caught in the West Coast Vancouver Island (WCVI) synoptic ground-
fish bottom trawl survey (Figure E.1 and E.2). While they are caught in the commercial mixed-
species bottom trawl fishery (Figures E.3 and E.4), there is no directed fishery or assigned quota
for them. They are commonly caught with Pacific Cod (Gadus macrocephalus), Dover Sole
(Microstomus pacificus), English Sole (Parophrys vetulus) and Arrowtooth Flounder (Atheresthes
stomias). Rex Sole have never been formally assessed in BC. However, biomass of Rex Sole
in Hecate Strait was estimated in 2012 using research survey data collected between 1984 and
2003 (Fargo 2012). The WCVI synoptic bottom trawl survey has shown a moderate decline in
biomass density from ~2008 to 2012 and an increase from 2014 to 2018 (Figures E.1 and E.2).
Standardized commercial trawl CPUE (catch per unit effort) increased in the late 1990s, showing
a moderate decline from ~2004 to 2010, and a moderate increase until about 2016 (Figure E.2).
There are many samples of length, weight, otoliths, and maturity of Rex Sole from the WCVI
synoptic survey, but no aged fish (Figure E.5). There are limited biological samples of any kind
from the commercial fleet (Figure E.5).

In the US, Rex Sole are caught in the bottom trawl fishery and are considered to form three
separate stocks: the Gulf of Alaska stock (McGilliard and Palsson 2017), the Bering Sea/Aleutian
Islands stock (Wilderbuer and Nichol 2015), and the West Coast stock from Washington to
California (Cope et al. 2015).

We demonstrate the MP Framework here, through a case study of the Rex Sole stock in the
WCVI groundfish management area (Area 3CD). This detailed case study is illustrative and is not
intended for catch advice at this time. We frame our case study according to the steps outlined in
Section 3.
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Figure E.1. Individual survey tows for the West Coast Vancouver Island synoptic bottom trawl survey. Light
gray crosses indicate survey sets that did not catch Rex Sole. The area and colour of the circles are
proportional to the density of Rex Sole for that survey set. Eastings and Northings are for UTM zone 9.
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Figure E.2. West Coast Vancouver Island synoptic bottom trawl survey and standardized commercial
bottom trawl CPUE for Rex Sole standardized according to the methods in Anderson et al. (2019). Each
index is divided by its geometric mean for years 2004–2019 for visualization purposes. Dots represent
mean estimates and line segments represent 95% confidence intervals. The index in the top panel is
derived from the data shown in Figure E.1 with confidence intervals generated via a stratified bootstrap
procedure (for details, see, for example, Anderson et al. 2019).
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Figure E.3. Commercial catch for Rex Sole. Note that limited catch in the early 1990s is considered
unreliable and is not shown. The shaded region prior to 1996 indicates the time period before the at-sea
observer program was implemented for bottom and midwater trawl fleets.
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Figure E.4. Spatial commercial trawl CPUE for Rex Sole for tows that caught any Rex Sole from
2013–2019. Cells are 4 km wide and are only shown in cases where there are at least three unique
vessels in a given cell to meet federal privacy requirements. CPUE is calculated as the weight of catch
(landings plus discards) divided by hours fished for all positive tows from the groundfish trawl sector. Trawl
data are shown from 2013 onwards after the trawl footprint was frozen.
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Figure E.5. Specimen availability for Rex Sole. Shown are the number of available fish specimens that
have had their length measured, have been weighed, had their maturity assessed, had their age
assessed, and for which ageing structures are available for ageing. Blank panels indicate
year-measurement combinations without any data. Shading of these cells reflects the relative number of
specimens available with the actual number of specimens indicated in the cells to the nearest round
number.
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E.2 STEP 1: DEFINE THE DECISION CONTEXT

The decision to be made is which MP to use to determine catch limits for the period until the next
available catch advice. The time-frame for making the decision would be stated in the Request
for Science Advice. In applications of the MP Framework, additional aspects of the decision
context would be established through a technical committee. See Section 3.1.

E.3 STEP 2: SELECTION OF OBJECTIVES AND PERFORMANCE METRICS

We defined the objectives for Rex Sole based on the provisional objectives presented in Sec-
tion 3.2. These objectives are guided by the Precautionary Approach Framework, elements of
which are incorporated into the Fish Stocks provisions of the Fisheries Act.

1. Maintain stock status above the LRP in the long term with high probability.

2. Maintain stock status above the USR in the long term with moderately high probability.

3. Maintain a fishing exploitation rate below the rate at maximum sustainable yield with some
probability.

4. Given the above conservation objectives are achieved, maximize short- and long-term
fisheries catch.

5. Given the above conservation objectives are achieved, minimize variability in fisheries catch
from year to year.

Our estimated length-at-50% maturity (25.8 cm), coupled with our estimated growth parameters,
imply an age-at-50% maturity of approximately 4–5 years. Since 1.5 to 2 generations would be
less than 50 years, we chose to base our long-term performance metrics on a 50-year projec-
tion.

The performance metrics measuring the objectives were:

1. LT LRP: Probability B > 0.4 BMSY (years 35–50).

2. LT USR: Probability B > 0.8 BMSY (years 35–50).

3. FMSY: P(F < F MSY) (years 1–50).

4. STC: Probability catch > reference catch (years 1–10).

5. LTC: Probability catch > reference catch (years 35–50).

6. AADC: Probability AADC (average absolute interannual difference in catch) < historical
AADC (years 1–50).

Reference catch was defined as the average catch from the last five years. We measured the
performance metrics as probabilities integrated over years and replicates simultaneously.

E.4 STEP 3: SELECTION OF UNCERTAINTIES AND SPECIFICATION OF OPERAT-
ING MODELS

We considered the major axes of uncertainty for Rex Sole to be:

1. The magnitude of the commercial catch prior to 1996 (influencing initial depletion in 1996)

2. The influence of the commercial CPUE index

3. The value of the steepness parameter (h) of the stock-recruit relationship
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4. The value of natural mortality (M)

5. The age selectivity pattern of the commercial fleet and survey gear

We divided OM scenarios into a reference set and a robustness set (Section 2.3). We defined
six OM reference-set scenarios that differed from each other in these respects and two OM
robustness-set scenarios (Table E.1), with parameter values provided in Appendix F. We de-
scribe each of the OM scenarios below.

Table E.1. Rex Sole OM scenarios. “Ceq” refers to “catch equilibrium” in 1995 and is used to parameterize
the level of biomass depletion at the beginning of the recorded catch history. Unless otherwise specified,
“Ceq” was set at 200% in all scenarios.

OM scenario name Set type

Ceq 200% Reference
Ceq 250% Reference
Higher M Reference
Higher steepness Reference
Lower selectivity Reference
No CPUE Ceq 250% Reference
No CPUE Ceq 50% Robustness
M increasing Robustness

E.4.1 REFERENCE SET

E.4.1.1 Magnitude of pre-1996 commercial catch and importance of commercial CPUE

Prior to 1996, reported catches for WCVI Rex Sole were much lower than post-1995 and there
were no reported discards. We have removed these catches from Figure E.3 because these
data are considered unreliable due to a lack of reporting requirements and at-sea observer
coverage prior to 1996. Assumptions about pre-1996 catch levels affect the SRA model’s es-
timates of the depletion level in 1996 (Appendix B). The SRA model parameter Ceq, describes
the equilibrium catch in weight prior to the first year of the model (1996 for Rex Sole), which is
used to estimate equilibrium fishing mortality F eq prior to the first year of the model, which in
turn is used to calculate total mortality Zeq needed to calculate recruits and numbers in the first
year of the model (Equation B.5). We note that the use of F eq and Ceq make the assumption
that the population biomass and fishery were in equilibrium prior to 1996. While this is likely an
unrealistic assumption, it is a convenient means of initializing a population model in the presence
of fishing. For this reason, we treated the value of Ceq as a major axis of uncertainty.

We attempted to fit Ceq values ranging from 0 to 2.5 times the 1996 catch, which imply that
equilibrium catch in 1995 was 0% to 250% of the 1996 catch, respectively. The SRA model
estimated implausibly high values of fishing mortality (Fa,y > 3) for values of Ceq < 200% of
1996 catch, suggesting that there may have been considerable unrecorded, possibly discarded,
catch prior to 1996, also implying that the stock was unlikely to have been close to B0 in 1995.
Therefore, our reference set includes only two levels of Ceq that we thought rendered plausible
OM conditioning. We include an additional OM scenario with the 1995 stock closer to B0 in the
robustness set (Section E.4.2).

We believe the assumption of unrecorded catch prior to 1996 is consistent with the data and
knowledge of the multispecies groundfish fishery for three reasons. First, the standardized com-
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mercial CPUE index shows an increasing trend from 1996 to 2003 before the SYN WCVI survey
began (Figure E.2). Given that Rex Sole were not a targeted species, it seems unlikely that
the fishery began catching Rex Sole coincident with the introduction of 100% at-sea observer
coverage and dockside monitoring. Increasing CPUE is also consistent with (but not necessarily
indicative of) a stock rebuilding from a depleted state. While there are many caveats associated
with commercial CPUE time series, two factors suggest this trend is plausible: (a) commercial
CPUE has somewhat mirrored the broad patterns seen in the SYN WCVI survey index since
the survey began (Figure E.2); and (b) Rex Sole have not been a targeted species by the com-
mercial trawl fleet. The absence of targeting removes some of the reasons why CPUE trends
may not reflect abundance trends. Second, the SYN WCVI survey has approximately doubled its
relative index value for Rex Sole since the early 2000s, which would be consistent with the stock
starting in a somewhat depleted state in 1996. Third, other species that are commonly caught
with Rex Sole in catch records since 1996 were reported to have been caught in substantial
quantities before 1996 (Anderson et al. 2019). It therefore seems reasonable to assume that
there was considerable unrecorded catch prior to 1996.

We considered three OM reference-set scenarios and one OM robustness-set scenario that
varied in the assumed value of Ceq (Table E.1). For the reference set:

• The OM scenario “Ceq 200%” assumes that equilibrium catch prior to 1996 was twice that in
1996.

• The OM scenario “Ceq 250%” assumes that equilibrium catch prior to 1996 was 2.5 times
that in 1996.

• The OM scenario “No CPUE Ceq 250%” excludes the commercial CPUE index from the
SRA model (Figure E.2). When the commercial CPUE data were excluded, values of Ceq <
2.5 rendered implausible SRA model fits (Fa,y > 3) without other changes to the model such
as shifting length selectivity.

For all other OM scenarios Ceq was set at 200%. We did explore some OM scenarios with Ceq >
250% (not shown). These OM scenarios did not provide greater contrast in terms of the ranking
of MPs and we chose to cap Ceq at 250% in this case study.

E.4.1.2 Steepness of the stock-recruit relationship (h)

We considered one alternative OM scenario that differed in terms of the value of h (Table E.1).
Unless otherwise stated, all other OM scenarios drew from a baseline beta distribution h ∼
beta(13.4, 2.4), which results in a mean and standard deviation of 0.85 and 0.09 (see Section F.1.4).

• The OM scenario “Higher steepness” uses the value h = 0.95.

E.4.1.3 Natural mortality (M)

We considered one alternative OM scenario that differed in terms of the value of M (Table E.1).
Unless otherwise stated, all other OM scenarios drew from a baseline uniform distribution M =
0.17–0.25 y -1, which starts at the value of 0.17 y -1 used for the Gulf of Alaska stock assessment
of Rex Sole (McGilliard and Palsson (2017), see Section F.1.3) and explores a slightly higher
range since M is likely to be somewhat greater at a lower latitude.

• The OM scenario “Higher M” considers that M could be latitude-dependent and may be
substantially higher for stocks in warmer BC waters (M = 0.3 y -1).
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E.4.1.4 Selectivity

We considered one alternative OM scenario that differed in terms of the length- and age-selectivity
of the commercial fleet and the WCVI synoptic survey (Table E.1). Unless otherwise stated, all
other OM scenarios drew from a length selectivity curve that approximately matched the maturity
ogive (L5 = 22, LFS = 32).

• The OM scenario “Lower selectivity” considers that the selectivity curve could be shifted to
the left resulting in both the survey and the commercial fleet capturing younger fish (L5 = 17,
LFS = 28).

We considered the above six OM scenarios to represent the most plausible uncertainty OM sce-
narios for Rex Sole and grouped them into the “reference set” of OMs (see Section 2.3).

E.4.2 ROBUSTNESS SET

To illustrate application of the framework in the presence of additional sources of structural
uncertainty, we included two OM robustness scenarios (Table E.1):

• The “No CPUE Ceq 50%” OM scenario assumes that catch at equilibrium in year 1995 was
50% of the catch in 1996 (Ceq = 0.5). In other words, this OM scenario assumes that the
stock started in a much less depleted state than the other OM scenarios. In order to fit the
SRA model with plausible Fa,y values, we also had to omit the commercial CPUE and use
the selectivity curve described in the “Lower selectivity” OM scenario.

• The “M increasing” OM scenario assumes that M was fixed at 0.2 y -1 in the historical pe-
riod and increases monotonically from 0.2 to 0.4 y -1 over the projection period. This could
represent increasing natural mortality due to a process such as climate change or shifts
in predator abundance. We include this OM scenario simply to illustrate including a time-
varying parameter in the OM projection period that reflects an underlying environmental
process, and to assess robustness of MPs to such a scenario.

Results from the Robustness Set will be presented separately in Section E.7 and will be used
to show whether performance of MPs is significantly affected by these other sources of uncer-
tainty.

We include a detailed explanation of the initial OM specification in Appendix F.

E.4.3 OM CONDITIONING

After specifying most of the OM parameters (Appendix F), we conditioned the OMs using the
SRA model (with 250 replicates) described in Appendix B. We conditioned the models using:
(1) commercial catch data from 1996–2019; (2) the synoptic WCVI (SYN WCVI) trawl relative
biomass index (a depth-stratified random survey); and (3) commercial bottom trawl CPUE. We
down-weighted the commercial CPUE index by inflating the standard errors 1.5 times since
we have greater confidence in the SYN WCVI data reflecting underlying biomass trends. We
specified a range of Ceq values as described above to reflect uncertainty in initial stock deple-
tion.

The SRA was able to fit to the WCVI synoptic trawl survey relative biomass index and commer-
cial bottom trawl CPUE reasonably well for all OM scenarios (Figure E.6). The SYN WCVI survey
was better fit than the commercial CPUE, likely due to the smaller standard errors (Figure E.6).
The SRA models fit the catch data almost perfectly by design, via setting the standard deviations
of the observation error to a value of 0.01 (Equation B.21).
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We used the SRA to populate the following parameters in the conditioned OMs:

• Btc/B0 (or “D”; depletion in the last historical year)

• R0 (unfished recruitment)

• θAC (or “AC”; first-order autocorrelation of recruitment deviations)

• Fa,y (fishing mortality at age by year)

• εR,y for years t1 to tc (historical recruitment deviations)

The OM reference and robustness scenarios rendered a range of estimated parameter values
(Figures E.7, E.10, E.11). In fitting the SRA across replicate draws from the initial OMs, we
discarded any models that did not converge (with convergence defined as a positive-definite
covariance matrix) or had Fa,y > 3. The majority of replicates were retained (Table E.2). How-
ever, by discarding replicates from non-converged models, the input parameters carried through
to the conditioned OMs varied slightly (Figure E.8). The discarded parameter values represent
implausible parameter combinations according to the SRA model. The implied spawning stock
biomass depletion trajectories during the historical period from the eight OMs were similar with
the exception of the “No CPUE Ceq 50%” OM scenario (Figure E.9).

Table E.2. Fraction of replicates retained after conditioning with the SRA model.

OM Scenario Fraction retained

1 - Ceq 200% 1.00
2 - Ceq 250% 1.00
3 - Higher M 1.00
4 - Higher steepness 1.00
5 - Lower selectivity 0.99
6 - No CPUE Ceq 250% 1.00
7 - No CPUE Ceq 50% 0.92
8 - M increasing 1.00
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Figure E.6. SRA model fits to the SYN WCVI and commercial bottom trawl CPUE relative biomass indices.
Panels from top to bottom represent OM scenarios. Thin lines represent individual SRA model fits across
stochastic draws from the various OM parameters. Dots represent index mean and line segments
represent 2 times the standard errors as entered into the SRA models. In the case of the commercial
CPUE, these standard errors have been inflated 1.5 times from the fitted standard errors to down-weight
the commercial CPUE index relative to the survey index.
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Figure E.7. Histograms of parameters estimated by the SRA. Fishing mortality at age, the historical
depletion trajectory, and historical recruitment deviations are also derived from the SRA model. Historical
depletion trajectories are shown in Figure E.9, apical fishing mortality by year are shown in Figure E.10,
and historical recruitment deviations are shown in Figure E.11. D refers to depletion. AC refers to θAC.
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Figure E.8. Frequency polygons for parameters input to the SRA. Parameters were sampled stochastically
as input into the SRA (see Appendix F for ranges). Any samples associated with non-converged SRA
models were discarded. Since most SRA models converged, these distributions are similar across OM
scenarios unless they were specified differently in the OM. The large spikes represent fixed parameter
values in the OM. sigma_R refers to σR.
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Figure E.9. Spawning stock biomass (B) depletion trajectories for reference and robustness set OMs.
Depletion is represented as a fraction of B0 (spawning stock biomass at unfished equilibrium). Note that
the “M increasing” OM scenario only represents M increasing in the future projections—not the historical
time period illustrated here—and uses a fixed value of M in the historical period. Lines represent medians,
and dark and light-grey shading represent 50% and 95% quantiles across replicates.
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Figure E.10. Apical fishing mortality (Fy) trajectories for reference and robustness set OMs. Apical fishing
mortality is the maximum Fa,f experienced by fish of any age in a given year. Lines represent medians,
and dark and light grey shading represent 50% and 95% quantiles across replicates.
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Figure E.11. Historical recruitment deviations estimated by the SRA model (in log space). Lines represent
100 random samples from the replicates.
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E.5 STEP 4: IDENTIFICATION OF CANDIDATE MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES

We started with the full set of provisional candidate MPs described in Appendix D (Table E.3).
Early explorations with the SP models suggested little effect of the three alternative harvest
control rules (HCRs) described in Section D.4.1 (presumably because the projected biomass
spent little time on the HCR “ramp”). There was also very little difference in performance be-
tween the Fox and Schaefer production models. Therefore, for the SP models we focused mostly
on tuning the prior on r, the intrinsic population growth rate. We evaluated three priors on r:
Normal(0.4, 0.1), Normal(0.5, 0.1), and Normal(0.6, 0.1). With the Schaefer surplus production
function, these correspond to FMSY = 0.2, FMSY = 0.25, and FMSY = 0.3, which approximately
match the values of M explored in the OMs. We included the provisional “meta” HCR rules
described in Appendix D Section D.4.1 and given that the stock does not have an existing TAC,
we set the initial TAC for the purpose of the “meta” rules to the average catch from the last five
years of the historical period. In applications of the framework, additional tuning of SP models
and index-based MPs could be explored if needed.

Table E.3. Candidate MPs. The ‘.’ in front of some MPs denotes versions of the MPs that only observe
the survey index every second year to mimic our biennial WCVI synoptic survey. .SP6040_0.4 refers to an
SP model with a prior on r of 0.4, etc.

Management procedure MP type

CC_hist20 Constant catch
CC1.2 Constant catch
CC1.1 Constant catch
CC1.0 Constant catch
CC0.9 Constant catch
CC0.8 Constant catch
CC0.7 Constant catch
CC0.6 Constant catch
.Iratio2 Index ratio
.GB_slope6_0.66 Index slope
.GB_slope6_1 Index slope
.GB_slope8_0.66 Index slope
.GB_slope8_1 Index slope
.Islope0.2_80 Index slope
.Islope0.2_100 Index slope
.Islope0.4_80 Index slope
.Islope0.4_100 Index slope
.IDX Index ratio
.IDX_smooth Index ratio
.IT10_hist Index target
.IT5_hist Index target
.Itarget_base Index target
.Itarget_w0.8 Index target
.Itarget_x0.2 Index target
.Itarget_x0.8 Index target
.Itarget_d1.2 Index target
.Itarget_d0.8 Index target
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Management procedure MP type

.ITM_hist Index target

.SP6040_0.4 Surplus production

.SP6040_0.5 Surplus production

.SP6040_0.6 Surplus production

.SP8040_0.6 Surplus production

.SP4010_0.6 Surplus production

.SP6040_0.6_fox Surplus production
NFref Reference
FMSYref Reference
FMSYref75 Reference

E.6 STEP 5: SIMULATION OF THE APPLICATION OF THE MANAGEMENT PROCE-
DURES

We ran the closed-loop simulations across 250 stochastic replicates using DLMtool version 5.4.2,
R version 4.0.4, and the simulation random seed set to 1, with the OMs and MPs described
above. We assessed convergence of the closed-loop simulation by plotting the cumulative per-
formance metrics as replicates were added (Figure E.12). We deemed 250 replicates sufficient
since the rank order of MPs was consistent for this number of replicates (Figure E.12).

To determine which MPs would be carried forward as satisficed MPs (Miller and Shelton 2010),
we began by assessing average and minimum performance across all candidate MPs for the
reference set of OMs (Figures E.13 and E.14). To obtain a manageable number of MPs for
further consideration, we set satisficing thresholds of LT LRP > 0.9 (9 times out of 10) and STC
> 0.8 (4 times out of 5). We could apply these criteria to either the average (Figures E.13) or
minimum performance (Figures E.14) and such a decision is likely best made by a technical
working group or decision-makers coupled with stakeholders in an applied setting. In this case
study, it made little difference whether we chose the average or minimum performance metrics
to apply the satisficing criteria. For the purposes of this case study, we chose to apply the sat-
isficing criteria to the minimum performance metrics. This implies that the satisficed MPs pass
these criteria even in the worst-case OM reference-set scenario. Applying these criteria resulted
in eleven remaining MPs (.Itarget_base, .Itarget_d0.8, .Itarget_w0.8, .Itarget_x0.2, .SP4010_0.6,
.SP6040_0.6, .SP6040_0.6_fox, .SP8040_0.6, CC_hist20, CC1.1, and CC1.2).

We additionally decided to omit four MPs from further consideration. First, we chose to retain
only one satisficed SP model MP (.SP8040_0.6) since the SP model MPs that differed only in
production-function shape (.SP6040_0.6_fox) or HCR (.SP6040_0.6 and .SP4010_0.6) had near
identical performance (Figure E.14). Second, we removed CC_hist20 since it was outperformed
by the other constant catch MPs—LT LRP and STC were both exceeded by all other constant-
catch MPs (Figure E.14). This left seven MPs (.Itarget_base, .Itarget_d0.8, .Itarget_w0.8, .Itar-
get_x0.2, .SP8040_0.6, CC1.1, and CC1.2).
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Figure E.12. Assessing convergence of the Rex Sole closed-loop simulations on consistent rank order of
MPs within performance metrics. Colours represent individual satisficed and reference MPs. Lines that do
not cross by the final replicates indicate that rank order among replicates had converged. Although not
shown, we also checked that the satisficing rules had converged (i.e., the selection of satisficed MPs did
not change with additional replicates). Note that in the “M increasing” OM scenario the LTC and AADC
metrics do not appear because they are below the lower y-axis limit (or perfectly at 1 in the case of AADC
and NFref).
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Figure E.13. Average performance of all candidate MPs across the reference set of OMs. MPs are
ordered by decreasing performance metric values from top to bottom starting with the left-most
performance metric (LT LRP) and using columns from left to right to break any ties. The colour shading
reflects the probabilities. Outlined cells represent MPs that met a particular performance metric’s
satisficing criteria. Using this set of criteria, MPs would be “satisficed” if cells in both “LT LRP” and “STC”
were outlined. Light grey MPs indicate reference MPs.
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Figure E.14. Minimum performance of all candidate MPs across the reference set of OMs. This figure is
the same as Figure E.13 but shows the minimum performance metric across the OMs in the reference
set for the purposes of applying satisficing rules. In other words, this figure illustrates the worst
performance of each MP across the reference set of OMs.
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E.7 STEP 6: PRESENTATION OF RESULTS AND SELECTION OF MANAGEMENT
PROCEDURE

E.7.1 REFERENCE SET RESULTS

Performance within the reference set of OMs varied across MPs and performance metrics (Fig-
ures E.13, E.14, E.15, and E.16). There was variability in performance among the individual
OM reference-set scenarios with the most variability in both the long-term and entire projection
period performance metrics: LT USR, FMSY, LTC, and AADC (Figure E.15). Between the two
performance metrics used in the initial satisficing step, average LT LRP varied between 0.98 and
1.00, and STC varied between 0.94 and 1.00 across MPs within the reference set (Figure E.13
and E.15). Minimum LT LRP varied between 0.93 and 0.99, and STC varied between 0.82 and
0.98 across MPs within the reference set (Figure E.14 and E.15).

A dot-and-line plot of the performance metrics aggregated across OM scenarios helps compare
performance across satisficed MPs (Figure E.16). Long-term catch (LTC) was roughly compara-
ble between a fishing strategy of fishing at F /F MSY and the satisficed Itarget or .SP8040_0.6
MPs (Figure E.16). Short-term catch (STC) of all satisficed MPs exceeded these reference
MPs (Figure E.16). Fixed-catch MPs of 1.1- or 1.2-times average catch from the last five years
rendered similar performance to other satisficed MPs across most performance metrics within
the OM reference-set scenarios, with somewhat higher LTC and AADC metrics (Figure E.16).
These fixed-catch MPs do not incorporate feedback between the management and biological
systems.

Trade-offs among performance metrics for most of the satisficed MPs were relatively minor within
the OM reference-set scenarios (Figures E.17 and E.18). Within the “Ceq 200%” OM scenario,
there was a slight trade-off between STC and LT LRP (Figure E.17). The time series trajectories
of the projected survey index (Figure E.19), B/BMSY, F /F MSY, and catch (Figures E.20–E.25)
further demonstrate performance across the various MPs and reference-set OMs. Kobe plots
demonstrate either the final B/BMSY vs. F /F MSY status among replicates (Figure E.26) or the
trajectory of these stock status values through time (Figure E.27).
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Figure E.15. Performance of satisficed MPs for the reference-set OMs. MPs are ordered by decreasing
performance metric values from the averaged reference set (Figure E.13). These are the same data
underlying Figure E.13 and Figure E.14 but shown for individual OM reference-set scenarios and only for
satisficed MPs.
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Figure E.16. Dot-and-line plot of performance metrics averaged across OM scenarios. Dots represent
average performance metric values and thin lines represent the range of values across OM scenarios.
Thick lines represent the range of values across OM scenarios after dropping the high and low values.
Reference MPs are indicated by open circles (True). Non-reference MPs are indicated by closed circles
(False).
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Figure E.17. Trade-off between LT LRP and STC average performance metrics across the OM
reference-set scenarios. Reference MPs are indicated by open circles (True). Non-reference MPs are
indicated by closed circles (False).
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Figure E.18. Radar-plot representation of average performance metric trade-offs for the OM reference-set
scenarios. The outside of the hexagon represents a performance metric probability of 1.0; in the middle
represents a value of 0. Dashed lines represent reference MPs.
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Figure E.19. Historical and projected SYN WCVI relative biomass index values. Vertical dashed line
represents 2019. The shaded region represents the 95% quantile and individual lines represent four
sample replicates.
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Figure E.20. B/BMSY, F/FMSY, and catch from the historical and projected time periods for the “Ceq 200%”
OM. Dark line indicates the median value and the darker and lighter shaded ribbons indicate the 50% and
90% quantiles. Thin gray lines represent illustrative simulation replicates. The vertical dashed line
indicates the last year of the historical period. The horizontal dashed lines indicate B/BMSY = 0.8 and 0.4
and F/FMSY = 1.
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Figure E.21. Same as Figure E.20 but for the OM “Ceq 250%.”
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Figure E.22. Same as Figure E.20 but for the OM “Higher M.”
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Figure E.23. Same as Figure E.20 but for the OM “Higher steepness.”
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Figure E.24. Same as Figure E.20 but for the OM “Lower selectivity.”
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Figure E.25. Same as Figure E.20 but for the OM “No CPUE Ceq 250%.”
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Figure E.26. B/BMSY and F/FMSY values from the final year of the projections across all replicates. Dots
represent individual replicates. Vertical dashed lines show B/BMSY = 0.4 (left) and 0.8 (right). Horizontal
dashed line shows F/FMSY = 1. Contour lines indicate two-dimensional kernel-density-smoothed quantiles
at 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75 levels, calculated in log space.
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Figure E.27. Trajectory of B/BMSY and F/FMSY values summarized across replicates. The solid line
corresponds to the median value. Vertical dashed lines show B/BMSY = 0.4 (left) and 0.8 (right). Horizontal
dashed line shows F/FMSY = 1. Each diamond represents the 50% quantile of B/BMSY (horizontal) and
F/FMSY (vertical).
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E.7.2 ROBUSTNESS SET RESULTS

The “No CPUE Ceq 50%” OM robustness scenario represents markedly different biomass and
fishing mortality historical trajectories to any of the OM reference-set scenarios. This OM sce-
nario estimates the stock to be smaller (smaller R0 values in Figure E.7) with high Fy (apical
F by year) values around 2005 (Figure E.10). In this OM scenario, the Itarget MPs are able
to achieve LT LRP > 0.60 (3 times out of 5), while the constant catch and surplus production
model achieved LT LRP < 0.35 (7 times out of 20) (Figures E.28 and E.29). Other performance
metrics show less contrast among the MPs, although LT USR also remains higher for the Itarget
vs. constant-catch or surplus-production MPs (Figure E.28 and E.29).

This OM robustness scenario demonstrates stronger trade-offs among performance metrics than
the OM reference-set scenarios (Figures E.30 and E.31). In particular, there is an obvious trade-
off between STC and LT LRP (Figures E.30). The constant catch MPs achieved the highest STC
values but at the expense of lower LT LRP values. The Itarget MPs struck more of a balance
between LT LRP and STC (Figures E.30). The projection figures show the values underlying the
performance metrics (Figure E.32). Within this scenario, over time, the .SP8040_0.6, CC1.1, and
CC1.2 MPs all had a tendency to overfish the stock (Figure E.32).

For the “M increasing” OM scenario, the satisficed MPs were fairly robust to linear increases
in natural mortality in the projection period, with the exception that all satisficed MPs had a
considerably lower probability of achieving the long-term catch (LTC) metric (Figures E.28–E.31).
Notably, the Itarget satisficed MPs maintained LT LRP > 0.9 despite increasing M, whereas
the fixed-catch and surplus-production MPs all resulted in LT LRP < 0.9. The Itarget MPs were
able to ramp down catch as M increased (Figure E.33) to maintain most replicates above the
LRP.

By plotting the projections from all OM scenarios (Figures E.20–E.25 and E.32–E.33) on the
same panels, we can examine the sensitivity of the projections to the various OM scenario
conditions (Figure E.34). The historical trajectories were most sensitive to the assumptions
of the “No CPUE Ceq 50%” OM scenario compared to the other OM scenarios. The projected
trajectories were relatively similar across all OM reference-set scenarios, while differing for the
“No CPUE Ceq 50%” and “M increasing” OM robustness scenarios. Note that sensitivity of the
projections does not necessarily correspond to sensitivity of the rank order of MPs (Figure E.28),
which is ultimately the important characteristic for decision making.
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Figure E.28. Performance of satisficed MPs for the robustness set OMs.

Figure E.29. Performance of satisficed MPs for the robustness set OMs.
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Figure E.30. Trade-off plot between LT LRP and STC performance metric values for satisficed MPs for the
robustness set OMs.

Figure E.31. Radar-plot representation of the trade-off in performance metric values for satisficed MPs for
the robustness set OMs.
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Figure E.32. Same as Figure E.20 but for the robustness OM “No CPUE Ceq 50%.”
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Figure E.33. Same as Figure E.20 but for the robustness OM “Increasing M.”
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Figure E.34. B/BMSY, F/FMSY, and catch from the historical and projected time periods. Colours represent
the reference- and OM robustness-set scenarios. Lines represent medians and shaded regions represent
50% quantiles. Satisficed and reference MPs are shown from top to bottom. Vertical dashed lines
represent 2019.
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APPENDIX F. REX SOLE OPERATING MODEL DEFINITION

This section describes the specification of the Rex Sole operating model. Some OM scenarios
in the reference and robustness sets assign alternative options for some of the parameters. We
note this below where it occurs.

F.1 STOCK SLOT DESCRIPTIONS

We begin by setting the random seed for sampling from distributions below:

set.seed(282943)

F.1.1 COMMON_NAME

Common name of the species.

stock_rex@Common_Name <- "Rex Sole"

F.1.2 SPECIES

Scientific name of the species.

stock_rex@Species <- "Glyptocephalus zachirus"

F.1.3 MAXAGE

The maximum age of individuals that is simulated. Positive integer.

The maximum recorded age for a Rex Sole in BC waters is 15 in the Hecate Strait Multispecies
Assemblage survey in 1998. We do not have ages in our database for 3CD to inform the maxi-
mum age for this region. Munk (2001) note the maximum age observed for Rex Sole in the Gulf
of Alaska is 27 years. This maximum age becomes the plus group when the SRA is run.

stock_rex@maxage <- 27

F.1.4 M

Natural mortality rate.

McGilliard and Palsson (2017) used 0.17 y-1 for M but they also note that growth rates and size
can vary with latitude, which can affect M. M is likely slightly higher in BC at lower latitudes. Here,
we add a range of possible M values starting with a lower bound of that from McGilliard and
Palsson (2017). The maximum age observed in our database of 15 implies a higher value of M,
although this maximum age is likely an underestimate. We include an alternative OM scenario
with a higher M value (M = 0.3 y-1).

stock_rex@M <- c(0.17, 0.25)

F.1.5 H

Steepness of the stock-recruit relationship.

Maunder (2012) cite Myers et al. (1999) who found a median value of steepness of 0.80 for
flatfish and note that, because of the bias in the value estimated for North Atlantic Cod in that
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paper, the value might be closer to 0.94. Grandin and Forrest (2017) estimated steepness for
Arrowtooth Flounder, but found their posterior was highly influenced by their prior (they estimated
a median of 0.88 with a 95% confidence interval of 0.69–0.98, which nearly matches the prior).
Here we will use the same prior used in Grandin and Forrest (2017) (Figure F.1) but we also
include an alternative OM scenario with steepness fixed to a relatively high value of 0.95.

cpars$h <- rbeta(nsim, 13.4, 2.4)

Note that if the samples of h were lower, they would ideally be constrained to [0.2, 1) via a trans-
formation. For example: 0.8 * rbeta(nsim, 13.4, 2.4) + 0.2.

Figure F.1. Density of h prior.

F.1.6 PERR

Process error, the CV of lognormal recruitment deviations.

Thorson et al. (2014) found the mean standard deviation of log recruitment deviations for Pleu-
ronectiformes to be about 0.64. McGilliard and Palsson (2017) used 0.6 for Gulf of Alaska stocks.
We will use a normal distribution centered around this value of 0.6 with a bit of variation repre-
sented by an SD of 0.1:

cpars$Perr <- rnorm(nsim, 0.6, 0.1)

F.1.7 AC

Autocorrelation in recruitment deviations.

This parameter will be replaced by the stock reduction analysis (SRA) model based on a post-
hoc calculation performed on the estimated historical recruitment deviations.

cpars$AC <- c(0, 1)

F.1.8 LINF

Maximum length.

Although we do not have any ages in our database for WCVI, there exist a limited number of
ages from the Hecate Strait Multispecies Assemblage Survey and a von Bertalanffy model fits
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reasonably well (Figure F.2). We will extract samples from the model posterior (Figure F.3) and
save them as custom parameters.

We fit the model with Stan (Stan Development Team 2020) using the model implemented in the
gfplot R package (Anderson et al. 2020c) according to the equation:

Li ∼ Log-normal (log(l∞(1− exp(−k(Ai − t0)))), σ) , (F.1)

where Li and Ai refer to the length and age of fish i, σ refers to the scale parameter of the log-
normal distribution, and all other parameters refer to the von Bertalanffy equation. We used
weakly informative priors: k ∼ Normal(0, 2), Linf ∼ Normal(0, φ), t0 ∼ Normal(0, 20), and
σ ∼ Student-t(3, 0, 2), where φ refers to the 99% quantile of the observed lengths (36 cm). We
sampled 8000 iterations across four chains from the posterior and checked that the chains were
consistent with convergence via the Rhat (potential scale reduction factor) and ESS (effective
sample size) metrics along with trace plots of the samples (Gelman et al. 2014).

Figure F.2. von Bertalanffy model fit to lengths and ages from the Hecate Strait Multispecies Assemblage
Survey. Dots represent individual fish and lines represent 100 samples from the posterior.

msa <- gfdata::get_survey_samples("rex sole", ssid = 2)

vb_model <- gfplot::fit_vb(msa, sex = "all", method = "mcmc", iter = 8000)

vb_post <- rstan::extract(vb_model$model)

set.seed(3829)

i <- sample(seq_along(vb_post$k), nsim)

cpars$Linf <- as.numeric(vb_post$linf[i])

F.1.9 K

von Bertalanffy growth parameter k.

cpars$K <- as.numeric(vb_post$k[i])

F.1.10 T0

von Bertalanffy theoretical age at length zero.
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The t0 parameter estimated in our model is slightly positive, although there are very few fish
under the age of 4 in this data set to inform the model.

cpars$t0 <- as.numeric(vb_post$t0[i])

Figure F.3. von Bertalanffy parameter posteriors.

F.1.11 L50

Length at 50% maturity.

We have sufficient maturity and length data to fit a logistic maturity model. McGilliard and Pals-
son (2017) noted that length at maturity varied by latitude, but that age at maturity was fairly
consistent among stocks.

Although we visualize the relationship for male and female fish separately (Figure F.4), we fit a
Bayesian logistic GLM (generalized linear model) with rstanarm (Goodrich et al. 2018) to sample
parameter values from a model that estimates maturity for an average male/female fish from our
samples (Figure F.6). We used priors of Normal(0, 50) for the intercept and Normal(0, 10) for the
effect of length and male/female. We sampled 2000 iterations for each of four chains from the
posterior and check that the chains were consistent with convergence using the same approach
as described above for the von Bertalanffy model.

m_mat <- gfplot::fit_mat_ogive(drex$survey_samples, type = "length")

d <- m_mat$data

d$sex <- d$female - mean(d$female)

d$length <- d$age_or_length

mat_bayes <- rstanarm::stan_glm(mature ~ length * sex,

data = d, family = binomial(link = "logit"),

cores = parallel::detectCores(), iter = 2000,

prior_intercept = rstanarm::normal(0, scale = 50, autoscale = FALSE),

prior = rstanarm::normal(0, scale = 10, autoscale = FALSE),

seed = 8983

)

post_mat <- as.data.frame(mat_bayes)

logit_perc <- function(a, b, perc) -(log((1 / perc) - 1) + a) / b

L50 <- logit_perc(a = post_mat$`(Intercept)`, b = post_mat$length, perc = 0.5)

i <- sample(seq_along(post_mat$length), nsim)
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Figure F.4. Predicted maturity by length for males and females separately. "Rug lines" along the top and
bottom indicate individual sampled fish with some overlap. Curved lines represent predictions from a
logistic regression. Vertical line represents the length at 50% maturity.

Figure F.5. Predicted maturity by length from the Bayesian model for a fish of average male/female sex.
Individual thin translucent lines represent 100 draws from the posterior.

cpars$L50 <- L50[i]

Our estimated average length at 50% maturity (25.8 cm) is between the length at 50% maturity
reported for Rex Sole off Oregon (24cm) and the Gulf of Alaska (35cm) (Abookire 2006).

F.1.12 L50_95

Length increment from 50% to 95% maturity.

We can calculate this as a derived parameter from our logistic maturity model:

L95 <- logit_perc(a = post_mat$`(Intercept)`, b = post_mat$length, perc = 0.95)

L50_95 <- L95 - L50

cpars$L50_95 <- L50_95[i]
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Figure F.6. Posterior samples of length at maturity parameters. L50 represents length at 50% maturity,
L90 represents length at 95% maturity, and L50_95 represents the length difference between L50 and
L95.

F.1.13 D

Current level of stock depletion SSBcurrent/SSBunfished.

This will be populated via the SRA conditioning model and so we will leave it blank here.

stock_rex@D

#> numeric(0)

F.1.14 A

Length-weight parameter alpha. Positive real number.

We have sufficient length and weight data to fit a model to our data for both sexes combined:

Figure F.7. Length-weight relationship for Rex Sole sampled from the WCVI Synoptic Survey with both
sexes combined. The model is fit as in Anderson et al. (2019) (regression of log(weight) vs. log(length))
using the R package TMB (Kristensen et al. 2016) and a Student-t observation model with degrees of
freedom of 3 to downweight any outliers.
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mlw <- gfplot::fit_length_weight(drex$survey_samples, sex = "all")

gfplot::plot_length_weight(object_all = mlw, col = c("All" = "black"))

stock_rex@a <- exp(mlw$pars[["log_a"]])

round(log(stock_rex@a), 2)

#> [1] -12.57

round(stock_rex@a, 7)

#> [1] 3.5e-06

F.1.15 B

Length-weight parameter beta. Positive real number.

stock_rex@b <- mlw$pars[["b"]]

round(stock_rex@b, 2)

#> [1] 3.2

F.2 FLEET SLOT DESCRIPTIONS

F.2.1 NYEARS

The number of years for the historical spool-up simulation.

We will set the historical run-up to start in 1996.

catch_yrs <- unique(drex$catch$year)

c(catch_yrs[1], catch_yrs[length(catch_yrs)])

#> [1] 1996 2019

fleet_rex@nyears <- length(catch_yrs)

fleet_rex@nyears

#> [1] 24

F.2.2 L5

Shortest length corresponding to 5% vulnerability.

There are only 42 fish with measured lengths in the WCVI commercial data, which is insufficient
to estimate selectivity in the SRA. We will make the assumption that commercial and survey
selectivity approximately match the maturity ogive (but are fully selected by L∞), similar to
the assumption made in a delay-difference model that maturity and vulnerability to the fishery
occur at the same age. For this we use L5 = 22 and LFS = 32. We will include an alternative
assumption that the selectivity curve is shifted to the left making younger fish vulnerable to the
fishery (L5 = 17 and LFS = 28). These curves will be specified in the SRA.

fleet_rex@L5 <- c(22, 22)

F.2.3 LFS

Shortest length that is fully vulnerable to fishing.
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Figure F.8. Maturity-at-length and 2 selectivity curves used in the operating models. Maturity ogive
represents 100 draws from the posterior. Vertical lines represent samples from L∞.

fleet_rex@LFS <- c(34, 34)

F.2.4 CURRENTYR

The current calendar year (final year) of the historical simulations.

fleet_rex@CurrentYr <- 2019

F.3 OBS SLOT DESCRIPTIONS

F.3.1 COBS

Log-normal catch observation error expressed as a CV. Uniform distribution lower and upper
bounds.

Since 1996, observation error on catch should be negligible.

obs_rex@Cobs <- c(0, 0)

F.3.2 CBIASCV

Log-normal CV controlling the sampling of bias in catch observations for each simulation. Uni-
form distribution lower and upper bounds.

We will keep this at 0 because observation error on catch should be very small with 100% on
board and dockside monitoring.

obs_rex@Cbiascv <- c(0, 0)

F.3.3 IOBS

Observation error in the relative abundance indices expressed as a CV. Uniform distribution
lower and upper bounds.
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We will sample with replacement from the CVs of the observed WCVI synoptic trawl survey index
values for Rex Sole.

set.seed(2943)

cpars$Iobs <- sample(drex$survey_index$re, size = nsim, replace = TRUE)

round(mean(cpars$Iobs), 2)

#> [1] 0.09

round(sort(unique(cpars$Iobs)), 2)

#> [1] 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.11 0.12

F.3.4 BETA

A parameter controlling hyperstability/hyperdepletion where values below 1 lead to hyperstability
(an index that decreases more slowly than true abundance) and values above 1 lead to hyperde-
pletion (an index that decreases more rapidly than true abundance). Uniform distribution lower
and upper bounds.

We will set this to 1 to imply no hyperstability or hyperdepletion of the synoptic trawl survey
population index.

obs_rex@beta <- c(1, 1)

F.4 IMP SLOT DESCRIPTIONS

F.4.1 TACFRAC

Mean fraction of TAC taken. Uniform distribution lower and upper bounds.

We will assume that there is no persistent bias from replicate to replicate of the fraction of TAC
taken.

imp_rex@TACFrac <- c(1.0, 1.0)

F.4.2 TACSD

Log-normal CV in the fraction of TAC taken. Uniform distribution lower and upper bounds.

We will assume there is no variation in the fraction of TAC taken from year to year.

imp_rex@TACSD <- c(0, 0)
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APPENDIX G. R PACKAGE TO SUPPORT THE MP FRAMEWORK

We developed the R package ggmse (originally named ‘gfdlm’) to provide a set of tools that
facilitate applications of this framework. The package includes our provisional library of MPs,
a number of plotting functions for summarizing simulation output and model fits, and a variety
of other utilities for manipulating DLMtool MPs and performance metrics, and creating reports
based on DLMtool simulations (such as Appendix F in this document).

G.1 PLOTTING FUNCTIONS

All plotting functions are set up to take either:

1. a named list of DLMtool simulations from DLMtool::runMSE(),

2. a named list of SRA model fits from MSEtool::SRA_scope(), or

3. a named list of performance metric data frames from ggmse::get_probs().

In all cases, the list elements should contain different OM scenarios from the reference and/or
robustness sets and the names should reflect the OM scenario names.

Note that the pkg::f() syntax refers to a function f() within the package pkg without loading the
package via the library() function. We have written code in this appendix using this syntax so
that it is clear where various functions originate.

The following are the main plotting functions:

• plot_index_fits() takes a named list of SRA model fits and creates a plot of historical
population index data and model fits. For example, Figure E.6.

• plot_convergence() takes a named list of DLMtool simulations and creates a plot to assess
replicate convergence. For example, Figure E.12.

• plot_tigure() takes a named list of performance metric data frames and creates a shaded
probability table of performance metrics. For example, Figure E.13.

• plot_dots() takes a named list of performance metric data frames and creates a dot or
dot-and-line plot of performance metrics. For example, Figure E.16.

• plot_tradeoff() takes a named list of performance metric data frames and creates a trade-
off plot of two selected performance metrics. For example, Figure E.17.

• plot_radar() takes a named list of performance metric data frames and creates a radar
plot. For example, Figure E.18.

• plot_index() takes a named list of DLMtool simulations and creates a plot showing histori-
cal and projected population index values. For example, Figure E.19.

• plot_main_projections() takes a named list of DLMtool simulations and creates a time-
series plot of historical and projected B/BMSY, F /F MSY, and catch. For example, Figure E.20.

• plot_kobe() takes a named list of DLMtool simulations and creates a Kobe plot (F /F MSY
vs. B/BMSY) for the last projected year. For example, Figure E.26.

• plot_worms() takes a named list of DLMtool simulations and creates a Kobe plot through
time. For example, Figure E.27.

• plot_scenario_projections() takes a named list of DLMtool simulations and creates a
time-series plot of historical and projected B/BMSY, F /F MSY, and catch with all OM scenarios
overlaid on the same plots using different colours. For example, Figure E.34.
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• plot_factory() is “the one [plotting function] to rule them all.” This function takes a named
list of DLMtool simulations along with a number of other arguments specifying characteris-
tics like satisficed MPs and performance metrics and generates common versions of all the
figures described above. The output is a named list of ggplot2 (Wickham 2016) elements
that can be viewed, modified, and/or saved for inclusion in a report. For example, this func-
tion was used to create all the main figures in the Rex Sole case study in this document
(Figures E.12–E.34).

• pm_factory() is a function factory that generates a performance metric function. For exam-
ple, the following creates a performance metric LT LRP that is based on spawning biomass,
a reference level of 0.4 of BMSY, and calculated over years 36–50 in the projection period.

`LT LRP` <- ggmse::pm_factory("SBMSY", ref = 0.4, yrs = c(36, 50))

G.2 MP MANIPULATION FUNCTIONS

use_AddInd() and reduce_survey() are function factories that modify MPs to use the DLMtool
“additional index” data and discard selected survey years, respectively. The additional index data
(as used in this framework) reflects the observed index in the historical period and an index that
reflects the survey or fleet selectivity pattern in the projection period. For example, the following
creates a new MP named .Itarget_base by taking the MP Itarget_base and (1) modifying it
to use the first “additional index” and (2) omitting every even year of the survey to emulate a
biennial survey:

oddify <- function(x) seq(2, x, by = 2)

.Itarget_base <- ggmse::Itarget_base %>%

ggmse::use_AddInd() %>%

ggmse::reduce_survey(index = oddify)

Note that %>% refers to the “pipe” function from the magrittr R package (Bache and Wickham
2014). It can be read as “and then.” Technically, it places the output from the function before the
%>% into the first argument of the function after the %>%.

G.3 REPORTING UTILITIES

create_rmd() creates or updates a template for specifying a DLMtool OM. For example, it was
used to create Appendix F.
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APPENDIX H. COMPUTATIONAL ENVIRONMENT

This version of the document was generated on 2021-08-13 11:19:41 with R version 4.1.0 (2021-
05-18) (R Core Team 2019) and R package versions:

Package Version Date

bookdown bookdown 0.22 2021-04-22
cowplot cowplot 1.1.1 2020-12-30
csasdown csasdown 0.0.10.9000 2021-07-08
DLMtool DLMtool 5.4.3 2021-08-13
dplyr dplyr 1.0.7 2021-06-18
gfdata gfdata 0.0.0.9000 2021-07-05
gfdlm gfdlm 0.0.1.9001 2021-08-13
gfplot gfplot 0.1.4 2021-07-06
ggplot2 ggplot2 3.3.5 2021-06-25
glmmTMB glmmTMB 1.1.2 2021-07-09
kableExtra kableExtra 1.3.4 2021-02-20
knitr knitr 1.33 2021-04-24
MSEtool MSEtool 1.6.0 2020-05-05
purrr purrr 0.3.4 2020-04-17
rmarkdown rmarkdown 2.9 2021-06-15
rstan rstan 2.21.2 2020-07-27
rstanarm rstanarm 2.21.1 2020-07-20
TMB TMB 1.7.20 2021-04-08

The source code for this document is available at:
https://github.com/pbs-assess/gfmp/tree/f524374.

This document was compiled with the R package csasdown (Anderson et al. 2020a).
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